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Abstract

Early data from North America supports the use of educational cardiac arrest debriefing as a strategy to improve the quality of cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) in the hospital setting. As some debriefing approaches are challenging to deliver in the NHS setting, there was a need to develop debriefing approaches that are both effective and suited to NHS working practices. This thesis is modelled on the Medical Research Council framework for the development and evaluation of complex interventions. Undertaken between October 2011 and January 2015, it describes the development and feasibility assessment of three cardiac arrest debriefing approaches, which were specifically designed to be deliverable in NHS hospitals.

Development work comprised three work packages (systematic review, process evaluation, qualitative study). These studies provided evidence to support the use of cardiac arrest debriefing, but showed that weekly group debriefing is undeliverable in many NHS hospitals. Through qualitative work, I identified six distinct mechanisms by which debriefing may affect clinical practice. Synthesis of these data led to the development of three cardiac arrest debriefing approaches (monthly group debriefing, individual oral debriefing, written feedback).

We tested the feasibility of delivering these interventions by implementing them in three NHS hospitals (one intervention per hospital). In a before/after study, it was demonstrated that, despite practical challenges, interventions were deliverable in NHS hospitals. However, they were found to have no effect on either CPR quality or patient outcome. This finding was attributed to high performance in study hospitals at baseline.

This thesis demonstrates that the developed cardiac arrest debriefing interventions are deliverable in NHS hospitals. It has also generated important new theory about the mechanisms by which debriefing may affect clinical practice. This thesis lays the foundation for future work to evaluate the clinical and cost-effectiveness of these cardiac arrest debriefing interventions.
Chapter 1: Introduction

Parts of this chapter have been published in:


1.1 In-hospital cardiac arrest in context

Cardiac arrest describes the sudden cessation of heart function. This represents the endpoint of many conditions, including myocardial infarction, trauma, and sepsis. Descriptions of the condition and its treatment can be found in ancient manuscripts.¹ For example, the first book of Kings in the old testament of the bible describes how the prophet Elijah “stretched himself out on the boy three times” to resuscitate a child that had stopped breathing.²

Current treatment of cardiac arrest stems from the combined efforts of William Kouwenhoven, Guy Knickerbocker, James Jude, and Peter Safar in the 1950s and early 1960s. Kouwenhoven’s group, whilst undertaking experiments on dogs, made the chance discovery that pressure applied to the dog’s thorax by defibrillator paddles generated arterial blood flow.³ This finding led to the development of external chest compressions. Use of this technique on a cohort of 20 patients in cardiac arrest at John Hopkins Hospital was associated with a survival rate of 70%.⁴ In the context of a condition that had previously been universally fatal without immediate thoracotomy and internal chest compressions, this was a ground-breaking discovery. These authors declared that:

“Anyone, anywhere, can now initiate cardiac resuscitative procedures. All that is needed are two hands.”⁴

Around the same time, Peter Safar developed the concept of using expired air ventilation. Safar demonstrated the technique in a series of experiments in which untrained lay people delivered mouth-to-mouth ventilation successfully to 25 sedated and paralysed volunteers for up to three hours at a time.⁵ In combination, external chest compressions and mouth-to-mouth ventilation form the basis of cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR).⁶-⁸

In cardiac arrest, cells rapidly die due to hypoxia. CPR provides an artificial way to deliver oxygenated blood to the brain and heart, as well as increasing the likelihood of
a return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) by increasing coronary perfusion pressure. This is demonstrated clinically by evidence that cardiac arrest survival declines when commencement of CPR is delayed for even brief periods of time.

ILCOR (International Liaison Committee on Resuscitation) is an international body comprised of national and continental resuscitation organisations, including the American Heart Association (AHA), the European Resuscitation Council (ERC), and the Resuscitation Council of Asia. Its establishment in 1992 has ensured that the science of cardiac arrest is evidence-based. One of its key roles is a five-yearly review of resuscitation science, which forms the basis of many national and continental resuscitation guidelines.

1.1.1 Epidemiology of in-hospital cardiac arrest
In-hospital cardiac arrest is a major health problem, which carries significant mortality burden. Whilst the exact incidence is unknown, the most reliable United Kingdom (UK) data comes from the National Cardiac Arrest Audit (NCAA) which collates data from 144 participating UK hospitals. A recent NCAA publication reported an incidence of 1.5 events per 1,000 hospital admissions which equates to approximately 35,000 cases per year across the UK. This figure slightly underestimates the true incidence as only events attended by the hospital resuscitation team are recorded by NCAA, thereby excluding some cardiac arrests that take place in specialist areas, such as the intensive care unit, where support from the resuscitation team is not required.

In-hospital cardiac arrest survival rates remain dismal, despite modest improvements over the last decade. In the UK, only 18.4% of in-hospital cardiac arrest patients survive to leave hospital. Similar survival rates are reported in North America. Cardiac arrest survival is influenced by a number of patient, cardiac arrest, and system factors. These factors include the patient’s age and co-morbid status, pre-
admission functional status, hospital size, cardiac arrest location, initial rhythm, reason for hospital admission, time to defibrillation, and time of day of the cardiac arrest.\textsuperscript{17,19-21}

Data from NCAA shows that most (97.5\%) in-hospital cardiac arrest survivors have good neurological function when they leave hospital.\textsuperscript{15} This figure is higher than that reported by the American 'get with the guidelines' registry (75.1\%), and there are some concerns that this difference may be due to missing data in the NCAA dataset.\textsuperscript{15-18} Other studies have shown that survivors have an acceptable long-term outcome, which has been compared to that of heart failure patients.\textsuperscript{22,23}

\subsection{1.1.2 The chain of survival and in-hospital cardiac arrest}
The chain of survival describes a series of the processes that must be in place to achieve the best outcome following cardiac arrest.\textsuperscript{24} Developed originally by the AHA in 1991, the chain was updated in 2005 to reflect the importance of both cardiac arrest prevention and post-resuscitation care (Figure 1-1).\textsuperscript{24-26} Any link in the chain that is missed, delayed, or delivered ineffectively will significantly reduce the likelihood of patient survival. The UK Resuscitation Council has developed quality standards for CPR training and practice in acute care.\textsuperscript{27} Compliance with these standards ensures organisations develop a robust system based on the principles of the chain of survival.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{chain_of_survival.png}
\caption{Cardiac arrest chain of survival}
\end{figure}

Reprinted from Resuscitation, Volume 67, Nolan J, European Resuscitation Council Guidelines for Resuscitation 2005 Section 1: Introduction, S3-S6, Copyright 2005, with permission from Elsevier
The first link in the chain describes the importance of early recognition of patient deterioration and initiation of treatment to prevent cardiac arrest. There is now substantial evidence that in-hospital cardiac arrests are often preceded by a period of physiological deterioration, which is frequently either not recognised or not managed appropriately.28-32 Such data led to the development of national guidelines which recommend key interventions designed to improve the recognition of and response to deteriorating patients.33,34 These include early warning score systems, training courses specific to the identification and management of deteriorating patients, and the use of critical care outreach teams.33,34 Smith conceptualised these interventions in a chain of prevention, comprising five links: education, monitoring, recognition, call for help, and response.35 Despite the widespread implementation of these interventions, there continues to be evidence of suboptimal care prior to in-hospital cardiac arrest.32 In the recent National Confidential Enquiry in to Patient Outcome and Death (NCEPOD) report on in-hospital cardiac arrest, case assessors noted evidence of at least one marker of physiological deterioration in 72.5% of patients in the 48 hours preceding cardiac arrest and considered 37.8% of cardiac arrests to be avoidable.32

Early recognition of deterioration may also facilitate decision-making about the appropriateness of resuscitation.36 The NCEPOD report found that victims of in-hospital cardiac arrest were often elderly patients (median age 77) with poor baseline functional status and underlying conditions likely to prove fatal within four years.32,37 Such patients may not benefit from CPR. Do not attempt cardiopulmonary resuscitation orders may be considered in cases where resuscitation would be futile, the patient has refused resuscitation, or the benefits of resuscitation are outweighed by its burdens.38 Recent guidance highlights the importance of frank and open discussions with patients about their wishes in the event of a cardiac arrest.38

The second and third links in the chain of survival describe the importance of early CPR and early defibrillation. A small delay in initiating these therapies is associated
with worse neurologically-intact survival.\textsuperscript{10,21} Most hospitals employ a two tier response system to cardiac arrest.\textsuperscript{27,32} The first tier consists of ward staff, trained in basic life support and automated external defibrillation, who are responsible for the identification of cardiac arrest, activation of the emergency team, initiation of CPR, and defibrillation. There is evidence that these initial tasks are often not performed promptly and effectively, which may be attributed partly to the infrequent exposure of ward staff to cardiac arrest and limitations of standard training methods.\textsuperscript{21,39-41} This has led to the development of alternative training approaches such as regular in-situ CPR refreshers, whereby clinicians receive CPR refresher training in their own clinical setting.\textsuperscript{42} The second tier consists of a multidisciplinary emergency team. Team composition varies between organisations.\textsuperscript{43,44} The Resuscitation Council (UK) makes no specific recommendation regarding team composition, but advises that teams should have members competent in the use of basic airway devices including supraglottic airways, intravenous and intraosseous cannulation, manual defibrillation, drug administration, and post-resuscitation care.\textsuperscript{27} The term human factors describes the way that clinicians interact with one another.\textsuperscript{45} In recent years, there has been an increased recognition of the influence of human factors on CPR quality, although the principles of human factors are yet to become fully embedded in practice.\textsuperscript{45-48} For example, it is recommended that cardiac arrest team members meet at the start of each shift to learn names and allocate team roles, but this most basic strategy is often neglected.\textsuperscript{27,44}

The final link in the chain of survival is post-resuscitation care. Patients who survive cardiac arrest are frequently comatose and require tracheal intubation and mechanical ventilation. Post cardiac arrest syndrome describes the complex pathophysiological processes that result from systemic ischaemia followed by reperfusion.\textsuperscript{49} It comprises four components: brain injury, myocardial dysfunction, a systemic inflammatory response, and the underlying pathology that caused the cardiac arrest. In the UK, the Intensive Care Society has developed a bundle of evidence-based interventions for the management of patients following cardiac arrest.\textsuperscript{50,51} These therapies include controlled
oxygenation, maintenance of normocapnia, temperature management, glucose control, delayed prognostician, and cardiovascular support including consideration for percutaneous coronary intervention. The implementation of a post-arrest care bundle on an intensive care unit has been associated with a significant improvement in neurologically-intact survival.\textsuperscript{52}

1.1.3 The importance of CPR quality
In the event of cardiac arrest, effective delivery of CPR and defibrillation is the most important modifiable determinant of patient survival. The benefits of Advanced Life Support interventions, such as drug therapy and tracheal intubation, are unclear.\textsuperscript{53-57} A large before/after study of 5,638 patients found that the implementation of advanced life support therapies in a Canadian Emergency Medical Service (EMS) system had no effect on patient survival to hospital discharge.\textsuperscript{55}

The quality of CPR and defibrillation can be described using a number of metrics including chest compression depth, rate, flow-fraction, incomplete release, and peri-shock pause. Over the last decade, resuscitation guidelines have placed increasing emphasis on the importance of these metrics.\textsuperscript{58,59} However, despite convincing evidence to support the importance of high-quality CPR and defibrillation, observational data show significant variability in care delivery with high-quality care being infrequently delivered.\textsuperscript{60-63}

The importance of CPR quality was first demonstrated in animal models of cardiac arrest. For example, Babbs et al identified a positive correlation between chest compression depth and cardiac output in a canine model of cardiac arrest.\textsuperscript{64} Similarly, Berg et al showed the adverse haemodynamic effects of chest compression interruptions in swine.\textsuperscript{65} However, testing such data in humans was challenging and required significant manpower. In a human study which showed an association
between chest compression rate and ROSC, data were collected by researchers who attended 97 cardiac arrests and manually counted chest compressions. Today, technological improvements enable defibrillators to automatically collect information on CPR quality metrics. This development has revolutionised our understanding of the importance of CPR quality.

In 2005, this technology was used in two landmark papers which highlighted the issue of delivery of suboptimal CPR. In an analysis of 176 out-of-hospital cardiac arrest patients, 59% of compressions were too shallow and mean flow-fraction was only 52%. In a study of in-hospital cardiac arrest patients, received a slightly better quality of CPR. Nevertheless, there was still marked variability in CPR quality, with 37% of chest compressions being too shallow and 65% of chest compressions delivered at an incorrect rate.

The Resuscitation Outcomes Consortium (ROC) has established a registry of out-of-hospital cardiac arrests in North America, which covers 264 EMS agencies and a population of 23 million people. CPR quality metrics are collected as a non-mandatory item in the registry dataset. However, the collection of a large amount of data has enabled the group to produce a series of observational studies which examine the association between CPR quality metrics and patient outcomes. Such studies are prone to selection bias and confounding, but they present two consistent findings. Firstly, CPR quality often fails to adhere to published guidelines. Secondly, the delivery of high-quality CPR is associated with improved patient outcomes.

Flow-fraction is the proportion of a cardiac arrest for which the patient is receiving chest compressions. Christenson et al used data from the ROC registry to analyse the effect of this metric on survival to hospital discharge in a cohort of 506 out-of-hospital cardiac arrest patients who presented in a shockable rhythm. The multivariable linear-regression model showed that each 10% increase in flow-fraction was associated with...
improved hospital survival (adjusted odds ratio (OR) 1.11, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.01–1.21). Equally important, though, was the observation that 291 patients (58%) received a flow-fraction of less than 60%. A similar message was presented in a paper examining the effect of chest compression depth on survival. This analysis of 9,136 out-of-hospital cardiac arrest patients found an association between each 5-mm increase in chest compression depth and hospital survival (adjusted OR 1.04, 95% CI 1.00-1.08, p=0.045). In this cohort, 3,334 (36%) patients received a chest compression depth less than that recommended by international guidelines.75 Such findings are not isolated to the ROC group, with similar findings presented by several other resuscitation research groups.21,61,76-82

A key concern is that the quality of CPR delivered in these studies may be significantly better than that delivered in many organisations. Studies were produced by organisations with an interest in CPR quality and resuscitation research, so clinicians were more likely to be aware of the importance of high-quality CPR and this effect may have been accentuated by a Hawthorne effect. Furthermore, the defibrillator technology used to record CPR metrics can also provide real-time audiovisual feedback. Real-time audiovisual feedback technology uses a defibrillator sensor device to provide immediate information to the rescuer about the quality of CPR delivery. Use of the technology is itself associated with modest improvements in CPR quality, but is only used in a small minority of hospitals and EMS systems.43,44,83-85

It is likely that the suboptimal CPR delivery highlighted above represents a best-case scenario, and that many organisations actually fall short of the standard described in published studies. Failure to deliver high-quality CPR results in avoidable mortality. There is an urgent need to improve the translation of this evidence in to practice.
1.2 Strategies to improve quality in healthcare

Variability in care delivery and the failure by healthcare providers to deliver evidence-based care is not unique to cardiac arrest. This was one of the drivers for the commissioning of the 2001 American Institute of Medicine report on quality in the American health system.\(^{86}\) The report’s conclusion that 100,000 Americans die every year due to healthcare errors drew worldwide interest. In 2003, McGlynn et al compared the care delivered to 6,712 American patients to a series of quality indicators for a range of acute and chronic conditions.\(^{87}\) In this cohort, patients received less than 55% of recommended care interventions. More recently, a systematic review of 35 pre-hospital and emergency care studies found considerable variability in adherence to guidelines, with median adherence ranging from 7.8 to 95% depending on the clinical condition.\(^{88}\) In the light of such data, Pronovost et al advocated a need for an increased focus on research that examines the implementation of best practice, on the basis that:

“One of the greatest opportunities to improve patient outcomes will probably come not from discovering new treatments but from more effective delivery of existing therapies.”\(^{89}\)

Studies identify a number of reasons why clinicians do not adhere to evidence-based guidelines.\(^{90}\) These include a lack of awareness of the guideline, lack of belief that the guideline behaviour is achievable, and a belief that the guideline behaviour will not achieve its stated goal. A variety of strategies have been developed to improve adherence to best-practice by targeting these issues. Examples include outreach visits, checklists and reminder systems, educational material, and audit and feedback. The effectiveness of these approaches has been described in several systematic reviews.\(^{91}-^{94}\) However, as Oxman et al concluded, in their review of 102 studies, none of these strategies are “magic bullets” for changing clinician behaviour.\(^{91}\) Subsequent reviews have reached similar conclusions.\(^{92}-^{94}\) A Health Technology Assessment programme review of 235 studies found that interventions often led to small to moderate
improvements in practice, but that effectiveness varied depending on the setting in which the intervention was implemented.\textsuperscript{92}

In the context of cardiac arrest, the Utstein formula of survival describes cardiac arrest survival as a product of medical science, educational efficiency, and local organisation (Figure 1-2).\textsuperscript{95} Of these components, local organisation, which incorporates guideline implementation, has proved the most challenging to optimise, but potentially produces the greatest benefit.\textsuperscript{95-97} This concept is exemplified by the case of high-quality CPR. Bobrow et al developed a complex multi-faceted intervention designed to improve CPR delivery in an EMS system.\textsuperscript{98} Implementation of the intervention was associated with marked improvements in CPR quality, which contributed to a significant improvement in survival to hospital discharge (adjusted odds ratio 2.72, 95\% CI 1.15 to 6.41).

\textbf{Figure 1-2: Utstein formula of survival}

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{utstein_formula.png}
\end{center}

Reprinted from Resuscitation, Volume 84/11, Søreide E, Morrison L, Hillman K et al, The formula for survival in resuscitation, 1487-93, Copyright 2013, with permission from Elsevier

In 2013, the AHA produced two important consensus statements on improving survival after in-hospital cardiac arrest and strategies to improve CPR quality.\textsuperscript{97,99} Developed through expert consensus, both statements recommended that organisations develop a continuous quality improvement programme that incorporates cardiac arrest debriefing. This recommendation for the use of cardiac arrest debriefing reflects current ERC and AHA resuscitation guidelines.\textsuperscript{100,101}
1.3 Feedback and debriefing

1.3.1 Defining debriefing

Definitions of debriefing in healthcare simulation describe a facilitated educational process in which a clinician reflects on an event, with a focus on improving subsequent practice.\textsuperscript{102-104} Such definitions draw clear parallels with the concept of reflective practice theories, such as those described by Kolb and Schon.\textsuperscript{105,106} There are, however, two key problems with these definitions.

Firstly, even in the simulation setting, the term debriefing is used inconsistently. For example, an intervention in which a clinician reviews a videotape recording of their performance has been described as both videotape feedback and self-debriefing.\textsuperscript{107,108} Self-debriefing may also refer to interventions where teams debrief themselves without an external facilitator.\textsuperscript{102} Fanning and Gaba’s paper on simulation debriefing is itself an example of this inconsistency.\textsuperscript{102} The paper starts by describing debriefing as “facilitated or guided reflection in the cycle of experiential learning,” but subsequently discusses the use of ‘written debriefing,’ in which participants record events in a reflective diary, even though this process is neither facilitated nor guided.

Secondly, definitions from the simulation setting do not adequately capture the way that debriefing is delivered in the clinical setting. For example, some debriefing approaches in the clinical setting include the whole healthcare team.\textsuperscript{109-112} In such cases, it is difficult to apply the concept of event reflection to debrief attendees who were not part of the care team at the event being reviewed. A further tension comes from the fact that, despite the best efforts of a facilitator, engaging participants to discuss and reflect on an event can be extremely challenging, such that debriefs may sometimes mimic a didactic teaching session.\textsuperscript{102,113,114} Whilst this may still promote reflection, the reflective process will, as it is with written feedback, be individual and not externally facilitated. In such cases, there is little to separate debriefing from standard feedback.
The inconsistent use of the term debriefing and the lack of applicability of simulation definitions to the clinical setting makes it challenging to accurately identify and categorise clinical debriefing interventions. This is further complicated by incomplete reporting of interventions in journals.\textsuperscript{115,116}

In view of these challenges, ILCOR made the pragmatic decision in 2010 to use the term debriefing to describe all types of feedback intervention.\textsuperscript{117} This approach is supported by Fanning and Gaba’s assertion that debriefing interventions are a sub-group of feedback interventions.\textsuperscript{102} The approach also avoids the potential confusion that may arise between use of the terms post-event feedback and real-time audiovisual feedback.

Van de Ridder et al define feedback as, “Specific information about the comparison between a trainee’s observed performance and a standard, given with the intent to improve the trainee’s performance.”\textsuperscript{118} One limitation to this definition is an assumption that only the care provider benefits from the feedback, despite, as noted above, some debriefing approaches incorporating the wider care team on the basis that they may also benefit from the intervention. Nevertheless, when interpreted broadly, this definition covers all cardiac arrest debriefing approaches, ranging from facilitated group debriefing to the provision of written feedback. Throughout this thesis, the term debriefing is used to describe all types of post-event feedback. Use of the term feedback is limited to situations where the authors of a paper specifically use the word feedback (e.g. audit and feedback) and in the case of written feedback.

1.3.2 The impact of debriefing on practice
Audit and feedback is often used in healthcare as a strategy designed to improve delivery of evidence-based healthcare.\textsuperscript{119} The strategy has been the subject of numerous studies over the last century, which have been summarised in a series of
systematic reviews.\textsuperscript{103,119-121} These reviews typically find an association between debriefing interventions and improvements in care delivery, which in some cases has translated into improvements in patient outcomes.

A Cochrane systematic review of the effect of feedback interventions on professional practice included 140 studies.\textsuperscript{119} Interventions in included studies mainly targeted prescribing behaviour (39 studies), management of cardiovascular disease or diabetes (34 studies), and use of laboratory and radiological tests (31 studies). Most studies (121 studies) directed interventions at doctors. The review found moderate quality evidence that showed the use of audit and feedback led to moderate improvements in care delivery in relation to both continuous (median 4.3\%, interquartile range (IQR) 0.5\%-16.0\%) and dichotomous (median 1.3\%, IQR 1.3\%-28.9\%) outcomes. However, underpinning these median values was evidence of considerable variation in effect, with both types of outcome showing very large effect sizes at the upper end of the interquartile range. Evidence in relation to patient outcomes was low quality, and showed that audit and feedback had no effect in relation to dichotomous outcomes (median 0.4\%, IQR -1.3\%-1.6\%), but led to modest improvements for continuous outcomes (median 17\%, IQR 1.5\%-17\%).

Tannenbaum and Cerasoli examined the effect of debriefing on performance.\textsuperscript{103} Debriefing interventions were categorised as an individual or team reflecting on a specific event with a focus on improvement. Studies were from a broad range of disciplines, including healthcare emergencies (simulation and clinical studies), organisational development, and the military. The meta-analysis of 46 studies found that debriefing improved performance by 20-25\%, with some studies showing large effect sizes. However, the generalisability of this result is unclear given the heterogeneity of meta-analysed studies. The review also has some important methodological weaknesses, particularly around the process used to identify studies.
Debriefing is not always beneficial, and may contribute to a deterioration in care delivery. Kluger and Denisi meta-analysed 131 studies with 607 reported outcomes. The review found that approximately a third of the time, debriefing seemed to negatively affect performance, although overall the intervention was associated with a modest positive effect on performance. However, the authors do not report how many studies contained negative results, so it is unclear whether a few studies that reported many negative effects were the driving force behind this finding. Furthermore, the histogram of effect sizes from included studies shows that the magnitude of negative results was consistently very small, whereas the magnitude of positive effects was variable with some studies reporting very large effect sizes. Finally, details of included studies were not detailed and searches focussed on psychology databases, and so the applicability of these findings to healthcare delivery are unclear. Nevertheless, the study highlights the need for some caution when implementing debriefing interventions.

A common feature in these three reviews is the large variability in positive effect sizes. Foy et al suggest that this variability stems from a lack of certainty about what works best and in what circumstances. To address this uncertainty, several reviews have uses statistical techniques to identify factors associated with the increased effectiveness of debriefing interventions. These are summarised in table 1-1, although it is unclear whether these can be reliably generalised to all debriefing interventions. Hysong et al used a qualitative approach to compare feedback delivery in high and low performing hospitals. They found that, in contrast to low performing organisations, high performing organisations tended to provide non-punitive, timely feedback that was tailored to the needs of users.
Table 1-1: Factors associated with increased effectiveness of debriefing interventions

- Poor baseline performance.\textsuperscript{119}
- Delivery by clinical colleagues.\textsuperscript{119,121}
- Use of multiple formats, such as written and verbal.\textsuperscript{119}
- Delivery on several occasions over a period of more than one year.\textsuperscript{119,121}
- Inclusion of explicit targets\textsuperscript{119}
- Align focus of debrief with attendees (i.e. team debriefs focus on team performance; individual debriefs focus on individual performance)\textsuperscript{103}
- Facilitation of debriefs\textsuperscript{103}

Recent reports have highlighted the perceived importance of feedback in healthcare organisations. The Francis report on the failings at Stafford Hospital made several recommendations relating to feedback including the need for nursing staff to receive regular performance feedback.\textsuperscript{124} Similarly, a Health Foundation report which examined reliability in NHS organisations highlighted inadequate individual and system feedback mechanisms as a factor contributing to unreliable systems.\textsuperscript{125}

1.3.3 Debriefing in other settings
The use of debriefing as an educational intervention following clinical emergencies was first reported in the late 1980s.\textsuperscript{109} However, it was not until 2006 that its use was formally recommended by a professional organisation.\textsuperscript{126} This first recommendation came from the American College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists.\textsuperscript{126,127} In the field of resuscitation, ILCOR first recommended the use of clinical debriefing for cardiac arrest in 2010.\textsuperscript{117} Debriefing in other fields, such as aviation and the military, can be traced back to the 1970s. Review of the use of debriefing in these other fields is instructive, due to their contribution to the development of clinical debriefing.

1.3.3.1 Aviation
There are clear parallels between resuscitation and aviation, particularly the need for an effective team response to emergency situations.\textsuperscript{128} In the aviation industry, a series of airplane crashes in 1970s, that could not be attributed to mechanical failure,
highlighted the important contribution of human factors to aviation safety.\textsuperscript{129} This led to the development of crew resource management, which incorporates the use of debriefing.\textsuperscript{129} In aviation, debriefing is tailored to specific situations, so different approaches have been developed for simulation training, routine flights, and actual or near-miss incidents.\textsuperscript{114,130-132} A key theme throughout all these models is the focus on using the debrief to discuss and learn lessons, rather than to apportion blame.

1.3.3.2 The military

A form of debriefing, termed the after-action review, has been used by the American army since the 1970s.\textsuperscript{133} The after-action review has been described as “a professional discussion of an event that enables soldiers/ units to discover for themselves what happened and develop a strategy… for improvement.”\textsuperscript{134} These debriefs evolved from the work of military historians who conducted post-battle interviews with soldiers during World War Two to create an accurate historical record.\textsuperscript{133} Prior to the development of after-action reviews, performance critiques following exercises were based on subjective criteria and often negative in tone. Recognition that this approach was ineffective led to the development of after-action reviews, which are now considered a core component of army training and operations.\textsuperscript{134}

1.3.3.3 Critical incident stress debriefing

In 1983, Mitchell developed the concept of critical incident stress debriefing (CISD), whereby emergency rescuers were routinely debriefed following significant events in an effort to reduce mental anguish.\textsuperscript{135} Mitchell describes several versions of the intervention, but in essence it consists of an opportunity to review the event and discuss feelings, either individually or alongside the wider team, in a supportive setting. Despite widespread adoption, high-quality systematic reviews of CISD have found no evidence of benefit and some evidence of potential harm.\textsuperscript{136-138} Supporters of CISD, criticise the index studies in these reviews for either implementing CISD poorly or with the wrong population.\textsuperscript{139} Nevertheless, in 2005 the National Incident for Clinical
Excellence took the bold step of actively advising against the routine use of critical incident stress debriefing.\textsuperscript{140}

Despite this recommendation, healthcare providers continue to provide debriefing for perceived psychological benefit, particularly in the paediatric emergency department.\textsuperscript{141,142} In a survey of 144 UK senior paediatric and emergency medicine clinicians, most respondents reported that a debriefing regularly took place after a failed paediatric resuscitation and that this addressed both psychological issues and medical care.\textsuperscript{141} A recent paper extended this concept of debriefing to bystanders following out-of-hospital cardiac arrests.\textsuperscript{143}

1.3.3.4 Healthcare simulation

Simulation has been used in the military as a training tool for several centuries, with the game of chess cited as an early example of war simulation.\textsuperscript{144} Simulation in healthcare is a more recent development. The field of resuscitation was an early adopter of simulation, with the development of a resuscitation manikin in the early 1960s to facilitate practice of mouth-to-mouth ventilation.\textsuperscript{144-146} Early attempts to develop more advanced simulators failed due to their prohibitive cost.\textsuperscript{144} The development of high-fidelity simulation in the 1980s was driven by two key factors.\textsuperscript{144} Firstly, technological improvements facilitated the development of cost-effective simulators by anaesthesia groups in North America. Secondly, opinion leaders recognised the need for more educationally sound approaches to clinical skills development.

Debriefing is a core component of the high-fidelity simulation educational process.\textsuperscript{102} Indeed, a systematic review found that the debrief is one of the most educationally important parts of the simulation experience.\textsuperscript{147} In the simulation setting, debriefs are typically held immediately after the event and consist of a confidential facilitated discussion where participants are encouraged to reflect on events and share their
experiences. Nevertheless, the optimum approach remains unclear in relation to many aspects of the debriefing process.

There are marked differences between debriefing in the clinical and simulation setting. For example, unlike the clinical setting, simulation debriefs take place in protected time and can utilise facilitator observations and video-recordings of events. As such, evidence from the simulation setting cannot be readily applied in the clinical setting without further effectiveness testing.

1.4 Cardiac arrest debriefing

The concept of cardiac arrest debriefing was first described in publications in the early 1990s, but received relatively little attention over the subsequent 15 years. In 2007, a pre-hospital debriefing intervention was found to have no effect on CPR quality or patient outcome. However, the following year, Edelson et al described how the implementation of cardiac arrest debriefing at a Chicago hospital was associated with significant improvements in CPR quality, which translated to a significant improvement in ROSC (45% v 59%, p=0.03). Against a backdrop of data highlighting suboptimal CPR delivery and failed experiments with real-time audiovisual feedback technology, this paper was something of landmark and led to renewed interest in cardiac arrest debriefing.

1.4.1 Attitudes to cardiac arrest debriefing and its adoption

Clinicians describe cardiac arrest as a challenging and stressful event. In survey studies, clinicians report that they consider debriefing to be a valuable educational intervention, but few report actually receiving debriefing in practice. In a Canadian survey of 289 doctors, only 5.9% of respondents had ever received a debrief, but there was evidence of a positive correlation between receiving a debrief and perceived competence in cardiac arrest team leadership. Similarly, an Australian
survey of 470 junior doctors found respondents with less exposure to debriefing were less likely to feel prepared to lead emergencies.\textsuperscript{159}

Recent organisational surveys provide up-to-date information on provision of debriefing. In a survey of 21 EMS systems that participate in the American CARES (Cardiac Arrest Repository to Enhance Survival) registry, 12 out of the 21 (57\%) EMS systems reported providing feedback to ambulance staff, although the nature of the feedback is not defined.\textsuperscript{83} This finding is particularly curious given that only two EMS systems reported using real-time audiovisual feedback systems as this technology is usually required for collecting the CPR quality data that forms the basis of debriefing interventions. As such, debriefing was likely limited to reporting survival data or self-reported timing data (e.g. time to defibrillation), both of which tend to be of limited value and the latter is particularly prone to reporting bias.\textsuperscript{160-162}

Surveys of hospital practice suggest that debriefing is infrequently provided. A Finnish survey of 29 cardiac arrest teams found that only one (3\%) team held structured debriefings after cardiac arrest events.\textsuperscript{43} American hospitals seemingly fare slightly better, but still only 149 (34\%) out of 439 surveyed hospitals reporting that they routinely debriefed following cardiac arrests.\textsuperscript{44} However, as was the case with the CARES survey, only a minority (4\%, n=17) of these hospitals used real-time audiovisual feedback devices, so it is unlikely that this debriefing incorporates CPR quality data.

\subsection*{1.4.2 Models of cardiac arrest debriefing}
Following on from the ILCOR recommendation in 2010, the AHA published a consensus statement in 2013 which recommended organisations select a debriefing approach that is tailored to the organisation’s culture, resources, and method of data collection.\textsuperscript{97,163} Underpinning this recommendation is an assumption that all debriefing
interventions are effective and that they are all potentially equally effective. However, cardiac arrest debriefing is a very heterogeneous intervention, with studies describing many different approaches.

The timing of the debrief is one of its most important characteristics as this determines several other components of the intervention (Table 1-2). Broadly, debriefing approaches can be categorised as either hot or cold. Hot debriefing takes place immediately after the cardiac arrest, whilst cold debriefing is delayed and usually takes place a few days to a few weeks after the cardiac arrest.

Table 1-2: Characteristics of hot and cold debriefing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hot/Immediate debriefing</th>
<th>Cold/ delayed debriefing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Verbal</td>
<td>Verbal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Written</td>
<td>Performance summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Immediate team</td>
<td>Immediate team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Larger team</td>
<td>Managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Clinician recall</td>
<td>Clinician recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automatic Performance Summary</td>
<td>Download of defibrillator CPR data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hot debriefing tends to be limited to verbal discussion which is restricted to the immediate care team. As CPR quality data cannot usually be downloaded from the defibrillator and reviewed in time for a hot debrief, discussion is often based on clinician recall of events. This approach, termed qualitative debriefing, therefore relies on clinicians identifying and recalling issues. However, clinicians are generally poor at self-assessment and rarely recall suboptimal CPR delivery, even with the benefit of real-time audiovisual feedback technology. Some defibrillators do produce an immediate performance summary, but these reports are limited to summary measures.
of CPR quality and do not allow detailed analysis of performance. Hot debriefing may be particularly useful for the immediate identification and review of latent errors.\textsuperscript{168}

A further problem with hot debriefing is that debriefs are often facilitated by a team leader with limited experience of facilitation. This creates a risk that the debrief may not focus on key learning points. This has been partly addressed by the development of hot debriefing tools, which provide a clear structure to the debrief.\textsuperscript{165,169} The tool developed by Percarpio et al contains 20 closed questions (for example “was all of the equipment in good working condition?”) followed by a staff satisfaction score, and so provides little opportunity for staff to openly discuss the cardiac arrest.\textsuperscript{169} In contrast, the tool developed by Mullan et al is framed around two open questions (“what went well during our care for the patient?” and “what could have gone better during our care for the patient?”) in order to generate open discussion.\textsuperscript{165} Both tools facilitate a quick structured debrief that reviews performance and aims to identify areas for improvement, but their clinical effectiveness has not yet been formally tested.

Cold debriefings provide the opportunity for greater flexibility in format, staff recipients and use of data (Table 1-2). A commonly used cold debriefing approach is the Resuscitation with Actual Performance Integrated Debriefing (RAPID) model.\textsuperscript{110,152,170} Originally developed by Edelson et al, RAPID consists of a 45-minute weekly meeting open to all resuscitation team members, where between two and four cardiac arrest cases are reviewed and discussed.\textsuperscript{152} Case review may be supported by CPR quality data downloaded from a defibrillator or videotape recordings.\textsuperscript{110,152,170} In small cohesive units with a relatively low incidence of cardiac arrests, it may be feasible to hold a cold debrief after every cardiac arrest. This approach was used on the paediatric intensive care unit of the Children’s Hospital in Philadelphia, where six debriefs were held between June 2010 and May 2011.\textsuperscript{111,112}
In the pre-hospital setting, geography may make oral debriefing challenging to deliver. Whilst this has been achieved in some EMS systems, others have adopted alternative debriefing approaches.\textsuperscript{150,171,172} Lyon et al implemented a system of written feedback in the Scottish Ambulance Service, which used case records and defibrillator data to generate a written feedback sheet for ambulance staff.\textsuperscript{172} A potential limitation to this approach is that, as is the case with hot debriefing, learning opportunities may be restricted to the direct care team. In some studies, written summaries have been sent to the wider care team. For example, O’Connor and Megargel sent monthly summaries of key metrics to all ambulance staff in an EMS system.\textsuperscript{150} It seems important that information be sent directly to frontline providers. In a study where CPR quality data were sent to CPR instructors, rather than directly to frontline providers, the intervention was found to have no effect on CPR quality.\textsuperscript{151}

1.4.3 The effect of cardiac arrest debriefing on practice
Since 2008, a number of papers have examined the effect of different models of cardiac arrest debriefing on practice. Most of these studies are single-centre before/after studies, whereby performance is measured before and after the implementation of the debriefing intervention. This approach is associated with a high risk of bias and limits study generalisability.\textsuperscript{173,174} Furthermore, in only two papers was a survival outcome identified a priori as the primary outcome such that the study was adequately powered to detect a difference for this outcome.\textsuperscript{111,152} Nevertheless, studies present a relatively consistent message that debriefing seems to have a positive effect on CPR quality, with some papers also reporting improvements in patient outcome. A summary of studies testing the effect of cardiac arrest debriefing strategies is included as table 1-3. Notably, whilst some studies have found no effect, no study has reported deterioration in CPR delivery associated with the implementation of debriefing.
# Table 1-3: Summary table of cardiac arrest debriefing studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study design/ setting†</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>CPR quality</th>
<th>Patient outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whitcomb 1990148</td>
<td>CS (n= 424) Hospital. USA Cold debrief Written feedback to team leader. Delivered as part of quality improvement bundle</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weston 1992149</td>
<td>CS (n= 10) Emergency Department. Wales Cold debrief* Review of videotape of resuscitation with senior member of staff</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor 1994150</td>
<td>BA (n=424) EMS system. USA Cold debrief Monthly written feedback on organisational performance of key performance measures</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
<td>No effect on STA STA: 13.9% v 18.6%, NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olasveegen 2007151</td>
<td>BA (n=143) EMS systems, England, Sweden, Norway Cold debrief** CPR quality data provided to local CPR instructors Real-time feedback in both study phases.</td>
<td>No effect on CPR quality CC Depth (mm): 36 v 37, p= 0.56 NFF: 0.40 v 0.41, p=0.83</td>
<td>No effect on STA or STD STA: 16% v 13%, p= 0.66 STD: 5% v 2%, p = 0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edelson 2008152 *</td>
<td>BA (n=224) Hospital. USA Cold debrief** Weekly group debrief meeting with review of 2-4 cardiac arrests. Open to all resuscitation team members. Real-time feedback in both study phases.</td>
<td>Improvement in CPR quality CC Depth (mm): 44 v 50, p&lt;0.001 NFF: 0.20 v 0.13, p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>Improvement in ROSC; No effect on STD ROSC: 45% v 59%, p=0.03 STD: 9% v 7%, p=0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiang 2010170</td>
<td>CS (n=45) Emergency Department. China Cold debrief* Weekly group debrief meeting. Open to all staff.</td>
<td>Improvement in CPR quality No-flow time (median secs/min): 11 v 7, p&lt;0.01</td>
<td>No effect on ROSC or STD ROSC: 33% v 13%, p=0.41 STD: 13% v 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percarpio 2010169</td>
<td>CS (n=30) Hospital. USA Hot debrief Structured hot debrief held after cardiac arrest</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lukas 2012171</td>
<td>Matched-pair registry (n=638) EMS system. Germany Cold debrief** Chest compression quality management programme- Real-time feedback + specialist training + team debrief session after every cardiac arrest</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
<td>Improvement in ROSC; No effect on STD Actual ROSC in each group compared with expected ROSC- (Intervention: 52% v 45%, p=0.01 compared with Control: 47% v 45%, p=0.32) STA: 48.9% v 43.6%, p=0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study design/setting†</td>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>CPR quality</td>
<td>Patient outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Lyon 2012**¹⁷²      | BA (n=111) EMS system. Scotland. | Cold debrief**  
Resuscitation classes and written feedback sent to providers after each cardiac arrest | Improvement in CPR quality  
NFF: 17 v 10.7, p=0.007 | No effect on ROSC or STD  
ROSC: 32.4% v 40.3%, p= 0.56  
STD: 11.8% v 11.7%, p=0.90 |
| **Ong 2013**¹⁷⁵       | BA (n=248) Emergency Department. Singapore | Cold debrief*  
Team review and feedback using resuscitation videotape + mechanical CPR + pit-crew/ team training | Improvement in CPR quality  
NFF: 0.33 v 0.23. Difference 0.1 (95% CI 0.07-0.14) | No effect on ROSC or STD  
ROSC: adj OR 0.86 (95% CI 0.48-1.54)  
STD: adj OR 2.71 (95% CI 0.41-17.9) |
| **Mullan 2013**¹⁶⁵     | CS (n=241) Emergency Department (paediatric). USA | Hot debrief  
Structured hot debrief held after every cardiac arrest | Not measured | Not measured |
| **Zebuhr 2012/ Wolfe 2014**¹¹¹,¹¹² | BA (n=94) Hospital (paediatric). USA | Cold debrief**  
Group debrief meeting following every cardiac arrest. Open to all staff. Real-time feedback in both study phases | Improvement in CPR quality  
Likelihood of delivering excellent CPR  
Excellent CPR: adj OR 5.0 (95% CI 2.2–11.4, p<0.02) | No effect on ROSC; Improvement in STD  
ROSC: adj OR 1.55 (95% CI 0.61–3.97)  
STD: adj OR 2.5 (95% CI 0.91–6.8) |
| **Knight 2014**¹⁷⁶      | BA (n=248) Hospital (paediatric). USA | Hot debrief  
Hot debrief held after cardiac arrest + in-situ simulation + development of code team roles and responsibilities + equipment familiarisation and training | Not measured | Improvement in STD  
STD: adj OR 2.06 (95% CI 1.02-4.25) |

Data presented as mean or percentage unless otherwise stated  
†- n indicates sample size; *- Debriefing used video-tape recording; **- Debriefing used data downloaded from defibrillator  
CS- case series; BA- before/after study; STA- survival to admission; STD- survival to discharge; ROSC- return of spontaneous circulation; NS- not significant; CC- chest compression; NFF- No flow-fraction; CI- confidence interval; adj OR- adjusted odds ratio
Some studies provided real-time audiovisual feedback alongside cardiac arrest debriefing.\textsuperscript{111,112,151,152} On its own, use of this technology leads to small improvements in CPR quality, but appears to have no effect on patient outcome.\textsuperscript{85,177} Interestingly, there may be an interaction between use of this technology and debriefing. In a randomised controlled manikin study, both real-time audiovisual feedback and debriefing used on their own improved CPR quality, but there was evidence of a cumulative effect on CPR quality when interventions were used in combination.\textsuperscript{178}

Other studies have implemented debriefing, as part of a CPR quality improvement bundle.\textsuperscript{171,175,176} These bundles incorporate several interventions designed to improve CPR quality, such as human factors training, high-fidelity simulation, use of mechanical CPR devices, changes to standard operating procedures, and real-time audiovisual feedback. These bundles have been associated with significant improvements in cardiac arrest survival to hospital discharge. Inevitably, a bundle of interventions is more expensive to deliver than debriefing alone, but to date, there are no data on the cost-effectiveness of cardiac arrest debriefing interventions, let alone quality improvement bundles.\textsuperscript{97} A degree of caution is needed to prevent widespread adoption of these interventions without the clear understanding of risks and benefits that we demand of other healthcare interventions.\textsuperscript{179}

\subsection*{1.4.4 The CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study}

The literature provides a number of examples of debriefing approaches, and suggests that debriefing may be an effective method for improving CPR quality. However, the optimal debriefing approach remains unclear.\textsuperscript{97,163} Furthermore, as most studies were undertaken in North America, the generalisability of these data to the UK setting is unclear.
One aim of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study was to evaluate the effect of the RAPID model of debriefing on practice in the UK setting.\textsuperscript{152,180} The study was a two-phase prospective cohort study undertaken at Heart of England NHS Foundation Trust between November 2009 and May 2013. As part of this study, weekly group debriefing was delivered at one hospital during the second phase of the study.

Intervention delivery identified three key issues that would affect the long-term deliverability of this model of debriefing within the NHS. Firstly, delivery was labour-intensive, in relation to both meeting preparation and the need to release staff from clinical duties to attend. Secondly, reassembling the cardiac arrest team for debriefing proved to be challenging due to NHS staff working patterns. Finally, the meeting format required at least two cardiac arrest events per week. Due to seasonal variation in cardiac arrest incidence, delivery is likely to require at least 150 cardiac arrests per year.\textsuperscript{177,178} However, NCEPOD data on in-hospital cardiac arrest incidence shows that only a quarter of NHS hospitals are likely to have the number of cardiac arrests required for effective delivery of this intervention.\textsuperscript{32}

### 1.4.5 Chapter summary: the need for further work

This chapter has described in-hospital cardiac arrest as an important health problem. Whilst CPR quality is an important determinant of patient outcome, high-quality care is infrequently delivered in practice. This should be seen in the context of evidence that highlights wide variability in the quality of healthcare delivery more generally. Such findings have driven interest in developing strategies to improve the delivery of evidence-based care.

Cardiac arrest debriefing has shown initial promise as a strategy to improve CPR quality and has, in some cases, been associated with improvements in patient outcome. There are a number of different approaches to the delivery of cardiac arrest
debriefing. One of the more common approaches is a weekly meeting at which clinicians review recent cases. However, this approach is challenging to deliver and may not be deliverable in many NHS hospitals. There is a need to develop approaches to cardiac arrest debriefing that are better suited to NHS working practices.
Chapter 2: Aims
This thesis reports the development and feasibility assessment of three cardiac arrest
debriefing strategies that are tailored to NHS practice. The work is modelled on the first
two stages of the Medical Research Council (MRC) framework for developing and
evaluating complex interventions.\textsuperscript{181}

The first section, comprising chapters four to seven, describes the development stage
(stage one) of the MRC framework. It incorporates three work packages: a systematic
review; a process evaluation of the delivery of weekly group cardiac arrest debriefing;
and a qualitative study. These work packages are synthesised in chapter seven to
develop three cardiac arrest debriefing interventions that are tailored to NHS working
practices.

The second section, comprising chapter eight, describes the piloting/ feasibility stage of
the MRC framework. The CODE (cardiopulmonary resuscitation debriefing) study tests
the feasibility of delivering these interventions in the NHS setting.

The specific objectives of this thesis are:

1. To review current evidence regarding the use of debriefing following clinical
   emergencies.
2. To evaluate the delivery of weekly group debriefing.
3. To explore clinicians’ perceptions of cardiac arrest debriefing.
4. To identify potential mechanisms by which cardiac arrest debriefing may affect
   professional practice.
5. To develop cardiac arrest debriefing strategies tailored to NHS working
   practices.
6. To assess the feasibility of delivering these cardiac arrest debriefing strategies
   in an NHS hospital.
7. To measure the effect of these cardiac arrest debriefing strategies on
   cardiopulmonary resuscitation quality and patient outcome.
Chapter 3: General methods
3.1 Ethical approval
The work contained in this thesis was undertaken in accordance with relevant United Kingdom (UK) legislation, local NHS policies and procedures, and principles of Good Clinical Practice.

3.2 Terminology and definitions
Cardiac arrest is defined as “the cessation of cardiac mechanical activity as confirmed by the absence of signs of circulation” which is treated with chest compressions or defibrillation.\textsuperscript{15,182} This definition combines the Utstein definition with that of the National Cardiac Arrest Audit in order to clearly distinguish cardiac arrests from deaths where cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is not attempted.

In-hospital cardiac arrest describes cardiac arrest events that occur within the grounds of a hospital. Typically, the victim will be a hospital in-patient, but may also be an out-patient, visitor or employee.

Out-of-hospital cardiac arrest describes cardiac arrests that occur in the community, outside of the hospital grounds. This includes events where a patient suffers a cardiac arrest in the community and is transferred to hospital in cardiac arrest.

3.3 Research setting
3.3.1 Heart of England NHS Foundation Trust
The research that forms the basis of this thesis was undertaken at Heart of England NHS Foundation Trust (HEFT) between October 2011 and January 2015. HEFT is a large NHS trust with over 1400 in-patient beds across three hospitals: Birmingham Heartlands Hospital (BHH); Good Hope Hospital (GHH); and Solihull Hospital (SH).
BHH is a large tertiary teaching hospital with 703 beds. The hospital provides a broad range of medical services, as well as elective and emergency surgical services. The hospital hosts tertiary-level care services for respiratory medicine, haematology, thoracic surgery, vascular surgery, and infectious diseases. The emergency department saw 112,171 patients in 2013. The critical care unit has 19 beds.

GHH is a district general hospital with 480 beds. The hospital provides general medical and surgical services, including emergency general surgery. The emergency department saw 78,713 patients in 2013. The critical care unit has 10 beds.

SH is a district general hospital with 248 beds. The hospital provides general medical and elective surgical services. The Emergency Department saw 44,530 patients in 2013. The acute medical unit accepts adult non-surgical emergency ambulance alerts, such as out-of-hospital cardiac arrest patients. The hospital has no dedicated critical care facilities. Patients requiring intensive care are transferred to other hospitals.

3.3.2 Hospital adult emergency team
3.3.2.1 Role and composition of the hospital adult emergency team
At each hospital site, an emergency team is tasked with responding to cardiac arrests and other medical emergencies on the hospital grounds. The core team operates both day and night and is composed of two medical doctors, an intensive care unit doctor, a critical care outreach nurse, a senior nurse, and a porter. They attend all emergency calls. Specialist cardiac nurses, resuscitation officers, and other key personnel form part of a non-core team and may attend in addition to the core team. All clinical team members hold either Advanced Life Support or Immediate Life Support certification. The team leader is usually the most senior doctor but may be any Advanced Life Support provider. Team composition is broadly reflective of practice in other local hospitals and adheres to Resuscitation Council (UK) guidelines.27,183
team is provided in addition to standard treatment escalation policies, which are guided by an early warning score system.27,34

3.3.2.2 Activation of the hospital adult emergency team
Each emergency team member carries a pager. Core team member pagers must be carried by an appropriate clinician at all times. Pagers are tested on a daily basis.

To summon the emergency team, hospital staff call a dedicated emergency telephone number (2222).27,184 The hospital switchboard activates the emergency team via the pager system. The emergency page consists of a loud alarm followed by an audible description of the location of the emergency, for example “adult emergency, Birmingham Heartlands, ward 4.” On arrival at the emergency, the team delivers care in accordance with Resuscitation Council (UK) guidelines.14

3.3.3 Cardiac arrest equipment
Across Heart of England NHS Foundation Trust, there are 157 cardiac arrest trolleys. Trolleys contain essential emergency equipment stored in sealed trays and a defibrillator.185 A Phillips MRX QCPR defibrillator (Philips Healthcare, Andover, Massachusetts, USA) is located on most trolleys. Trolleys in low-risk areas may be equipped with a Phillips Heartstart XL defibrillator (Philips Healthcare, Andover, Massachusetts, USA) or a Phillips FR2 automated external defibrillator (Philips Healthcare, Andover, Massachusetts, USA). All trust defibrillators have a CE mark, and were used within their licence during this study.

3.3.3.1 Phillips MRX QCPR defibrillators
The Phillips MRX defibrillator (Philips Healthcare, Andover, Massachusetts, USA) has monitoring, defibrillation, pacing, and cardioversion functions. The device is licensed for adult, paediatric, and neonatal use. At HEFT, all Phillips MRX defibrillators have been
upgraded to incorporate QCPR technology. During CPR, a puck measuring 15cm by 7cm is placed on the patient’s chest and chest compressions are delivered on top of the puck (Figure 3-1). The puck records force and acceleration. This technology enables the defibrillator to record CPR quality metrics during cardiac arrest events.

Figure 3-1: The CPR puck and its use in cardiac arrest

3.3.3.2 Real-time audiovisual feedback
The Phillips MRX QCPR defibrillator (Philips Healthcare, Andover, Massachusetts, USA) has the capability to provide real-time audiovisual feedback. Visual feedback is provided on the defibrillator display and on a small screen on the puck. The defibrillator display is split in two sections. The upper half displays the electrocardiogram (ECG). The lower half contains two panels that display visual information about CPR quality (Figure 3-2). Audio feedback is provided by voice prompts, such as “release pressure between compressions” and “compress deeper.” Where several CPR quality metrics require correction at the same time, the verbal prompts follow a system of prioritisation.
Figure 3-2: The real-time visual feedback display on Philips MRX QCPR defibrillator

Top panel shows chest compression rate, number of seconds since last compression and ventilation rate.

Lower panel shows compression depth and incomplete release. Each inflection represents a compression. A white dot at the top of the inflection indicates incomplete release.
3.3.4 Cardiac arrest incidence at HEFT
Cardiac arrest events attended by the hospital emergency team are routinely audited by the HEFT resuscitation service for audit and quality assurance purposes.\textsuperscript{15,186}

Analysis of Trust data from the last four years (2010-2013) demonstrates a median of 40 (interquartile range (IQR): 32-46.5) cardiac arrests per month attended by hospital emergency teams. Birmingham Heartlands Hospital has the highest median incidence of cardiac arrest events per month (Table 3-1). Despite having the lowest overall median monthly cardiac arrest incidence, Solihull Hospital has the highest incidence of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest events. These differences reflect differences in hospital size, case-mix, and service configuration. Ambulance alerts at Good Hope Hospital and Birmingham Heartlands Hospital are usually managed by emergency department staff. In contrast, Solihull Hospital ambulance alerts are managed in the acute medical unit by the hospital emergency team.

Table 3-1: Monthly cardiac arrest incidence at Heart of England NHS Foundation Trust: January 2010-December 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hospital site</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>p-value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>BHH</td>
<td>GHH</td>
<td>SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total CA per month- median (IQR)</td>
<td>40 (32-46.5)</td>
<td>19 (15.25-24)</td>
<td>11 (7.75-13)</td>
<td>9 (6-12)</td>
<td>p&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-hospital CA per month- median (IQR)</td>
<td>34 (15-23)</td>
<td>19 (15.25-24)</td>
<td>10 (7-12)</td>
<td>6 (3.25-8)</td>
<td>P&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-hospital CA per month- median (IQR)</td>
<td>4.5 (3-7)</td>
<td>0 (0.75)</td>
<td>1 (0)</td>
<td>4 (2-6)</td>
<td>p&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p-values calculated by Kruskall-Wallis test. CA- cardiac arrest. IQR- interquartile range. BHH- Birmingham Heartlands Hospital. GHH- Good Hope Hospital. SH- Solihull Hospital

3.4 Thesis overview and complex interventions
In this thesis, cardiac arrest debriefing has been categorised as a complex intervention. The Medical Research Council (MRC) defines complex interventions as “interventions with several interacting components.”\textsuperscript{181} This definition can be readily applied to many
healthcare interventions, although the MRC highlights that complexity represents a continuum, rather than a dichotomous distinction between simple and complex.\textsuperscript{181} For cardiac arrest debriefing, this complexity derives from several components of the intervention, including the behaviour targeted by the intervention (delivery of care at a time-critical and complex healthcare event), the levels of the organisation targeted by the intervention (individual, team, and hospital), and the need to tailor the intervention to meet individual recipient needs. Interventions designed to affect health professional behaviour, such as cardiac arrest debriefing, have been specifically identified by the MRC as examples of complex interventions.\textsuperscript{187}

The recognition that traditional methods of intervention development and evaluation cannot be readily applied to complex interventions led to the MRC devising a guidance framework for the development and evaluation of these particular interventions.\textsuperscript{181,187-189} Originally developed in 2000, the framework was revised in 2008 in response to concerns that the 2000 framework was too linear and overly focussed on randomised controlled trials.\textsuperscript{181,189} The current framework consists of four stages: development; feasibility/ piloting; evaluation; and dissemination (Figure 3-3).\textsuperscript{181,189}

**Figure 3-3: Medical Research Council framework for the development and evaluation of complex interventions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development</th>
<th>Feasibility/piloting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Identifying the evidence base</td>
<td>1 Testing procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Identifying/developing theory</td>
<td>2 Estimating recruitment /retention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Modelling process and outcomes</td>
<td>3 Determining sample size</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Dissemination</td>
<td>1 Assessing effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Surveillance and monitoring</td>
<td>2 Understanding change process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Long term follow-up</td>
<td>3 Assessing cost-effectiveness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Craig et al\textsuperscript{181}
This thesis addresses the development and feasibility/piloting stages of the MRC framework. Campbell et al state the importance of these early stages, but also highlight the need to distinguish stages due to the different research questions being asked. Interestingly, a more recent BMJ paper, which similarly stresses the importance of this early work, suggests that these phases may be undertaken simultaneously. However, it is somewhat unclear from the paper how interventions can be piloted without first being developed. As such, this thesis adopts the former approach by viewing the development and feasibility/piloting stages as distinct stages to enable the process to be undertaken in a systematic manner.

The development phase, described in chapters four to seven, consists of three work packages: a systematic review; a process evaluation of weekly group cardiac arrest debriefing; and a qualitative study of the mechanisms of debriefing. These work streams are then synthesised to develop cardiac arrest debriefing interventions that are tailored to NHS working practices. Methods for these chapters are described below in sections 3.5 to 3.8. The piloting/feasibility stage is described in chapter eight, and consists of the CODE (cardiopulmonary resuscitation debriefing) study. Methods are described in section 3.9. The subsequent stages (evaluation and implementation) were not achievable within the context of this PhD.

A key decision made early on was to dovetail the CODE study with the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study. This enabled the creation of a before/after study using the intervention phase of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study as the control period for the CODE study. The rationale for this is discussed below (section 3.9.1), but it should be noted that this required development work to be completed to a tight time-frame to enable interventions to be implemented as soon as possible following the completion of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study.
3.5 Systematic review of the effect of debriefing on clinician performance following clinical emergencies

The MRC framework highlights the importance of undertaking systematic reviews during the development phase of complex intervention to describe the current evidence base supporting an intervention.\textsuperscript{181} Previous systematic reviews of debriefing have not addressed its effect in the specific context of cardiac arrest or emergency care. To address this gap in the literature, a systematic review was undertaken.

The process for undertaking the systematic review adhered to best-practice guidelines described by the Cochrane collaboration and the University of York Centre for Reviews and Dissemination.\textsuperscript{191,192} This included registration of the review protocol and the use of two people to independently assess titles, abstracts, and full papers against the review inclusion criteria. The review is reported in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement.\textsuperscript{193}

Initial literature scoping identified limited data in the specific field of cardiac arrest. The ‘lumpers’ and ‘splitters’ debate relates to whether systematic reviews should adopt a broad review question and consider sub-group analyses (the ‘lumpers’) or adopt a narrow approach (the ‘splitters’).\textsuperscript{194} Gotzsche cautions against narrow questions due to the increased risk of bias associated with the exclusion of studies that, whilst pertinent to the review question, do not meet the strict inclusion criteria of a narrow review question.\textsuperscript{194} Clinical emergencies, of which cardiac arrest is an example, require the effective delivery of time-critical interventions. Therefore, all clinical emergency studies were included as they were considered highly relevant to the review question.

The ILCOR (International Liaison Committee on Resuscitation) system was selected to assess bias within studies.\textsuperscript{195} Numerous checklists and scoring systems have been developed to describe the risk of bias or quality of studies, but there is no evidence that
any approach is superior to any other.\textsuperscript{191,192,196,197} The University of York Centre for Reviews and Dissemination recommends a pragmatic approach to tool selection based on the nature of the review.\textsuperscript{192} On this basis, the ILCOR system was chosen as it can be used with all study designs and is familiar to resuscitation scientists, who were the primary audience of the review.

The GRADE (Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation) system was chosen to describe risk of bias across studies and develop recommendations in relation to each outcome.\textsuperscript{198} Developed by an international group, the system is now used by a number of international organisations in developing clinical guidelines.\textsuperscript{199} For each outcome, evidence quality is graded on a four-point scale (high to very low). Preliminary evidence quality is generated by study methodology. This may then be upgraded or downgraded based on factors such as risk of bias, indirectness, and magnitude of effect. The system can be used irrespective of index study quality.

The nature of the review created a high likelihood of study heterogeneity in relation to study design, clinical condition, intervention, and outcomes. This was acknowledged in the review protocol.\textsuperscript{200} To enable comparison of outcome across a range of clinical conditions, outcome measures were categorised using Kirkpatrick’s evaluation model.\textsuperscript{201} Developed to standardise evaluation of training interventions, the model contains four levels (reaction, learning, behaviour, and results). Descriptions of levels and example healthcare outcomes are included in table 3-2.
### Table 3-2: Kirkpatrick level descriptors with example outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kirkpatrick Level</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Example outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kirkpatrick Level I- Reaction</td>
<td>Clinician response to debriefing interventions</td>
<td>Reported usefulness of debriefing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkpatrick Level II- Learning</td>
<td>Effect of debriefing interventions on clinician knowledge</td>
<td>Knowledge of cardiac arrest guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkpatrick Level III- Behaviour</td>
<td>Effect of debriefing interventions on care delivery. Outcomes may be sub-divided as: technical; non-technical; or combined (technical and non-technical)</td>
<td>Technical: Chest compression depth (CPR); antibiotic administration (sepsis). Non-technical: Anaesthetists’ Non-Technical Skills (ANTS) score Combined: Dichotomous score checklist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkpatrick Level IV- outcome</td>
<td>Effect of debriefing on patient outcomes</td>
<td>Mortality; patient length of stay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Study heterogeneity was considered likely to preclude meta-analysis of most index studies, so a narrative review was identified as the most effective approach to summarise study results. Where meta-analysis was considered appropriate, this was undertaken using a random-effects model. In contrast to fixed-effects models, random-effects models do not assume the same effect size across studies. This makes the approach well-suited to meta-analyses of complex interventions, such as cardiac arrest debriefing, where the intervention effect-size may vary depending on the precise characteristics of the intervention and the location where it was delivered. Heterogeneity of study effect sizes was measured using the $I^2$ statistic. Unlike other measures of heterogeneity such as Cochran’s $Q$, the $I^2$ statistic can reliably detect heterogeneity when the number of index studies is low.

### 3.6 Process evaluation of weekly group debriefing

The key driver behind this research was evidence generated during the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study that weekly group debriefing was unlikely to be deliverable in most NHS hospitals outside of a clinical trial. The aim of this process evaluation was to review the delivery of the weekly group debriefing intervention that formed part of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study. It was anticipated that these data would be useful in assessing the long-term deliverability of weekly group debriefing and in
identifying challenges and barriers that may help to guide development of alternative
debriefing approaches.

A process evaluation examines the interplay between an intervention, the context in
which it is delivered, and how well it is delivered.\textsuperscript{205,206} Although rarely undertaken,
process evaluations fulfil two key roles.\textsuperscript{207-210} Firstly, they avoid research wastage by
ensuring that interventions are adequately described to enable replication in other
institutions.\textsuperscript{211,212} Despite such information being a requirement of study reporting
guidelines, journal papers often do not include a detailed description of study
interventions.\textsuperscript{213-217} Secondly, process evaluations provide important information to
explain study results.\textsuperscript{205,218,219} In the context of negative or neutral studies, this enables
researchers to distinguish between inherently flawed interventions and poorly
implemented interventions, sometimes termed a type III statistical error.\textsuperscript{205,218,219}

Studies frequently incorporate process evaluations in the piloting / feasibility and
evaluation stages of the MRC framework.\textsuperscript{205,209,220-223} In contrast to previous studies,
the format of this study allowed process evaluation data to be used in the development
of debriefing interventions. A key challenge in undertaking process evaluations is a lack
of consensus regarding terminology, methodology, and reporting.\textsuperscript{205,219,224} This has led
to the development of frameworks to improve both intervention reporting and
assessment of intervention delivery.\textsuperscript{207,224-227} For this research, the TIDieR checklist
(template for intervention description and replication) is used to describe the
intervention and its context and the framework developed by Carroll et al is used to
evaluate intervention delivery.\textsuperscript{226,227} The 12 item TIDieR checklist facilitates the
reporting of the intervention, the context in which it was delivered, and how well it was
delivered.\textsuperscript{227} The checklist provides a useful framework for describing the intervention
and the context of delivery, but provides little guidance on the complexities of
evaluating intervention delivery. In contrast, the model developed by Carroll et al
provides a cohesive framework to describe both what was delivered (termed
“adherence”) and factors that may have affected the impact of the intervention (termed “potential moderators”). These tools were chosen as, in combination, they cover all the components of a process evaluation and can be used with all study designs.

Data were collected using an intervention delivery data set and two questionnaires. Questionnaires enabled the efficient collection of data from a large number of participants. This process evaluation was not defined a priori as part of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative, but was developed as work for this research. However, some data are included in the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study paper.

### 3.6.1 Data collection
A core data set was collected at each debriefing meeting. The data set included the name and clinical role of the facilitator and attendees, as well as details of the cardiac arrest cases discussed.

Two questionnaires were developed. The first questionnaire collected data about participant’s immediate reaction to the debriefing process (Kirkpatrick Level I- reaction). This was completed by every attendee at each meeting as it was considered that the attendee’s reaction may vary week by week. The second questionnaire collected data about the self-reported effect of debriefing on knowledge and professional practice (Kirkpatrick level II/ III). This was completed by attendees on a single occasion as it was felt that the impact on these factors would be stable over time.

In developing questionnaires, previous studies which had examined clinicians’ views of cardiac arrest debriefing were reviewed in an attempt to identify a reliable and valid questionnaire that could be used for this study. Edelson et al surveyed clinicians on the effect of debriefing on guideline knowledge, leadership skills, and usefulness.
Subsequently, an internet survey study by Zebuhr et al assessed the effect of particular debriefing components on knowledge and practice. However, in both studies, the breadth of collected data was limited and neither study published their questionnaire nor described how it was developed. Therefore, there was a need to develop a new questionnaire.

A key consideration in the questionnaire development process was the need to maximise response rate in order to minimise non-response bias. To facilitate this, we chose to develop a brief, anonymised paper-based questionnaires that could be completed by attendees at the end of debriefing meetings. However, it was acknowledged that there was little evidence to support this approach. For example, whilst questionnaire format seems to have little effect on response rate, research typically compares postal questionnaires and internet surveys. In contrast, there is little research on the approach that we used, namely a written self-completed questionnaire that is completed immediately. The effect of anonymity on response rate is unclear, but importantly there is no evidence that anonymity is associated with a reduced response rate. We chose to make questionnaires anonymous as there was no plan to follow-up completed questionnaires and there was a concern that participants might be wary of making negative comments if they knew that they could be identified. There is evidence of improved response rates with shorter questionnaires. By limiting the number of questions, it was possible to fit questionnaires on a single page of A5 paper and ensure that questionnaires could be completed quickly at the end of debriefing meetings.

To develop questionnaires, an initial pool of concepts was developed based on the systematic review findings. Concepts were then prioritised based on importance to the research question and specific questions were developed. Questionnaires fitted on a single page of A5 paper and included both closed (multiple-choice and ordinal attitude scales) and open questions to enhance breadth of collected data. They were pilot-
tested by a convenience sample of eight clinicians from a mix of clinical backgrounds (critical care outreach nurses, doctors, ward nurses, and resuscitation officers) to ensure that the question wording was understandable. Minor refinements were made based on feedback.

3.6.2 Data analysis
Data collected from the core data set and demographic data were analysed using descriptive statistics. Attitude scales are reported as median and IQR and number (percentage) of responses in each category.

It was intended to qualitatively analyse free-text responses using a thematic analysis. However, a review of questionnaire responses found that they lacked the richness required for qualitative analysis. Content analysis was selected as an alternative approach. Developed as a method for analysing media output in the late 19th century, content analysis consists of the development of a coding frame which is then used to categorise data. Data coding was undertaken independently by two people, and inter-rater reliability assessed using Krippendorf’s-alpha. Krippendorf’s-alpha can be used across all data types and with any number of coders and was specifically developed for use in content analysis. It is measured on a scale between zero and one, with a value greater than 0.8 representing good inter-rater reliability.

3.7 Qualitative work
The aim of this work was to explore clinicians’ perceptions of cardiac arrest debriefing. These data were then used to develop an understanding of the mechanisms by which debriefings may exert an effect on professional practice. The research aim lent itself to a qualitative approach.
There is little research on how clinicians perceive the debriefing process and the mechanisms by which debriefing affects knowledge and practice. One reason for this is the infrequent provision of cardiac arrest debriefing in clinical practice, so there is limited opportunity to engage with clinicians with experience of debriefing. The CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study provided a rare opportunity to engage with healthcare providers with experience of receiving cardiac arrest debriefing.

The MRC identifies a key part of the development phase of complex interventions as the identification and development of theory. The value of qualitative work in developing complex interventions is exemplified in the development of a coronary heart disease secondary prevention programme by Corrigan et al. The authors used semi-structured interviews and focus groups with patients and general practice staff to identify potential barriers to use of the intervention and to optimise the intervention to meet the needs of patients.

In this work package, data were collected through semi-structured interviews and field notes. Semi-structured interviews captured the views of clinicians with experience of debriefing. Field notes recorded debriefing meeting events and informal interactions with clinicians, who may not have attended debriefing meetings. This approach ensured the collection of rich data from divergent viewpoints, including clinicians that actively engaged in the debriefing process and those that chose not to or were unable to attend debriefing meetings. The use of focus groups, rather than semi-structured interviews, was considered as group interaction may have increased data richness, but the challenges associated with co-ordinating focus groups in an acute hospital made this approach impractical.
3.7.1 Data collection
Semi-structured interview participants were recruited using a purposive stratified approach.\textsuperscript{246-248} Purposive sampling ensured that participants had experience and knowledge of the cardiac arrest debriefing process, whilst stratification by professional role ensured that the views from key professional groups were included. The planned sample size of 15 participants (three participants per professional group) was based on published literature.\textsuperscript{246-248}

Field notes were collected by myself and recorded key events throughout the study period. They were recorded from memory as soon as possible after the event. Events included debriefing meetings and informal interactions with clinicians.

3.7.2 Data analysis
The need for timely data analysis was an important consideration in selecting the most appropriate analytical approach for this study. Several approaches were considered. Framework analysis was of particular interest as it was specifically designed for studies with tight deadlines.\textsuperscript{249,250} However, the approach is not well suited to heterogeneous data and is best-suited to studies with only one type of data, thereby limiting its applicability to this study.\textsuperscript{249,251} Thematic analysis was identified as the most appropriate analytical approach.

Thematic analysis forms part of many qualitative analytical approaches, but also represents an analytical approach in its own right.\textsuperscript{238} Several approaches have been described in the literature, with all describing a process of coding and theme generation to identify patterns in a dataset.\textsuperscript{238,252-254} Nevertheless, there are key differences between approaches in relation to, for example, epistemological approach and use of reliability measures for coding.\textsuperscript{255}
For this study, Braun and Clarke’s approach to thematic analysis was used. This was selected because it offers a flexible approach with no epistemological assumptions and has a clearly described process for data coding and theme development. In contrast to other approaches, it cautions against the use of multiple coders and inter-rater reliability measures due to the reflexive nature of data coding. This approach is supported by an empirical study and was particularly relevant to the present study given the absence of a second data coder.

### 3.8 Development of cardiac arrest debriefing interventions

Phase one culminated with the development of cardiac arrest debriefing strategies, tailored to NHS practice. The MRC framework provides a general overview of the process for the development and evaluation of complex interventions, but provides little guidance on the specific process of developing an intervention.

The process used for intervention development drew, as far as possible, on the limited literature available and comprised three stages. Firstly, a list of debriefing strategies described in the literature and potential modifications of these was compiled. Bonell et al identify feasibility, acceptability, and adequate coverage as key components of effective and generalisable interventions. During the second stage of the process, these factors were applied to the list of debriefing strategies to identify and rule-out approaches that there were unlikely to be generalisable across NHS settings. The final stage applied the theoretical domains framework (TDF) to this short-list to ensure that strategies were underpinned by relevant theory. The three stages of this process were informed by the development work described in chapters four to six.

There are many, often conflicting, behaviour change theories described in the literature. This can be daunting for researchers, and may explain a tendency to develop interventions through intuition, rather than by using theoretical constructs.
However, use of theory in intervention development is recognised as an essential component in creating an effective and generalisable intervention. The TDF describes psychological theory relevant to behaviour change and the implementation of evidence-based practice. The current framework consists of 14 domains, comprised of 84 component constructs. It can be used by researchers who are not health psychologists and therefore represents a significant step forward in facilitating the use of key theory in developing interventions. The TDF has been successfully applied in several studies examining the use of evidence-based practice. In particular, French et al used the TDF to develop a complex intervention designed to improve back pain management in primary care.

In this thesis, the availability of three hospital sites provided the opportunity to test the feasibility of delivering three approaches to cardiac arrest debriefing. Three distinct approaches were chosen as, in practice, each intervention may be tailored by organisations to meet local requirements.

3.9 The CardiOpulmonary Resuscitation DEbriefing (CODE) study

The CODE study represents stage two of the MRC framework (feasibility/ piloting). The aim of the study was to assess the feasibility of and pilot test the developed debriefing interventions, including a preliminary evaluation of their effect on CPR quality and patient outcome. The study was undertaken between September 2013 and July 2014.

3.9.1 Study design

The most appropriate study design for the CODE study was a before/after approach, with interventions allocated by hospital site. Other study designs were impractical or methodologically flawed. For example, consideration was given to the feasibility of randomly allocating cardiac arrest team members to interventions, but inability to
control cardiac arrest composition would have resulted in an unacceptably high level of intervention contamination as one team could be composed of individuals from different intervention groups.\textsuperscript{267} A crossover design was also considered by removing debriefing from hospital one at the end of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative, but a potential carryover effect precluded this approach.\textsuperscript{268}

This choice of study design also enabled the CODE study to dovetail with the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study. The second phase of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study ran from November 2011 to May 2013, so it was possible to use data from that study as the control period for the CODE study. It also meant that CODE study interventions were implemented in NHS hospitals which already had both Phillips MRX QCPR defibrillators (Philips Healthcare, Andover, Massachusetts, USA) to record CPR quality and clinician buy-in to the concept of cardiac arrest debriefing.

Before/after designs are commonly used for studies of cardiac arrest debriefing.\textsuperscript{111,152,172} However, the design has two key methodological flaws. Firstly, the lack of a concurrent control makes it difficult to rule out secular trends and other system changes as the cause of any observed change.\textsuperscript{173,174} Secondly, the design tends to lead to overestimates of treatment effects.\textsuperscript{173,269} A drawback of integrating the CODE study with the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study was inter-hospital intervention differences in the second phase of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study (Table 3-3). These inter-hospital differences made it impossible to directly compare the effectiveness of the three CODE study interventions across hospital sites. Furthermore, the HEFT resuscitation sub-committee decided to implement real-time audiovisual feedback across the Trust as part of standard clinical care at the end of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study. In usual clinical practice, real-time audiovisual feedback and debriefing are often used together as the technology that provides CPR quality data for debriefing also provides real-time audiovisual feedback. These factors are acknowledged as study limitations. However, it was considered that they would not
prevent the CODE study assessing the feasibility of delivering developed debriefing interventions in the NHS setting and the potential effect of interventions on CPR quality within hospital sites.

Table 3-3: Interventions delivered during phase two of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hospital</th>
<th>Control Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospital one</td>
<td>Real-time audiovisual feedback + Weekly group debriefing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital two</td>
<td>Real-time audiovisual feedback (No debriefing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital three</td>
<td>Control (No real-time audiovisual feedback; No debriefing)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.9.2 Primary outcome

A recent systematic review reported significant heterogeneity in the outcomes used in resuscitation trials, and highlighted the need for the development of a cardiac arrest core outcome set.270 The American Heart Association consensus statement on selecting primary outcome measures for resuscitation studies recommends that primary outcomes be chosen based on the study question, and identified that no single primary outcome was appropriate for all studies.271 Given the aims of the CODE study, it was considered reasonable to select a CPR quality outcome as the primary outcome. This decision can be supported on both theoretical and pragmatic grounds.

From a theoretical perspective, the direct aim of the interventions was to improve a process, namely CPR quality. Delivery of high-quality CPR increases the likelihood of a good patient outcome, but outcome at a patient level is influenced by a range of patient and system factors.18,19,52,272 The precise effect of these confounders is often unknown or unmeasurable, such that the use of a patient outcome increases the risk of incorrectly concluding that no effect exists (a type II statistical error).273
From a pragmatic perspective, the study duration was limited to one year due to funding limitations and PhD time regulations. The CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study sample calculation required 152 patients per site in each study phase to reliably detect a rather ambitious 16% absolute improvement in return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC), with a power of 80% at a significance level of 0.05. Historical cardiac arrest incidence data (section 3.3.2) show that this level of recruitment was not feasible in a 12-month period. Furthermore, local ROSC rates compared favourably with national rates (51% v 45%), so large improvements were unlikely to be achievable.

3.9.2.1 Selection of the primary outcome

In selecting an appropriate CPR quality metric as the study primary outcome, several factors were considered to be important:

1. An improvement in care quality should be clinically meaningful,

2. The metric should relate to a therapy required by most cardiac arrest patients, so as to maximise potential sample size and increase generalisability, and

3. An improvement in the metric would be achievable.

Chest compression depth was considered to be the only metric that met all three of these criteria.

Ventilation rate and chest compression incomplete release were rejected on point one. Both metrics affect coronary perfusion pressure in animal and human studies, but there is currently no evidence of a relationship between either metric and patient outcome in humans. Peri-shock pause duration is associated with patient outcome, but as most in-hospital cardiac arrest patients do not require defibrillation the metric was rejected based on point two.
Chest compression rate and flow-fraction are associated with survival and are measurable at most cardiac arrest events.\textsuperscript{61,68,72,80,278} However, baseline local performance either already adhered to resuscitation guidelines (mean chest compression rate: 116 compressions per minute) or compared favourably with published literature (mean flow-fraction: 85%).\textsuperscript{14} Limited potential to observe any improvement led to the rejection of both metrics based on point three. In contrast, chest compression depth is associated with survival, it is measurable at most cardiac arrest events, and baseline data showed scope for improvement.\textsuperscript{70,71,79,278}

One limitation to chest compression depth as a primary outcome is its method of measurement. The Phillips MRX QCPR defibrillator (Philips Healthcare, Andover, Massachusetts, USA) is a validated method of measuring chest compression depth, but only records absolute distance of puck movement.\textsuperscript{279} This is a particular problem for in-hospital cardiac arrests where CPR is usually delivered on a bed. As the puck cannot account for compression of underlying surfaces, the chest compression depth actually delivered to the patient will be overestimated. This phenomenon has been demonstrated in a series of manikin studies and clinical studies.\textsuperscript{62,280-285} Perkins et al, for example, observed that compression of underlying surfaces accounts for up to 40% of delivered total compression depth.\textsuperscript{280} Use of backboards may reduce this overestimation but these were not used at study hospitals.\textsuperscript{62,280,282,283} A recent prospective study of ten in-hospital cardiac arrest patients resuscitated on a variety of surfaces found that the overestimation ranged from 8-16 mm (mean 13.3mm) with little difference observed between types of mattresses.\textsuperscript{285} This measurement error is recognised as a study limitation, although the error will likely be consistent between study phases.

\subsection*{3.9.2.2 Sample size calculation}
Sample size calculations are used to calculate the required sample size based on a clinically important difference in outcome measure, study power, and a significance
level. This balances the risk of wasting resources by undertaking underpowered studies with the need to avoid exposing study participants to unnecessary risk through harmful or ineffective interventions. The CODE study adopted a slightly different approach in that the sample size calculation was used to determine a minimum sample size. This approach was chosen for two reasons. Firstly, given the results of previous studies, the intervention was considered very unlikely to be harmful to either patients or staff and, in contrast to a randomised controlled trial, all patients were receiving an intervention. Secondly, the nature of the interventions meant that they could be associated with a learning effect, so any improvement might not be observed in the early part of the intervention period. The research ethics committee and study sponsor agreed with this approach, and authorised the study to recruit for a fixed period of 11-months.

The clinical significance of an increase in chest compression depth has been described in several observational studies. Edelson et al analysed the association between chest compression depth and defibrillation success in 60 hospitalised patients in ventricular fibrillation. In a regression model, the authors found that each 5mm increase in chest compression depth in the 30-seconds preceding defibrillation significantly increased the likelihood of successful defibrillation (odds ratio 1.99, 95% confidence interval 1.08—3.66, p= 0.028). Three large out-of-hospital cardiac arrest observational studies have found a positive association between patient outcome and chest compression depth. In the first of these papers, on which the sample size calculation was based, multivariate analysis showed a strong trend towards improved hospital survival with each 5mm increase in chest compression depth, so a 10mm improvement was considered to be a clinically important outcome. Subsequently, the same group published a larger observational study (n=9136) which identified a statistically significant association between each 5mm increase in chest compression depth and survival to hospital discharge.
Mean baseline chest compression depth was 51.4 mm, such that a 10-mm increase would exceed the current maximum depth recommended by the European and UK Resuscitation Councils.\textsuperscript{14,58} A chest compression depth greater than 60mm is also associated with increased risk of CPR-related injury.\textsuperscript{287} However, as noted above, this mean baseline chest compression depth is an overestimate of the depth actually delivered to the patient.\textsuperscript{285} A 10mm improvement in chest compression depth represented an achievable, safe and clinically important study outcome.

The original sample size calculation was undertaken in 2011 using data from 92 cardiac arrests from November 2009 to December 2010. Based on these data (mean chest compression depth 48.2mm, standard deviation 13.7), it was calculated that 40 patients were required in each study period at each hospital to detect a 10mm change in chest compression depth with 90% power at a significance level of 0.05.\textsuperscript{288} The target to recruit at least 60 patients per study phase at each hospital, allowed for drop-outs and patients for whom primary outcome data were not available. The sample size calculation was reviewed in March 2014 once the results of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study were finalised. Due to a reduction in standard deviation (standard deviation of 10.4), the study power to detect a 10mm change in chest compression depth is higher than the target 90% power.\textsuperscript{288}

### 3.9.3 Ethical review process
The CODE study required approval from an NHS Research Ethics Committee (REC) as access to NHS premises, staff and patients was required. The original application was submitted to the Coventry and Warwickshire REC in April 2013. The application was modelled on the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study application, with the exception that a retrospective consent process was included for patient participants.
Following a meeting of the REC on 29th May 2013, the application was formally rejected. The committee cited three reasons for rejecting the application:

- There was a need for greater clarity regarding study aims and objectives and assessment of intervention effectiveness.
- There was a need to obtain consent from staff participants.
- Minor amendments to the patient information sheet were required.

The committee further advised that if patient data could be collected by a member of the clinical team and anonymised, then the study could be categorised as a service evaluation.

The committee’s decision was discussed at a meeting on 7th June 2013, attended by Professor Gavin Perkins, Liz Adey (Head of Research, HEFT), Teresa Melody (Manager, Academic Department of Anaesthesia, Critical Care, Pain and Resuscitation, HEFT), and myself.

The initial discussion considered whether the study could be categorised as service evaluation. Using Health Research Authority tools we determined that the study was research. The reasons for this decision were:

- The intent of the study was to generate new generalisable information.
- The proposed treatments / services had a limited evidence base and were not in routine use at the Trust.
- Intervention allocation was decided according to a research protocol, rather than through a joint decision between patient and clinician.

Secondly, the need for NHS ethical review was considered. Under current NHS REC standard operating procedures, REC approval is not required for research studies that only recruit NHS staff members on account of their NHS employment status. We
concluded that whilst NHS staff were research participants, patients were also research participants because they were receiving an intervention (CPR guided by real-time audiovisual feedback and delivered by teams who had received debriefing) and patient data formed a key part of the analysis.

On this basis, we continued with the original approach of submitting a full application to an ethics committee flagged for research involving adults who lack mental capacity. The application was revised to address the concerns raised by the Coventry and Warwickshire REC. The revised application was submitted to a different REC (Oxford C) as no suitable appointments were available with the original REC. The revised application was reviewed by the Oxford C REC on 26th July 2013, who required minor changes to the consenting process to comply with sections 30-34 of the Mental Capacity Act 2005. Following the required changes, approval from the ethics committee was received on 13th August 2013.

3.9.4 Data collection procedure
3.9.4.1 Definition of terms
For each cardiac arrest event a core dataset was collected, which consisted of patient demographic and arrest characteristic data based on Utstein definitions. Patient outcomes included return of spontaneous circulation, survival to hospital discharge, and discharge neurological status. Return of spontaneous circulation was defined as the return of a spontaneous palpable pulse for at least twenty minutes. Survival to hospital discharge was defined as the patient's status when they were discharged from the hospital where the cardiac arrest occurred. Discharge neurological status was described using the cerebral performance category (CPC) score and measured at the point of discharge from the hospital where the cardiac arrest occurred. The CPC score records neurological status on a five-point scale, ranging from one (good cerebral performance) to five (brain death) (Table 3-4). As is the standard in
resuscitation research, a CPC score of one or two was categorised as a good neurological outcome.

Table 3-4: The cerebral performance category score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Good cerebral performance (normal life)</td>
<td>Conscious, alert, able to work and lead a normal life. May have minor psychological or neurologic deficits (mild dysphasia, non-incapacitating hemiparesis, or minor cranial nerve abnormalities).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Moderate cerebral disability (disabled but independent)</td>
<td>Conscious. Sufficient cerebral function for part-time work in sheltered environment or independent activities of daily life (dress, travel by public transportation, food preparation). May have hemiplegia, seizures, ataxia, dysarthria, dysphasia, or permanent memory or mental changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Severe cerebral disability (conscious but disabled and dependent)</td>
<td>Conscious, dependent on others for daily support (in an institution or at home with exceptional family effort). Has at least limited cognition. This category includes a wide range of cerebral abnormalities, from patients who are ambulatory but have severe memory disturbances or dementia precluding independent existence to those who are paralysed and can communicate only with their eyes, as in the locked-in syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Coma/vegetative state (unconscious)</td>
<td>Unconscious, unaware of surroundings, no cognition. No verbal or psychological interaction with environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Brain death (certified brain dead or dead by traditional criteria)</td>
<td>Certified brain dead or dead by traditional criteria.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Nolan et al (2014)15

The concept of CPR quality is based on the effective delivery of key quality metrics. To improve reporting and facilitate comparisons between studies, a panel developed standardised measures and definitions for these metrics in 2007 (Table 3-5).293 These standardised definitions were used in the study.
Table 3-5: CPR quality metrics definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Suggested methods of reporting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chest compression depth</td>
<td>Maximum posterior deflection of sternum prior to chest recoil</td>
<td>Episode mean ± SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fraction of minutes with chest compression depth &lt; 50 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression incomplete release</td>
<td>Failure to completely remove chest force between compression</td>
<td>Percentage of compressions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest compression rate</td>
<td>Frequency of chest compression delivery</td>
<td>Episode mean ± SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fraction of minutes with chest compression rate &lt; 100 or &gt;120 min⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No flow-time</td>
<td>Time without chest compressions from commencement of therapy to end of event</td>
<td>Mean no-flow time (in seconds) ± SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean no-flow fraction ± SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-shock pause</td>
<td>Time between last compression and delivery of defibrillatory shock</td>
<td>Median pre-shock pause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-shock pause</td>
<td>Time between delivery of defibrillatory shock and restarting chest compressions</td>
<td>Median post-shock pause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilation rate</td>
<td>Frequency of positive-pressure ventilation delivery</td>
<td>Episode mean ± SD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD: Standard deviation. Table based on Kramer-Johansen et al 2007. Compression depth and rate reporting has been updated to reflect 2010 Resuscitation guidelines.

3.9.4.2 CPR quality metrics

Study defibrillators create a data record when the device is switched on. The internal memory records up to 12 hours of data. Data are downloaded from the defibrillator and uploaded to a computer. Three data sources may be available: accelerometer; transthoracic impedance (TTI); and electrocardiogram (ECG). The use of all three data sources has been used in the resuscitation literature, but they differ in relation to the CPR quality metrics that can be ascertained (Table 3-6), the complexity of data analysis, and time required to analyse data.
Table 3-6: Availability of CPR quality data from different data sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Accelerometer</th>
<th>TTI</th>
<th>ECG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chest compression depth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest compression rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow-fraction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete recoil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-shock pause</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-shock pause</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilation rate</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* - data type available; ○ - data available when used with defibrillator pads

TTI- transthoracic impedance; ECG- Electrocardiogram

For each CPR quality metric, the first five minutes of available data from each cardiac arrest event was included in the study analysis. This approach has been adopted in previous studies, on the basis that the first five minutes represent the best efforts of the resuscitation team. The approach is also pragmatic given the time-consuming nature of manual analysis of transthoracic impedance data.

3.9.4.2.1 Accelerometer data

Accelerometer data are collected when the puck and defibrillator pads are used. The defibrillator puck records acceleration and applied force. Data are analysed by manufacturer software (Phillips Heartstart Event Review Pro 4.2 (Phillips Healthcare, Andover, Massachusetts, USA), and presented as an overall event summary, or broken down by 30-second/ one-minute epochs.

3.9.4.2.2 Transthoracic impedance data

Transthoracic impedance (TTI), measured in ohms, describes the resistance across the thorax to an alternating current generated through the defibrillator pads. CPR delivery causes changes in TTI allowing CPR metrics to be reliably determined from the TTI waveform, as described in previous studies. This is illustrated in Figure 3-4, which shows a computer download of TTI, ECG and accelerometer data. The
superimposed vertical black line in the figure indicates the start of compression delivery, whereupon the TTI waveform pattern clearly changes (panel three).

Figure 3-4: Comparison of accelerometer, TTI and ECG data: example one

Sample data file from QCPR Review Version 2.1.0.0 software (Laerdal Medical, Stavanger, Norway).
The superimposed black line indicates the start of chest of compressions.
The four panels show: 1) ECG rhythm; 2) Compression depth data from accelerometer; 3) Transthoracic impedance data; and 4) Force data from accelerometer.

Most modern defibrillators can record TTI without the need for additional equipment, making it an attractive data source for recording CPR quality.\textsuperscript{160,294,303} It does, however, have two limitations. Firstly, it provides no information about chest compression depth or incomplete release. Whilst there is an association between chest compression depth and TTI amplitude, significant inter-patient TTI variability prevents this finding being used in clinical practice.\textsuperscript{294,304,305} Secondly, TTI requires manual data extraction. This takes three minutes per minute of data. Manufacturer software (QCPR Review Version
2.1.0.0, Laerdal Medical, Stavanger, Norway) is used to display the waveform to facilitate manual data extraction.

3.9.4.2.3 Electrocardiogram (ECG) data
ECG data are available when the ECG is monitored through the three-lead ECG during cardiac arrest, or when a defibrillator is used that does not record TTI. During CPR, chest movement causes disturbances in the interface between the ECG electrodes and the skin. As a result, chest compressions appear as ‘noise’ on the ECG trace. This is illustrated in figure 3-4, where following the start of chest compression delivery (black superimposed vertical line) there is a visible change in the ECG waveform.

This approach to analysing CPR quality metrics has been used in previous studies, but manual data extraction is a time-consuming manual process that is prone to error. Figure 3-5 provides an example where the underlying ECG rhythm morphology makes it impossible to reliably identify chest compressions on the ECG waveform. This is reflected in a paper by Whitfield et al, where only about half of ECG traces were found to be suitable for analysis. The use of Phillips MRX QCPR defibrillators in all high-risk areas within HEFT meant there were likely to be few cases where neither transthoracic impedance nor accelerometer data were available. On this basis, it was decided to exclude from the study analysis any CPR quality data derived from ECG traces.
Figure 3-5: Comparison of accelerometer, TTI and ECG data: example two

Sample data file from QCPR Review Version 2.1.0.0 software (Laerdal Medical, Stavanger, Norway).
The superimposed black line indicates the start of chest of compressions.
The four panels show: 1) ECG rhythm; 2) Compression depth data from accelerometer; 3) Transthoracic impedance data; and 4) Force data from accelerometer.

3.9.4.2.4 Comparison of accelerometer and TTI data
Accelerometer data are automatically extracted by computer software, whilst TTI data are manually extracted. To assess the reliability of these two approaches, flow-fraction and chest compression count for the first five minutes of ten randomly selected cardiac arrest events were extracted using both approaches. Results were compared by calculating correlation coefficients and using Bland-Altman plots.\(^{31}\) Despite use of a relatively small sample size, pearson’s correlation co-efficient showed a strong positive correlation between the two approaches (flow-fraction \(r = 0.979, p<0.001\); chest compression count \(r = 0.998, p<0.001\)). Similarly, Bland-Altman plots showed a high...
level of agreement, with the 95% confidence intervals having narrow limits and all values falling within these limits (figures 3-6 and 3-7).

3.9.5 Data analysis

3.9.5.1 Analysis of CPR quality (process-based) outcomes
For process-focused outcomes, analyses compared CPR quality metrics between study periods at each hospital site and across all hospital sites. Whilst there is some evidence to support the tailoring of CPR delivery to physiological endpoints current resuscitation guidelines continue to recommend the same CPR process for all patients.\textsuperscript{14,58,312,313} Therefore, analyses of CPR quality outcomes did not adjust for any patient characteristic.

3.9.5.2 Analysis of patient outcomes
For patient outcomes, analyses compared data between study periods at each hospital site and across all hospital sites. Analyses adjusted for baseline patient characteristics and were based on an intention-to-treat principle.\textsuperscript{314}

For patient outcome analyses, out-of-hospital cardiac arrest events and non-index cardiac arrest events were excluded to prevent skewing of survival data. Out-of-hospital cardiac arrest patients transferred to hospital in cardiac arrest tend to have a poor outcome, and the quality of care delivered by the in-hospital team is unlikely to have a measurable effect on outcome.\textsuperscript{315,316} In contrast, patients who survive multiple cardiac arrest events are often those with an easily treatable cause of arrest, such as recurrent episodes of pulseless ventricular tachycardia.
Figure 3-6: Bland-Altman plot for flow-fraction (%)

Figure 3-7: Bland-Altman plot of chest compression count per minute
3.9.6 Process evaluation

Alongside patient data collection, data were collected to assess the feasibility of delivering interventions.\textsuperscript{207} The MRC highlights the importance of undertaking this work during the piloting/feasibility phase to help assess intervention uptake and recruitment barriers.\textsuperscript{181} The approach adopted was broadly similar to that used for the process evaluation of the weekly group debriefing intervention that formed part of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study.

Intervention delivery data collected for each intervention included: the name and clinical role of debriefing recipients, time and date of intervention delivery, and reasons for not delivering the intervention.

The approach to questionnaire administration was modified from the previous study to enable a standardised approach to be used across all hospitals, thereby allowing direct comparisons of debriefing approaches to be made. To allow direct comparisons between interventions, a single questionnaire was developed that incorporated elements from the two previous questionnaires. The questionnaires contained a variety of closed questions (multiple-choice and ordinal attitude scale). Open questions were removed due to the limited data generated in the previous study. Question wording was slightly different between sites to reflect differences in intervention delivery. The questionnaire was distributed by means of an internet survey, and sent out every four months to coincide with junior doctor rotations. The use of an internet survey was supported by the good response rate (68%) to the internet survey undertaken by Zebuhr et al, which compares favourably to many other clinician surveys.\textsuperscript{112,317}

Attitude scale data from questionnaires were analysed as ordinal data. Papers often analyse these data as continuous data to enable the use of parametric tests that
theoretically increase statistical power. However, the approach contravenes statistical principles and statistical modelling suggests that, in any case, parametric and non-parametric tests have similar power to detect differences when analysing this type of data.
Chapter 4: A systematic review and meta-analysis of the effect of debriefing on clinician performance following clinical emergencies

An abridged version of this chapter was published as:

4.1 Abstract

Introduction: Debriefing has been identified as a strategy that may improve care delivery at clinical emergencies. Whilst its use is recommended by international guidelines, the effectiveness of the intervention is currently unclear. The aim of this review was to examine the effectiveness of debriefing as a strategy for improving clinician performance at clinical emergencies.

Methods: Studies were identified using searches of electronic databases, trial registries, forward and backward citation tracking, interrogation of ILCOR (International Liaison Committee on Resuscitation) worksheet bibliographies and through contact with a subject specialist. Search terms included: feedback, debrief*, emergency, and resuscitation. All studies that evaluated the independent effect of debriefing on clinician performance at clinical emergencies were included. There was no restriction on study design. Data were extracted using a pre-defined data abstraction form.

Results: 27 studies (19 clinical, 8 manikin), covering a broad range of clinical emergencies, were included in a narrative analysis. The narrative analysis found that debriefing improves clinician performance, although studies were often associated with a high risk of bias. A meta-analysis of cardiac arrest studies demonstrated that debriefing is associated with improved chest compression flow-fraction (mean difference 6.80, 95% confidence interval (CI) 4.19-9.40, p<0.001) and return of spontaneous circulation (odds ratio 1.46, 95% CI 1.01-2.13, p=0.05) but had no effect on survival to hospital discharge (odds ratio 0.80, 95% CI 0.38-1.67, p=0.55).

Conclusion: The available evidence supports a low grade recommendation for the use of debriefing following clinical emergencies. The review found no evidence that any debriefing approach is superior to any other. Further research is needed to identify the optimal approach. This research should include a full description of the intervention to facilitate comparison between studies and support implementation in the clinical setting.
4.2 Introduction
Clinical emergencies, such as cardiac arrest, septic shock and major trauma, require the effective delivery of time critical interventions in order to preserve life. In practice, however, emergency care often fails to adhere to evidence-based guidelines. In cardiac arrest, for example, despite strong evidence to support high-quality cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and early defibrillation, data suggest that delivery of best care is infrequently achieved.\textsuperscript{21,60,63,67,70,76} Despite research often focusing on the development of new therapies, an increased focus on improving the delivery of current interventions may be a more effective way to improve patient outcome.\textsuperscript{89}

As a psychological intervention, debriefing was proposed by Mitchell in 1983 as a strategy to enhance mental wellbeing in survivors of major trauma.\textsuperscript{135} However formal evaluation of its effectiveness in this context found no evidence of benefit which led to its use declining.\textsuperscript{137} The use of debriefing as an educational tool has developed from military and aviation practice.\textsuperscript{129,133} In its purist form, debriefing consists of a facilitated discussion where participants critically review their performance and identify ways to improve practice, and is considered a core element of simulation training.\textsuperscript{102,116,129} However, the term can be used more broadly to describe all methods of providing performance feedback.\textsuperscript{117}

In the clinical setting, the use of debriefing following clinical emergencies is supported by clinical guidelines and is considered valuable by clinicians, but rarely takes place in practice.\textsuperscript{117,126,127,154,157-159,322} This may be attributed to clinician uncertainty regarding the evidence-base supporting the use of debriefing. Therefore, the objective of this review was to evaluate the effect of debriefing on clinician performance following clinical emergencies.
4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Protocol and registration
The review was undertaken in accordance with a protocol that was registered with the PROSPERO database on 14th May 2012 (registration number: CRD42012002156). The protocol outlined eligibility criteria, search strategy, outcome measures, and planned analyses. The report is based on the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement.

4.3.2 Eligibility criteria

4.3.2.1 Types of studies
All types of study that evaluated the independent effect of debriefing provision on clinician performance at clinical emergencies were included. Searches were limited to studies in the English language. No restriction on publication date was imposed.

4.3.2.2 Types of participants
Studies were included where participants were either qualified or student clinicians that provided care, either independently or as a team member, at clinical emergencies. This included doctors, nurses, paramedics and other health professionals. Clinical emergencies, such as cardiac arrest, traumatic injury, and severe sepsis, were characterised by the need to deliver timely and effective care to save the life of the patient.

4.3.2.3 Types of intervention
Studies which examined the effect of debriefing provision on clinician performance at clinical emergencies in the clinical or simulation setting were included. Due to the heterogeneous way in which debriefing interventions may be described, studies were included where the intervention met Van de Ridder and colleague’s broad definition of feedback, namely: “Specific information about the comparison between a trainee’s observed performance and a standard, given with the intent to improve the trainee’s...
performance." It was anticipated that there was likely to be marked variability between studies in relation to the nature of the debriefing intervention in terms of, for example, provider, format, and timing.

Studies were included if there was a control comparator. This included comparisons within and between participants, as well as retrospective controls and case series approaches. Studies where the debriefing intervention was combined with any intervention other than purely theoretical education, such that it was not possible to identify an independent debriefing effect, were excluded. Studies were also excluded if debriefing was not given directly to care providers.

4.3.2.4 Types of outcome measure
Studies that quantitatively evaluated the effect of the debriefing intervention were included. Following study identification, Kirkpatrick's four-level evaluation model was used to categorise outcome measures to facilitate study and outcome comparison across a range of clinical conditions. Level three outcomes were sub-categorised as technical, non-technical (human factors), or combined outcomes. Combined level three outcomes described scoring systems that incorporated both technical and non-technical components.

A diagram, based on the GRADE (Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation) framework, showing the relative importance of different Kirkpatrick outcome levels is included as Table 4-1. Critical outcomes for decision making were designated as level four (results) outcomes and level three (behaviour) technical outcomes. Technical behaviour outcomes were categorised as critical as such outcomes may be directly associated with patient outcome. Debriefing, as an educational intervention, is designed to directly affect this outcome. Level three (behaviour) non-technical and combined outcomes were considered important, but not critical for decision-making, as the association between improvements in non-technical
elements of care and patient outcome are less clearly defined. Both level one outcomes (reaction) and level two outcomes (learning) were considered to be of low importance for decision-making due to limited evidence supporting a relationship between these outcome and care delivery or patient outcome.\textsuperscript{324,325}

Table 4-1: GRADE hierarchy: outcome importance for decision-making

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Critical</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>Kirkpatrick level 3: technical outcomes; Kirkpatrick level 4 outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important, but not critical</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Kirkpatrick level 3: non-technical and combined outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low importance</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Kirkpatrick level 2 outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Kirkpatrick level 1 outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subjective assessments of intervention effects, such as asking participants if their practice has improved, were considered equal to objective assessments in Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick’s original manuscript.\textsuperscript{201} In this review, such subjective outcomes were categorised as level one outcomes, so as not to skew data at other levels.

4.3.3 Information Sources

The Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (Issue 3, 2012), Ovid MEDLINE (1946-2012), Ovid EMBASE (1947-2012), CINAHL (1981-2012), the Education Resources Information Centre, and PsycINFO electronic databases were searched to identify studies. Further studies were identified through consultation with a subject expert (Dr Jasmeet Soar), and interrogation of trial registries and worksheets on debriefing produced as part of the ILCOR (International Liaison Committee on Resuscitation) evidence evaluation process in 2010.\textsuperscript{326-329} Forward and backward citation searching of studies was also undertaken.
4.3.4 Search strategy
Electronic databases were searched using keywords and MeSH terms, including:
feedback, debrief*, resuscitation, shock, and emergency. Full search strategies for
each database are included in the appendix (Section 12.1.1).

4.3.5 Study selection
Following electronic searches and identification of citations through other sources,
duplicate citations were identified and removed. Citation titles were screened
independently by two authors (Keith Couper (KC), Dr Bilal Salman (BS)) and obviously
irrelevant results removed. The full-text of potentially eligible studies was then obtained
and assessed independently by the same two authors in an unblinded manner against
pre-determined eligibility criteria using a proforma. Where differences of opinion could
not be reconciled, a third author (Prof. Gavin Perkins (GDP)) acted as adjudicator.

4.3.6 Data collection process
To facilitate data abstraction, a tool was developed based on that produced by the
Cochrane Effective Practice and Organisation of Care group. The tool was refined
following pilot-testing. Data were abstracted by KC and checked for accuracy by a
research assistant.

4.3.7 Data items
From each study, extracted information included: study setting, type of healthcare
provider, type of emergency, nature of the intervention, and type of outcome measures.

4.3.8 Risk of bias in individual studies
The risk of bias in individual studies was evaluated using the process developed by
ILCOR for the 2010 resuscitation guidelines. Studies were first allocated a level of
evidence (LOE) category between one and five based on study design (Table 4-2) and
then study quality was categorised as 'good,' ‘fair’ or ‘poor’ using a predefined list of quality criteria.\textsuperscript{195}

Table 4-2: ILCOR Level of Evidence (LOE) categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOE 1</th>
<th>Randomised controlled trials (or meta-analyses of randomised controlled trials)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOE 2</td>
<td>Studies using concurrent controls without true randomisation ('pseudo'-randomised)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOE 3</td>
<td>Studies using retrospective controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOE 4</td>
<td>Studies without a control group (e.g. case series)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOE 5</td>
<td>Studies not directly related to specific patient/ population</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: LOE- level of evidence

Following this assessment, studies were identified as either being supportive of the intervention, neutral to the intervention, or opposing the use of the intervention. It was anticipated that studies would utilise multiple outcomes to assess the effect of the debriefing intervention, which could produce mixed results within each Kirkpatrick level. To be considered supporting or opposing, studies were required to have at least one statistically significant result ($p \leq 0.05$). For studies that met this requirement, the number of significant, compared to non-significant, results and clinical importance of outcomes was evaluated by two authors independently (KC/BS) to allocate studies. A third author (GDP) acted as adjudicator in case of disagreement.

4.3.9 Summary measures and synthesis of results

The review protocol acknowledged a high likelihood of study heterogeneity, in relation to the debriefing intervention, study design, and outcome measures, which would likely preclude the appropriate use of a meta-analysis. Following study identification, it was decided that a narrative analysis would be the most appropriate method of analysis to describe the impact of debriefing.
For a sub-group of studies that adopted a broadly similar methodological design with interventions targeted at improving CPR delivery in the clinical setting, a meta-analysis was considered appropriate. Differences in intervention delivery (written feedback and group debriefing) facilitated the inclusion of a comparison of these methods of debriefing. The meta-analysis was performed using Revman computer software (Review Manager (RevMan) [Computer program]. Version 5.1. Copenhagen: The Nordic Cochrane Centre, The Cochrane Collaboration, 2011) using a random-effects model. A random-effects model was chosen due to heterogeneity in relation to differences in intervention delivery and study populations. The I² statistic was used to measure consistency of results between studies.

For binary outcomes, event frequency was calculated from the reported percentage and total number of patients where it was not directly reported in the index study. When event frequency was not reported and could not be directly ascertained from the percentage and total events, due to percentage rounding, the lowest and ‘worst case’ frequency value was used. Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals are reported for binary outcomes.

Continuous outcomes are reported as mean difference and 95% confidence interval. Where the standard deviation was not reported in the index study, it was obtained from the 95% confidence interval based on an assumption that the confidence interval was calculated from a t-distribution. Where necessary, no flow-fraction was transformed to flow-fraction for the meta-analysis.

To analyse different approaches to debriefing approaches, it was planned to compare purist debriefing with other approaches. For this analysis, debriefing was defined as “facilitated or guided reflection in the cycle of experiential learning.”
4.3.10 Risk of bias across studies
The GRADE system and associated software (GRADEpro. [Computer program]. Version 3.2. Brozek, Oxman, Schünemann, 2008) was used to record evidence quality for each Kirkpatrick level outcome and each outcome reported in meta-analyses of cardiac arrest studies. The approach assigns a quality of evidence level to each outcome, ranging from very low to high. The first step of the process is to assess evidence quality, based on study design. The second step is then to consider whether to upgrade or downgrade this quality, based on a number of pre-defined criteria, including study limitations, inconsistency and indirectness of evidence. This enables evidence quality for each outcome to be assessed in a consistent and transparent manner.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Study selection
Searches of electronic databases identified 2,663 citations, with a further 57 citations identified through other sources. Removal of duplicate and obviously irrelevant citations led to the exclusion of 2,510 citations. Review of full-text papers led to the further exclusion of 182 citations. The main reasons for exclusion were: delivery of debriefing alongside another intervention, such that it was not possible to assess the independent effect of the debriefing intervention (n=63); interventions that did not meet the pre-specified definition of feedback (n=43); and clinical conditions that were not clinical emergencies (n=25).

In total, 28 citations were identified which met the study inclusion criteria. Of these, two citations related to the same study, leaving 27 studies included in the final analysis. A list of included studies is included in the appendix (Section 12.1.2). A flow diagram of the study identification process is included as figure 4-1.
4.4.2 Study characteristics

An overview of included studies is included as tables 4-3 and 4-4. Most included studies were undertaken in the clinical setting (n=19), and the remainder were manikin studies (n=8).
### Table 4-3: Study summary table: clinical studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Year</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Emergency</th>
<th>Care provider</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Intervention/ Comparator</th>
<th>Outcomes (Kirkpatrick level)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hoyt 1988</td>
<td>NRCT</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>Trauma team</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>Review conference non-attendance Vs. Review conference attendance</td>
<td>Resuscitation duration/ care quality (3T); Knowledge/ practice (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Townsend 1993</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>Trauma team</td>
<td>883</td>
<td>Control (Pre-I) Vs. Open &amp; closed review (Post-I)</td>
<td>Mortality (4); Resuscitation duration (3T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Connor 1994</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Trauma/ Cardiac arrest</td>
<td>Ambulance crew</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>Control (Pre-I) Vs. Quality assurance summary (Post-I)</td>
<td>Pre-hosp. ROSC (4); Trauma scene time/ intubation success (3T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santora 1996</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>Trauma team</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Case series: review &amp; trauma conference</td>
<td>ATLS guideline adherence (3T); Leadership (3N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rawles 1998</td>
<td>ITS</td>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>Myocardial Infarction</td>
<td>General practitioner</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>Control (Pre-I) Vs. Audit report (Post-I)</td>
<td>Thrombolysis administration (3T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbine 2000</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Neonatal resuscitation</td>
<td>Resuscitation team</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Case series: feedback review meetings</td>
<td>Neonatal resuscitation guideline adherence (3T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scherer 2003</td>
<td>NRCT</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>Trauma team</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>Case series: feedback (Pre-I) Vs. Case series: videotape feedback (Post-I)</td>
<td>Trauma care quality (3T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley 2006</td>
<td>Cohort</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Myocardial Infarction</td>
<td>Ambulance, ED, Cath. Lab.</td>
<td>365 (H)</td>
<td>No feedback Vs. Data feedback</td>
<td>Door to balloon time (3T):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edelson 2008</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Adult: cardiac arrest</td>
<td>Resuscitation team</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>Control (Pre-I) Vs. Performance debriefing (Post-I)</td>
<td>ROSC/ hosp. mortality (4); CPR Quality (3T); knowledge (2); usefulness (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholz 2008</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Myocardial Infarction</td>
<td>Ambulance, ED, ICU, Cath. Lab.</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>Control (Pre-I) Vs. Feedback session (Post-I)</td>
<td>30-day/ 6-month mortality (4); Door to balloon time (3T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lai 2009</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Myocardial Infarction</td>
<td>ED, Cardiology</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>Control (Pre-I) Vs. Feedback (Post-I)</td>
<td>Hosp./ long-term mortality &amp; Hospital LOS (4); Door to balloon time (3T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Wijngaarden 2009</td>
<td>Cohort</td>
<td>Holland</td>
<td>Adult: stroke</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5515</td>
<td>No feedback Vs. Feedback</td>
<td>Thrombolysis rate (3T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiang 2010</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Adult: cardiac arrest</td>
<td>Resuscitation team</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Case series: video feedback</td>
<td>ROSC/ hosp. mortality (4); CPR Quality (3T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percarpio 2010</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Cardiac arrest</td>
<td>Resuscitation team</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Case series: code debriefing</td>
<td>Response time/ intubation success (3T); Provider satisfaction (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin 2011</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Myocardial Infarction</td>
<td>ED, Cath. Lab. staff</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>Control (Pre-I) Vs. Data feedback (Post-I)</td>
<td>Door to balloon time (3T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadler 2011</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Neonatal resuscitation</td>
<td>Resuscitation team</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Case series: Debriefing</td>
<td>Guideline adherence (3T); Teamwork/ Procedure control (3N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study design</td>
<td>Setting</td>
<td>Care provider</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Intervention/ Comparator</td>
<td>Outcomes (Kirkpatrick level)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schramm 2011</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Adult: sepsis</td>
<td>ED, ICU</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>Control (Pre-I) Vs. Feedback (Post-I)</td>
<td>Hosp. mortality/ ICU LOS (4); Sepsis bundle delivery (3T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyon 2012</td>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>Adult: cardiac arrest</td>
<td>Ambulance crew</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>Control (Pre-I) Vs. Written feedback (Post-I)</td>
<td>Pre-hosp. ROSC/ hosp. mortality (4); CPR Quality (3T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zebuhr 2012</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Paediatric: cardiac arrest</td>
<td>Resuscitation team</td>
<td>34 (C)</td>
<td>Survey: quantitative debriefing</td>
<td>Usefulness (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key:**
- **Study design** - BA: Before/After study; CS: Case series; ITS: Interrupted time series; LOE: Level of evidence; NRCT: Non-randomised controlled trial; RCT: Randomised controlled trial.
- **Care provider** - Cath. Lab: Cardiac catheter laboratory; ED: Emergency Department; ICU: Intensive Care Unit.
- **Intervention/ Comparator** - Pre-I: Pre-intervention; Post-I: Post-intervention.
- **N** - data refers to number of patients, except H: Hospitals and C: Clinicians.
- **Outcomes** - ATLS: Advanced Trauma Life Support; CPR: cardiopulmonary resuscitation; ROSC: Return of spontaneous circulation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Emergency</th>
<th>Care provider</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Intervention/ Comparator</th>
<th>Outcomes (Kirkpatrick level)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anderson 2006</td>
<td>BA LOE4- Good</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Neonatal: ECMO</td>
<td>ECMO nurse</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Control (Pre-I) Vs. Debriefing (Post-I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savoldelli 2006</td>
<td>RCT LOE1- Good</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Adult: theatre emergency</td>
<td>Anaesthesia doctor</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Control Vs Oral debriefing Vs. Videotape oral debriefing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dine 2008</td>
<td>RCT LOE1- Fair</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Adult: cardiac arrest</td>
<td>Hospital nurse</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Debriefing Vs. Debriefing &amp; real-time feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goffman 2008</td>
<td>BA LOE4- Fair</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Shoulder dystocia</td>
<td>Obstetric doctor</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Control (Pre-I) Vs. Training/ debriefing (Post-I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikrogiankis 2008</td>
<td>BA LOE4- Fair</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Paediatric: trauma</td>
<td>Paediatric doctor</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Control (Pre-I) Vs. Debriefing session (Post-I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan 2009/2011</td>
<td>RCT LOE1- Good</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Adult: theatre emergency</td>
<td>Anaesthesia doctor</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Control or home study Vs. Simulation debriefing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welke 2009</td>
<td>RCT LOE1- Good</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Adult: theatre emergency</td>
<td>Anaesthesia doctor</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Multimedia presentation Vs. Video-assisted oral debriefing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boet 2011</td>
<td>RCT LOE1- Good</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Adult: theatre emergency</td>
<td>Anaesthesia doctor</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Self-debriefing Vs. Instructor debriefing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key:
- Study design: BA: Before/After study; LOE: Level of evidence; RCT: Randomised controlled trial.
- Care provider: ECMO- extracorporeal membrane oxygenation
- Intervention/ Comparator: Pre-I: Pre-intervention; Post-I: Post-intervention.
- N: data refers to number of clinicians
- Outcomes: ANTS- Anaesthetists' non-technical skills; DSC- Dichotomous score checklist; GRS- Global rating score.
4.4.3 Study methods

4.4.3.1 Clinical studies
Overall, three studies were categorised as LOE two, ten were LOE three, and six were LOE four.

The three studies categorised as LOE two, included two cohort studies$^{341,346}$ and a non-randomised controlled trial.$^{109}$ The ten studies that were LOE three comprised seven non-controlled before/after studies,$^{150,152,172,342,343,347,349}$ two time series studies,$^{344,345}$ and a non-randomised controlled trial, where there was a temporal distinction between the control and intervention group.$^{339}$

Five case series studies (LOE four) measured performance immediately following intervention implementation and then re-evaluated performance again in the future, based on the assumption that the intervention had no impact at the point of the initial evaluation, but maximal effect at the second evaluation point.$^{110,169,170,338,348}$ This arbitrary distinction meant that consecutive events could fall in to different evaluation periods. The sixth LOE four study was a survey study.$^{112}$

4.4.3.2 Manikin studies
Five manikin studies were randomised controlled trials (LOE one)$^{107,178,332-334}$ and three were non-controlled before/after studies (LOE four).$^{336,337,340}$

4.4.4 Study participants
Studies evaluated the effect of debriefing on participant’s performance in a range of clinical emergencies, including cardiac arrest (seven studies), trauma resuscitation (five studies), myocardial infarction (five studies), operating theatre emergencies (four studies), neonatal resuscitation (two studies), sepsis (one study), shoulder dystocia
(one study), extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (one study), and stroke (one study). Three clinical studies were pre-hospital studies.

Over half of the included studies were undertaken in America (fifteen studies), with the remaining studies undertaken in Europe (four studies), Canada (four studies), Asia (three studies), and Australia (one study). The four Canadian studies were manikin studies undertaken by the group at the University of Toronto.

4.4.4.1 Clinical studies
In clinical studies, care was delivered by multidisciplinary teams (15 studies), ambulance personnel (two studies), and individual general practitioners (one study). In one study, it was unclear who delivered care and received debriefing, although given the nature of the emergency (percutaneous coronary intervention following ST-elevation myocardial infarction), care was likely delivered by a multidisciplinary team. The number of care providers was detailed in only two studies, although one of these seemed to only include data for medical resuscitation team members.

In 17 clinical studies, care events were the unit of analysis. Some studies explicitly stated that only the first event per patient was included, although at least one study analysed multiple events per patient. Across these 17 studies, the number of included care events ranged from 30 to 5515 (mean 558), although the mean and range are highly influenced by a large (n=5515) cohort study (excluding outlier: mean 248, range 30-883). In the other two studies, Bradley et al analysed data from 365 hospitals, and Zebuhr et al surveyed 34 clinicians.

4.4.4.2 Manikin studies
In all manikin studies, the performance of individual healthcare providers was measured. The mean number of providers enrolled was 44 (range 9 to 71). Study
participants were: anaesthetists (four studies), paediatricians (one study), obstetricians (one study), paediatric ECMO nurses (one study) and hospital nurses (one study).

4.4.5 Study interventions

In the 27 included studies, there were a total of 35 debriefing interventions (26 from clinical studies, 9 from manikin studies). Interventions are summarised in tables 4-5 and 4-6. Two or more debriefing interventions were provided concurrently in six studies. Intervention format was classified as either oral (26 interventions from 21 studies) or written (4 interventions from 4 studies). For four interventions in four studies, the intervention format was not stated. Interventions were frequently poorly described, with key elements, such as provider, content and frequency, often not detailed in study methods. Even where all key information was recorded, studies often lacked sufficient detail about the intervention to enable replication.
Table 4-5: Summary of debriefing interventions: clinical studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description (as used in paper)</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Facilitator</th>
<th>Receiver</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hoyt 1988</td>
<td>Resuscitation review conference</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>Care team</td>
<td>Doctor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Townsend 1993</td>
<td>Open review</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor 1994</td>
<td>Quality assurance summary</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santora 1996</td>
<td>Multidisciplinary trauma conference</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rawles 1998</td>
<td>Audit report</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbine 2000</td>
<td>Review meeting</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santora 1996</td>
<td>Quality assurance summary</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rawles 1998</td>
<td>Audit report</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scherer 2003</td>
<td>Verbal feedback</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor 1994</td>
<td>Quality assurance summary</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley 2006</td>
<td>Data feedback</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percarpio 2010</td>
<td>Code debriefing</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin 2011</td>
<td>Data feedback</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadler 2011</td>
<td>Debriefing</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schramm 2011</td>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wijngaarden 2009</td>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiang 2010</td>
<td>Video record feedback learning</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percarpio 2010</td>
<td>Code debriefing</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin 2011</td>
<td>Data feedback</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadler 2011</td>
<td>Debriefing</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schramm 2011</td>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyon 2012</td>
<td>Resuscitation report</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zebuhr 2012</td>
<td>Quantitative debriefing</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• As described in paper
○ Provided in period two, but not period one
Table 4-6: Summary of debriefing interventions: manikin studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description (as used in paper)</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Facilitator</th>
<th>Receiver</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anderson 2006 Debriefing</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>Care team</td>
<td>Doctor</td>
<td>Paramedic</td>
<td>Sim. instructor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savoldelli 2006 Oral feedback</td>
<td>Written</td>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>Paramedic</td>
<td>Sim. instructor</td>
<td>Care team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dine 2008 Debriefing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goffman 2008 Training/ debriefing session</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikrogianakis 2008 Debriefing session</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan 2009 Simulation debriefing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welke 2009 Video-assisted oral debriefing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boet 2011 Instructor debriefing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• As described in paper
4.4.5.1 Clinical studies

Of the 26 interventions delivered in the 19 clinical studies, most (n=17) were oral. Four interventions were written, and the format of five interventions was not stated. The debriefing intervention format delivered in studies was: single oral intervention (seven studies), single written intervention (two studies), two oral interventions delivered concurrently (three studies), and a combination of oral and written interventions delivered concurrently (two studies). The five studies that did not describe the intervention format all seemed to deliver a single debriefing intervention.

In the seven studies that delivered a single oral intervention, this typically consisted of a weekly group meeting (five studies). In Percarpio et al a cardiac arrest team debriefing occurred immediately following each event\textsuperscript{169} and in Rawles et al two meetings were held with each care provider (general practitioner) over a two year period.\textsuperscript{345} Of the three studies that delivered two concurrent oral interventions, two provided frequent event review meetings with care providers that were supplemented by less-frequent general performance reviews. In Townsend et al the trauma team reviewed each of their own cases, with additional meetings held for team leaders and senior doctors to discuss specific cases where issues arose.\textsuperscript{349} The two studies that provided only written feedback provided either a monthly performance summary that was forwarded to all care providers\textsuperscript{150} or a detailed case-specific summary after each event.\textsuperscript{343}

Scherer et al and Lyon et al provided a combination of written and oral debriefing interventions.\textsuperscript{172,339} Lyon et al sent a performance summary to ambulance personnel after every event and also offered clinicians the opportunity to discuss their performance with senior clinicians at monthly resuscitation classes. Scherer et al delivered three interventions (weekly verbal feedback, weekly resuscitation conference, monthly written performance summary) in the first three-month period.\textsuperscript{339} In the second
three-month period the resuscitation conference incorporated video recordings of events, although it is unclear whether the verbal feedback and written summary continued in this second period.

The debriefing facilitator was often a doctor (seven interventions), although this detail was frequently omitted (eleven interventions). The debriefing receiver was typically the care team, rather than an individual, although in three interventions where care was delivered by a team, the debriefing intervention was only provided to an individual, typically the team leader. Five interventions were described as open to all providers, even if they had not been present at the care event which was the focus of the debriefing. It is likely that in other studies the intervention was also open to all interested parties as Hoyt et al, for example, discuss the potential benefits of learning from other’s mistakes suggesting that all individuals were able to attend.109

The content of debriefing interventions was often poorly described. Nine interventions incorporated videotape review, and three studies utilised cardiac arrest data downloaded from a defibrillator. Although 12 interventions were identified as incorporating an element of discussion, key details such as duration and nature of discussion was frequently missing. Four interventions were identified as meeting the purist definition of debriefing (Section 4.3.9). However, given the lack of detail about the discussion element of interventions, it was not possible to accurately identify whether other clinical debriefing interventions met this definition.

The intensity of intervention delivery varied considerably, ranging from interventions that were delivered weekly or following every event to an intervention that was delivered twice in a two-year period. The mean duration of intervention delivery was 11.3 months (range three months to two years).
4.4.5.2 Manikin studies
All manikin study interventions consisted of oral debriefing, which met the purist definition of debriefing outlined above (Section 4.3.9). Six interventions were supplemented by a video recording of the performance. In Salvodelli et al, participants were randomised to either oral debriefing, video-assisted oral debriefing or a non-intervention control group. In the three subsequent randomised controlled studies by the same group, video-assisted oral debriefing was considered the gold standard, which was compared with standardised computer debriefing, self-debriefing, and home study/no intervention. These comparators did not constitute debriefing interventions based on the review inclusion criteria. Video-assisted debriefing was also used in two other manikin studies.

When described, the debriefing facilitator was either a doctor (2 studies) or a simulation instructor (3 studies), although it is likely that the terms were not mutually exclusive. The intervention was delivered immediately after the initial performance evaluation in all studies.

4.4.6 Study outcomes
There was marked variability in included outcomes across studies. Hospital mortality was the most frequently reported outcome (five studies), followed by cardiac arrest chest compression flow-fraction (four studies), door-to-balloon time following myocardial infarction (four studies), and anaesthetists’ non-technical skills score (four studies). Edelson et al was the only study which reported outcomes at all four Kirkpatrick levels. Manikin studies only evaluated level three outcomes.

In clinical studies, performance evaluation was typically undertaken at consecutive events for which data were available throughout the study. In manikin studies, performance was typically re-evaluated immediately post-intervention, although re-
evaluation was delayed for six to nine months in Morgan et al, and for seven to 183 days in Goffman et al. Welke et al evaluated performance immediately post-intervention and five weeks later.

4.4.6.1 Kirkpatrick level one- reaction

Level one outcomes were evaluated in the four studies which measured outcomes using a survey. Percarpio et al included a question about provider satisfaction in the debriefing, and measured how this changed over time. Zebuhr et al used an internet questionnaire to evaluate the usefulness and effect of specific debriefing elements (e.g. discussions about chest compression quality and communication) on provider knowledge, confidence, and performance, to identify which elements were reported to be of most benefit. Edelson et al surveyed cardiac arrest team doctors regarding the overall curricular value of the debriefing intervention, together with its perceived effect on guideline knowledge and cardiac arrest leadership. Hoyt et al surveyed all clinicians involved in trauma care regarding the effect of the debriefing intervention on knowledge and care delivery.

4.4.6.2 Kirkpatrick level two- learning

A single study objectively evaluated the effect of debriefing on provider knowledge by comparing survey responses from clinicians prior to and following participation at debriefing meetings to evaluate the effect of the intervention on clinician’s knowledge of the resuscitation guidelines.

4.4.6.3 Kirkpatrick level three- technical performance

Kirkpatrick level three technical performance outcomes represented the most common outcome measure and were reported in 22 studies (18 clinical, four manikin). Outcome measures used reflected the clinical condition examined in the study. For example, cardiac arrest studies focussed on CPR quality parameters such as chest compression
rate and chest compression flow-fraction, whilst myocardial infarction studies examined thrombolysis delivery and door-to-balloon time.

Most outcomes were objective and well-defined performance measures, such as chest compression depth. In three studies, however, technical performance was given a score by experts in three studies. In Nadler et al performance was evaluated by three experts who graded guideline adherence by scoring five elements, such as providing warmth. Neither tool validity nor the actual scoring system is described, although it appears that each element was scored out of five. Reliability was poor with substantial disagreement between experts reported in relation to three outcomes. Carbine et al developed a local scoring system based on the neonatal resuscitation guidelines to evaluate performance. Scoring was by consensus, hence no reliability data is available. Morgan et al used a scenario-specific scoring system, which had been developed for a previous study, that demonstrated high inter-rater reliability ($r=0.91$).

It is of note that some studies measured elements of care delivery that would now be considered out-dated. For example Townsend et al analysed the routine use of diagnostic peritoneal lavage following trauma, a technique which has now been largely superseded by the use of ultrasound and computerised tomography. As the focus of such studies was, as in other studies, the improvement of care delivery in the context of clinical emergencies according to best practice at the time of publication, it was appropriate to include them.

4.4.6.4 Kirkpatrick level three- non-technical performance

Non-technical performance was evaluated in eight studies (6 manikin, 2 clinical). Performance was predominantly evaluated by blinded experts using videotape recordings (6 studies), although in Goffman et al experts directly observed the simulation scenario. In four studies, non-technical performance was measured using
the anaesthetist’s non-technical skills score (ANTS). The ANTS is a valid and reliable tool for measuring anaesthetist’s non-technical skills; that comprises four categories (task management, team working, situation awareness, decision making) which are individually each graded on a four-point scale (poor to good). In the four included studies, reported inter-reliability ranged from 0.44 to 0.76.

Anderson et al used a locally developed tool that incorporated ten elements that were each graded by four instructors on a five point scale and summed. The tool was developed locally by experts, and reported inter-rater reliability was high. In Goffman et al, six elements were assessed as either done or not done to give an overall score out of six. Tool validity is not addressed within the paper and performance was evaluated by expert consensus, so no reliability data are available. In Nadler et al teamwork and procedure were evaluated using 11 outcome measures, using the approach described above (Section 4.4.6.3), which had poor reliability with substantial disagreement between experts in relation to seven outcome measures.

4.4.6.5 Kirkpatrick level three- technical and non-technical performance

Three manikin studies evaluated provider performance using a scoring system that incorporated elements of both technical and non-technical performance. Both Goffman et al and Morgan et al evaluated overall performance using a single 5-point ordinal scale. Mikrogianakis et al assessed performance using a 26-element validated scoring system. Morgan et al and Mikrogianakis et al reported the same inter-rater reliability (r=0.71) in relation to their respective tools. In Goffman et al, scoring was done by consensus, so inter-rater reliability is not reported.

4.4.6.6 Kirkpatrick level four- results

All eight studies that included level four outcomes evaluated patient mortality, with two of these studies also examining length of stay. Five studies evaluated mortality at two
time-points. Mortality endpoints included: hospital mortality (five studies); return of spontaneous circulation following cardiac arrest (four studies); 30-day mortality (one study); 6-month mortality (one study); and long-term mortality up to 300 days (one study). Townsend et al compared observed and predicted mortality in the control and intervention groups using the z-statistic, although the mortality time-point is not stated. Length of stay endpoints included intensive care unit length of stay (one study) and hospital length of stay (one study).

4.4.7 Risk of bias within studies
Clinical studies were associated with a moderate to high risk bias, with most categorised as being of fair quality. Except for two cohort studies and a non-randomised controlled trial, all studies lacked a concurrent control group such that it was not possible to exclude an underlying secular trend.

Most studies either blinded outcome assessors or used clearly-defined objective endpoints, so this was not considered to be an important source of bias. Case selection, however, represented a potential source of bias as studies often relied upon the use of a video recorder to both provide data for intervention delivery and assess performance for outcome evaluation. For example, Santora et al and Scherer et al reported that only 35% and 54% of events respectively were recorded. Similarly in Lyon et al, data collection relied on ambulance personnel voluntarily uploading data such that just 39% of events were captured. Such data, however, was frequently omitted in study reports. This risk of bias was intensified in studies by Nadler et al and Carbine et al where only a sub-set of available data was used to evaluate effectiveness of the intervention.

In before/after studies there was frequently a comparison of pre- and post-intervention patient characteristics, but only Edelson et al compared provider characteristics.
Both Hoyt et al and Scherer et al compared baseline performance and although similar in Hoyt et al study, there were significant baseline differences in the paper by Scherer et al. There was also a risk of intervention contamination in both these studies, as both studies analysed performance based on team leader allocation, without accounting for exposure of other team members to the debriefing intervention. There was no contamination risk in other clinical studies as they either only collected data following intervention implementation (case series) or no intervention was delivered prior to debriefing implementation (before/after studies).

The risk of bias in manikin studies was generally lower than in clinical studies. A key issue in relation to manikin studies was the potential existence of a learning effect, whereby providers gain experience in the simulation environment such that their performance improved irrespective of the provision of any intervention. The randomisation method was not detailed in two randomised controlled studies, creating a potential risk of allocation bias. In Dine et al there were key differences in group characteristics (recent CPR training and ICU experience) and performance at baseline, that may have influenced study results. In the other four randomised controlled studies, both group characteristics and baseline performance were measured and were similar.

Six studies used performance video recordings to facilitate blinded outcome assessment. In Dine et al, defibrillator data were used to provide objective performance evaluation. However, in Goffman et al performance evaluation was undertaken live and unblinded as it was not logistically possible to get adequate video images of obstetric manoeuvres to facilitate the use of video recordings for evaluation. Furthermore, as assessors had personal knowledge of the participants, this likely increased the risk of bias. In relation to the three studies that did not reassess performance immediately post-intervention, there was a potential contamination risk as participants allocated to different interventions may have discussed the study.
4.4.8 Results of individual studies

Overall, study results suggest that debriefing is associated with improvements in clinician performance at clinical emergencies. Using the ILCOR framework, 20 of the 27 included studies, reported a benefit associated with debriefing at one or more outcome levels (Table 4-7).

4.4.8.1 Kirkpatrick level one: effect of debriefing on reaction

Three out of four studies identified benefits associated with debriefing in relation to level one outcomes. The other study by Percario et al examined provider satisfaction with the cardiac arrest process following the implementation of debriefing. Whilst this increased gradually throughout their case series, high baseline satisfaction and a lack of any formal statistical analysis of the change meant that the effect is difficult to quantify. In both Edelson et al and Zebuhr et al, clinicians reported that they found debriefing to be useful. In addition, Edelson et al found that clinicians reported improved knowledge (83%) and leadership skills (70%). In Hoyt et al, most participants reported a beneficial effect on resuscitation and trauma knowledge (93.4%) and care delivery (90.5%).

4.4.8.2 Kirkpatrick level two: effect of debriefing on learning

Edelson et al was the only study to objectively evaluate the effect of debriefing on learning. Following the implementation of debriefing, clinicians demonstrated improved knowledge of resuscitation in relation to the defibrillation algorithm (38% v 93%, p<0.001), correct ventilation rate (35% v 58%, p=0.04), and there was a trend to improved knowledge in relation to the correct chest compression rate (75% v 90%, p=0.07).
Table 4-7: ILCOR evidence table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence supporting clinical question</th>
<th>Level of evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Good</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence neutral to clinical question</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Good</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence opposing clinical question</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Good</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Evidence neutral to clinical question| **Good** | 1 |
|                                      |          | 2 |
|                                      |          | 3 |
|                                      |          | 4 |
|                                      |          | 5 |
| Evidence opposing clinical question   | **Good** | 1 |
|                                      |          | 2 |
|                                      |          | 3 |
|                                      |          | 4 |
|                                      |          | 5 |

Outcome codes (number relates to Kirkpatrick Level) - 4A: Return of spontaneous circulation; 4B: Mortality; 4C: Length of stay; 3T: Technical performance; 3C: Combined technical and non-technical performance; 3N: Non-technical performance; 2: Knowledge; 1A: Usefulness of debriefing; 1B: Subjective effect on care delivery/ knowledge.
4.4.8.3 **Kirkpatrick level three: effect of debriefing on behaviour (technical performance)**

Of the 22 studies that evaluated the effect of debriefing on technical performance outcomes, 16 studies (13 clinical, three manikin) supported the use of debriefing. Studies that were neutral or opposed the use of debriefing at this outcome level tended to be subject to an increased risk of bias. In the group of 15 studies whose evidence was categorised as level one to three, 14 studies supported the use of debriefing. In contrast, six of the seven studies categorised as level of evidence four were either neutral to or opposed the use of debriefing (Figure 4-2).

![Figure 4-2: Number of studies supporting, opposing or neutral to study question in relation to level of evidence for Kirkpatrick level three (technical) outcome](chart.png)

Four cardiac arrest studies demonstrated a positive association between debriefing and improved technical performance. In the manikin study by Dine et al manikin, the number of participants who delivered adequate CPR improved with both debriefing (24% v 35%, p=0.29) and real-time feedback (16% v 29%, p=0.220), but this effect became clinically and statistically significant when debriefing was combined with real-time feedback (29% v 65%, p=0.005). In Edelson et al, the addition of group debriefing to real-time feedback significantly improved the delivery of CPR, with notable...
improvements in mean chest compression depth (44mm ± 10 v 50mm ± 10, p<0.001), ventilation rate per minute (18 ± 8 v 13 ± 7, p<0.001), and chest compression no-flow fraction (0.20 ± 0.13 v 0.13 ± 0.10, p<0.001). However, other clinical studies found debriefing to be associated with improved performance even in the absence of real-time feedback. In Lyon et al, debriefing was associated with a marked improvement in flow-fraction (73.0%, 95% confidence interval (CI) 68.6-77.3 v 79.3%, 95% CI 76.9-81.8, p=0.007) and a reduction in time to first defibrillation (20.25 seconds (interquartile range (IQR) 15.5–25.5) v 13.5 seconds (IQR 2.2–22.0), p = 0.006). Equally, in Jiang et al, there was a significant reduction in median no-flow time per minute (11 seconds (IQR 3–28) v 7 seconds (IQR 2–19), p<0.01) and time delay to first chest compression (11 seconds (IQR 5-50) v 0 seconds (IQR 0-12), p = 0.01). The randomised controlled manikin study by Morgan et al that examined anaesthetist’s management of intraoperative emergencies that resulted in cardiac arrest found performance improved significantly following a debriefing intervention, when compared with participants who did not receive debriefing.

Four clinical studies demonstrated an association between the provision of debriefing and reduction in door-to-balloon time following myocardial infarction. Of particular note is the cohort study by Bradley et al which incorporated data from 365 American hospitals in a multivariate model to show that debriefing reduced door-to-balloon time by 8.6 minutes (95% CI -13.6 to -3.6, p=0.001). In the three single-centre studies, results were more impressive with reported reduction in door-to-balloon ranging from 23 minutes in Lai et al to 53 minutes in Scholz et al. A similar approach to Bradley et al was used by van Wijngaarden et al who reported that debriefing was associated with increased likelihood of thrombolysis administration (odds ratio (OR) 1.19, 95% CI 1.04 to 1.36) to acute stroke patients in The Netherlands.

In trauma studies, providing debriefing was associated with a reduction in the time that patients spent in the emergency department prior to receiving definitive care,
particularly in the most critically injured patient group,\textsuperscript{109,349} as well as improvements in the delivery of specific key trauma resuscitation interventions.\textsuperscript{109,339} In Scherer et al, the initial debriefing intervention had no impact on care delivery, but when this was supplemented by videotape footage the performance of key interventions, such as airway assessment and recording of blood pressure, improved significantly.\textsuperscript{339} O’Connor and Megargel focussed on trauma care in the pre-hospital setting and found that the implementation of a written feedback performance summary significantly reduced the incidence of prolonged trauma scene time from 24.8\% to 1.4\% (p<0.001) of cases.\textsuperscript{150} Schramm et al and Goffman et al both also reported improvements in performance following the implementation of debriefing interventions in relation to sepsis bundle delivery in the clinical setting and correct use of shoulder dystocia manoeuvres in the simulation laboratory respectively.\textsuperscript{336,347}

Six studies (1 clinical LOE3, 4 clinical LOE4, 1 manikin LOE4) found no association between debriefing and improved technical performance. In Nadler et al, debriefing was associated with a statistically significant deterioration in the mean score for neonatal resuscitation intubation performance between the first and second performance evaluation periods (3.20 ± 1.05 v 2.48 ± 0.91, p=0.01).\textsuperscript{110} However, there was no difference in performance in other areas of technical performance, such as providing warmth and maintaining airway patency. In the other five studies, debriefing was not associated with any effect on technical performance.

4.4.8.4 Kirkpatrick level three: effect of debriefing on behaviour (non-technical performance)

Of the eight studies (two clinical, six manikin) that evaluated the effect of debriefing on non-technical behaviour performance outcomes, four studies reported a positive effect with the remaining four reporting a neutral effect. In a clinical trauma study by Santora et al compliance with the leadership standard increased from 70\% of cases in the early part of the case series to 90\% in the latter part (p<0.05).\textsuperscript{338} In the other clinical study by
Nadler et al, only one of the eleven outcomes (‘was information sought?’) improved significantly with two further outcomes showing a trend towards improvement, but there was no difference in relation to the remaining eight outcome measures. In the four randomised controlled manikin studies (LOE 1) that evaluated non-technical skill performance using the anaesthetists non-technical skills score, only Salvodelli et al found that debriefing provision, compared to a non-debriefing control group, improved non-technical performance. In the other three studies, the debriefing intervention was associated with a statistically significant improvement of between 5% and 25%, but similar improvements were observed in the non-debriefing arms. In both Goffman et al and Anderson et al, debriefing interventions were associated with significant improvements in communication and behavioural skills respectively.

4.4.8.5 Kirkpatrick level three: effect of debriefing on behaviour (combined technical and non-technical performance)
Three manikin studies used a scoring system that incorporated both technical and non-technical performance components to evaluate performance. Of these studies, only the study by Goffman et al reported an improvement in performance.

4.4.8.6 Kirkpatrick level four: effect of debriefing on results
Of the eight studies that included mortality as an endpoint, debriefing was associated with a reduction in mortality in two studies. In Edelson et al debriefing was associated with a statistically significant improvement in return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) following in-hospital cardiac arrest (45% v 59%, p=0.03), although this was did not translate to an improvement in survival to hospital discharge. In Townsend et al, where observed and expected mortalities in both the pre-debriefing and post-debriefing were compared, the debriefing intervention was associated with a statistically significant improvement in survival. In the remaining six studies, no change in mortality or length of stay was observed following the introduction of debriefing.
4.4.9 Synthesis of results

A random effects meta-analysis of four clinical cardiac arrest studies was performed.

Two of these studies delivered an oral debriefing intervention, and two provided written feedback. Chest compression flow-fraction data from two studies (335 events),\textsuperscript{152,172} ROSC data from four studies (789 events),\textsuperscript{150,152,170,172} and survival to hospital discharge data from three studies (365 events)\textsuperscript{152,170,172} were analysed. Data from Jiang et al could not be included in the chest compression flow-fraction analysis as the study only reported results data as median and interquartile range.\textsuperscript{170}

Debriefing was found to be associated with a statistically significant improvement in chest compression flow-fraction (mean difference 6.80, 95% CI 4.19 to 9.40, p<0.001) (Figure 4-3). A positive effect was also found in relation to return of spontaneous circulation (OR 1.46, 95% CI 1.01 to 2.13, p=0.05), but this did not translate into an improvement in survival to hospital discharge (OR 0.80, 95% CI 0.38 to 1.67, p=0.55) (Figures 4-4 and 4-5).

Forest plots (Figures 4-3 to 4-5) incorporate a sub-group analysis comparing written feedback with oral debriefing. This analysis found no difference between the effect sizes for these different debriefing approaches, in relation to chest compression flow-fraction (written: mean difference 6.30, 95% CI 1.46-11.14 v oral: mean difference 7.00, 95% CI 3.91-10.09, p=0.81), ROSC (written: OR 1.41, 95% CI 0.90-2.21 v oral: OR 0.94, 95% CI 0.17-5.05, p=0.65) or survival to hospital discharge (written: OR 0.99, 95% CI 0.28-3.48 v oral: OR 0.71, 95% CI 0.28-1.77, p=0.67).
**Figure 4-3**: Forest plot: debriefing v control (Cardiac arrest clinical studies), outcome:

to fraction (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study or Subgroup</th>
<th>Debriefing</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Mean Difference IV, Random, 95% CI</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1.1 Written post-event feedback</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynen 2012</td>
<td>79.3</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal (95% CI)</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity: Not applicable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test for overall effect Z = 2.55 (P = 0.01)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1.1.2 Group debriefing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study or Subgroup</th>
<th>Debriefing</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Mean Difference IV, Random, 95% CI</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rothman 2008</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal (95% CI)</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity: Not applicable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test for overall effect Z = 4.44 (P &lt; 0.00001)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total (95% CI) 200 135 100.0% 6.89 [4.19, 9.40]  
Heterogeneity: Tau^2 = 6.00, CH^2 = 0.00, df = 1 (P = 0.99), P = 0%
Test for overall effect Z = 5.11 (P = 0.00001)
Test for substance differences: CH^2 = 0.00, df = 1 (P = 0.91), P = 6%

---

**Figure 4-4**: Forest plot: debriefing v control (Cardiac arrest clinical studies), outcome:

return of spontaneous circulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study or Subgroup</th>
<th>Debriefing</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Odd Ratio</th>
<th>M.H. Random, 95% CI</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Events</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>M.H. Random, 95% CI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2.1 Written post-event feedback</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Carroll 1994</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>36.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynen 2012</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>27.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal (95% CI)</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>36.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total events</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity: Tau^2 = 1.00, CH^2 = 6.00, df = 1 (P = 1.00), P = 0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test for overall effect Z = 1.00 (P = 0.15)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1.2.2 Group debriefing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study or Subgroup</th>
<th>Debriefing</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Odd Ratio</th>
<th>M.H. Random, 95% CI</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Events</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>M.H. Random, 95% CI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rothman 2008</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>38.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiaq 2016</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal (95% CI)</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>38.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total events</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity: Tau^2 = 1.10, CH^2 = 3.32, df = 1 (P = 0.07), P = 79%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test for overall effect Z = 0.83 (P = 0.34)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total (95% CI) 352 337 100.0% 1.46 [1.01, 2.13]  
Heterogeneity: Tau^2 = 0.21, CH^2 = 0.33, df = 1 (P = 0.55), P = 8%  
Test for overall effect Z = 0.83 (P = 0.04)  
Test for substance differences: CH^2 = 0.51, df = 1 (P = 0.48), P = 8%  

---
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Figure 4-5: Forest plot: debriefing v control (Cardiac arrest clinical studies), outcome: survival to discharge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study or Subgroup</th>
<th>Debriefing Events</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Control Events</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>M-H, Random, 95% CI</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.3.1 Written post-event feedback</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyer 2012</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35.1%</td>
<td>0.97 [0.26, 3.48]</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal (95% CI)</td>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td>35.1%</td>
<td>0.97 [0.26, 3.48]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total events</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity: Not applicable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test for overall effect Z = 0.01 (P = 0.99)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.3.2 Group debriefing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edelson 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiang 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.00; Ch² = 0.05, df = 1 (P = 0.80); P = 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test for overall effect Z = 0.74 (P = 0.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test for subgroup differences: Ch² = 0.18, df = 1 (P = 0.67); P = 8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4-6: Forest plot: debriefing v control (Cardiac arrest clinical studies), outcome: return of spontaneous circulation (excludes study by Jiang et al)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study or Subgroup</th>
<th>Debriefing Events</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Control Events</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>M-H, Random, 95% CI</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.4.1 Written post-event feedback</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Connor 1994</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>42.2%</td>
<td>1.41 [0.83, 2.33]</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyer 2012</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
<td>1.41 [0.80, 2.50]</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal (95% CI)</td>
<td>314</td>
<td></td>
<td>221</td>
<td></td>
<td>58.5%</td>
<td>1.41 [0.80, 2.41]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total events</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.00; Ch² = 0.00, df = 1 (P = 1.00); P = 0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test for overall effect Z = 1.50 (P = 0.13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.4.2 Group debriefing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edelson 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity: Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test for overall effect Z = 2.20 (P = 0.03)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|               |                |       |               |       |        |                     |      |
|               |                |       |               |       |        |                     |      |
|               |                |       |               |       |        |                     |      |
|               |                |       |               |       |        |                     |      |
4.4.10 Risk of bias across studies
For each outcome, except for Kirkpatrick Level III non-technical skills, initial evidence quality based on the GRADE system was categorised as low, due to the high number of non-randomised studies included in the review.

Three of these outcomes (Kirkpatrick Level I, Kirkpatrick Level III- combined technical and non-technical skills, and survival to discharge in cardiac arrest studies) were downgraded to the very low category. The Kirptarick Level I outcome was downgraded due to risk of bias. The Kirkpatrick level III combined technical and non-technical skills outcome was downgraded for indirectness. Survival to discharge in cardiac arrest studies was downgraded for imprecision. The remaining five outcomes (Kirkpatrick Level II, Kirkpatrick Level III technical performance, Kirkpatrick Level IV, chest compression flow-fraction in cardiac arrest studies, ROSC in cardiac arrest studies) were neither downgraded nor upgraded so remained as low quality evidence.

The Kirkpatrick Level III non-technical skills outcome was initially described as high quality evidence, but was downgraded to low quality evidence due to the risk of bias and indirectness.

GRADE tables for all outcomes are included in the appendix (Section 12.1.3).

4.4.11 Additional analyses
Amongst cardiac arrest studies included in meta-analyses, overall study heterogeneity was low. In the return of spontaneous circulation meta-analysis, there was substantial heterogeneity in the group debriefing sub-group ($I^2=70\%$), although overall heterogeneity was low ($I^2=8\%$). As a case series, Jiang et al was categorised as a level of evidence four study and therefore subject to a higher risk of bias compared with other studies in the meta-analysis.\textsuperscript{170} Furthermore, its small sample size ($n=45$) led to
wide confidence intervals. Excluding Jiang et al from the meta-analysis increased the
effect size of debriefing in relation to ROSC (OR 1.57, 95% CI 1.11 to 2.21, p=0.01)
(Figure 4-6). A similar approach was not considered for the survival to discharge meta-
analysis as reported heterogeneity was 0% for both within group differences and
across all studies.

Further sub-group analyses were not undertaken. Poor methodological descriptions in
studies meant that it was not possible to accurately categorise debriefing interventions
in most studies, which precluded comparisons of different approaches to debriefing.

4.5 Discussion
This review identified 27 studies addressing debriefing after a clinical emergency
spanning a variety of settings. The overall quality of evidence of index studies was
generally low. Of the 27 studies, 20 studies demonstrated benefit associated with
debriefing at one or more outcome levels. This comprised evidence of a positive
reaction to debriefing (three of four studies), improved learning (one of one studies),
enhanced non-technical performance (four of eight studies), enhanced technical
performance (16 of 22 studies), and improvement in patient-focused outcomes (two of
eight studies). Heterogeneity of clinical settings and styles of debriefing precluded
formal meta-analysis for the majority of studies. Four studies examining CPR quality
and patient outcomes were eligible for meta-analysis. This found evidence of improved
CPR quality (chest compression flow-fraction mean difference 6.80, 95% CI: 4.19 to
9.40, p<0.001) and short-term patient outcome (ROSC OR 1.46, 95% CI 1.01 to 2.13,
p=0.05), but no difference in long-term patient outcome (survival to discharge OR 0.80,
95% CI 0.38 to 1.67, p=0.55).
The findings of this review are supported by other related studies. A Cochrane systematic review by Ivers and colleagues examined the effect of audit and feedback on professional practice in 140 clinical studies. Due to inclusion criteria relating to study design, no clinical emergency studies were included. The review found that debriefing interventions were associated with small to moderate improvements in healthcare provider performance, and there was some evidence that this translated to improved patient outcomes. Tannenbaum and Cerasoli examined the effect of debriefing on performance in 31 studies from a broad range of disciplines including healthcare emergencies, organisational development, and the military. The authors concluded that debriefing improved performance by 20-25%, but methodological limitations around study identification methods and the pooling of data from diverse areas limits the generalisability of this result.

Although markedly different in its approach, inclusion criteria and data management, the work by Ivers et al provide some interesting insight into the results of this review. Through a meta-regression, Ivers et al identified several factors as being associated with increased feedback effectiveness, namely: poor baseline performance; feedback delivery in both written and oral formats; delivery on more than one occasion; delivery by a supervisor or colleague; and the inclusion of clear targets. In this review, the results of four of the six studies where debriefing was found to have no effect on technical performance, may be explained by these findings.

Specifically, good baseline performance was evident in studies Carbine et al, Santora et al, and Percario et al such that statistically significant improvements would have been difficult to achieve. In Rawles et al, a low-intensity debriefing intervention was delivered where debriefing was provided twice over a two-year period by a member of the research team. In the remaining two studies, other factors may explain study findings. In Anderson et al, the debriefing intervention was associated with a marked improvement in technical performance, but the small sample size (n=9)
meant that the study was likely underpowered to reliably detect statistically significant improvements. In Nadler et al, important methodological limitations in relation to how data were collected and how care delivery was assessed makes it challenging to drawing meaningful conclusions from the study findings.

In total, 35 debriefing interventions were described by studies included in this review. Despite marked differences in approach, each debriefing approach sought to improve care delivery by modifying clinician behaviour using an experiential learning approach. Kolb’s cycle of experiential learning describes a process where event reflection and critical review are used to identify strategies to improve future performance. In oral debriefing approaches the experiential learning process is guided by a facilitator, so it is fully integrated in the intervention. At the other extreme, clinicians independently complete this experiential learning process in written feedback approaches. In meta-analyses, sub-group analysis showed no difference between the effectiveness of these approaches. As such, a particular debriefing approach cannot be recommended and further research is required to identify the optimal debriefing method.

In our meta-analysis, favourable improvements in CPR quality and short-term patient outcomes did not translate to improved long-term outcomes. This may be due to CPR being a complex treatment comprising several separate but inter-related processes such that improvements in some outcomes may not impact upon long-term survival. Although the meta-analysis for survival to hospital discharge included information from 365 participants, it is likely that a much larger sample would be required to reliably demonstrate any change in long-term outcomes. Finally, debriefing interventions often focus on care delivery during the emergency, and may therefore neglect pre-emergency and post-emergency factors, that are also important determinants of patient outcome.
4.6 Limitations

This review has several limitations. Firstly, the quality of index studies was generally low. This is reflected in evidence quality for each outcome being ranked, using the GRADE system, as low or very low. For clinical studies, study designs were typically subject to medium or high risk of bias. Five manikin randomised studies were included in the review. Such studies are useful for testing the potential efficacy of an intervention, but findings still need to be tested in clinical studies. This indirectness led to the downgrading of GRADE system evidence quality for two outcomes in this review.\textsuperscript{353} There is a need for future clinical studies to adopt more robust methodological designs.

Secondly, significant study heterogeneity, due to the broad scope of this review, meant that it was not possible to pool data from the majority of studies. A wide variety of outcome measures were used, even within studies of the same clinical condition. Recent focus on developing outcome sets for clinical studies may address this issue.\textsuperscript{354} However, a core outcome set covering the full spectrum of clinical emergencies will be difficult to produce. As the optimal debriefing method remains unclear, we had planned a comparison of debriefing methods. Although meta-analyses of clinical cardiac arrest studies compared oral debriefing with written feedback, lack of study detail prevented accurate classification of debriefing interventions in the majority of studies. This issue has been identified in the simulation literature, where a framework has been developed to standardise reporting of debriefing interventions.\textsuperscript{116} This approach may, however, be usurped by the recent development of the TIDieR (template for intervention description and replication) framework, which provides a similar solution that can be applied to interventions in both clinical and manikin studies.\textsuperscript{227} Where journal word limits restricts the inclusion of a full description of the intervention, the use of supplementary online materials provides an attractive solution.
Finally, this review may not reflect true clinical practice as studies were included only when the independent effect of the debriefing intervention could be identified. This was the main reason for the exclusion of 63 studies. At the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, for example, debriefing is delivered alongside several other interventions to optimise CPR quality.\textsuperscript{42,112,355,356} The desire to improve care delivery is understandable, particularly in the context of emergency care where improved performance is associated with patient survival. However, this approach fails to subject quality improvement interventions to the same rigorous evaluation demanded of other healthcare interventions.\textsuperscript{179} Whilst this review has subjected debriefing to rigorous evaluation by attempting to identify the independent effect of the intervention, delivering debriefing alongside other quality improvement interventions in practice may enhance or reduce the effect size of the debriefing intervention. It is recommended that institutions that implement debriefing do so as part of a quality improvement programme where the intervention effect is monitored.

### 4.7 Conclusion

This review supports the use of debriefing in clinical practice as a strategy to improve technical performance (Kirkpatrick Level III) at clinical emergencies. However, it is considered prudent to advocate that debriefing interventions be implemented as part of a quality improvement initiative where the effect of the intervention is monitored. The effect of debriefing on non-technical skills (Kirkpatrick Level III) and patient outcomes (Kirkpatrick Level IV) remains unclear. There remains a need for further high-quality research which seeks to identify the effect of debriefing on these outcomes, and which identifies the optimal method for debriefing delivery. Future research should consider the use of standardised outcome sets and contain a detailed description of any debriefing intervention to facilitate comparison with other studies and allow replication in other institutions.
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Chapter 5: A process evaluation of weekly group cardiac arrest debriefing
5.1 Abstract

Introduction: Cardiac arrest debriefing is associated with improvements in cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) quality and return of spontaneous circulation. However, cardiac arrest debriefing studies often omit key details about the debriefing intervention in the study report, thereby limiting its uptake in practice. This process evaluation describes a weekly group debriefing cardiac arrest intervention, the context in which it was delivered and an evaluation of its delivery.

Methods: During the study period, weekly group cardiac arrest debriefing was delivered as part of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study at a large NHS teaching hospital. This process evaluation uses data from a core intervention delivery data set and two questionnaires. Questionnaires evaluated debriefing meeting attendee’s immediate response to meetings and the effect of the intervention on self-reported knowledge, confidence, and clinical practice.

Results: Between November 2011 and May 2013, 74 debriefing meetings were held. These were attended by 323 clinicians on a total of 932 occasions. The mean attendance per meeting was $13 \pm 5$, with a median meeting attendance per clinician of one (interquartile range (IQR) 1-2). A median of two (IQR 1-2) cardiac arrests were reviewed at each meeting. There were nine debriefing meetings where no cardiac arrest suitable for discussion had taken place in the preceding week. Over the study period, 106 cardiac arrest events were reviewed at debriefing meetings. Of these, no member of the direct care team was present for 29 (35%) event reviews. Questionnaire respondents considered the meetings to be clinically relevant and reported that attendance had a positive effect on resuscitation knowledge and practice.

Conclusion: This process evaluation found that the debriefing intervention was deliverable in a large teaching hospital. Clinicians reported that the intervention was of educational value. We observed practical challenges such that intervention delivery may not be feasible in smaller NHS hospitals. There is a need to develop models of cardiac arrest debriefing that are better suited to the NHS setting.
5.2 Introduction
Each year, 85% of the $100 billion worldwide healthcare research spend is wasted.\textsuperscript{211} A major contributor to this wastage is study reports that do not adequately describe interventions and their delivery, thereby preventing successful interventions being implemented in other organisations.\textsuperscript{210-217} For example, an analysis of 133 trial reports published in six leading medical journals found that only 39% of interventions were adequately described.\textsuperscript{214} Similarly, an analysis of National Institute of Health Research Health Technology Assessment studies found that less than a third of studies contained a complete description of the intervention.\textsuperscript{216}

Cardiac arrest debriefing is a case in point. Despite evidence and international recommendations to support its use, surveys of American and Finnish hospitals suggest that the intervention is rarely used in practice.\textsuperscript{43,44,97,99,117} Studies of cardiac arrest debriefing tend to be outcome-focussed, such that a full description of the intervention is rarely included in study reports. One study report of a weekly group cardiac arrest debriefing intervention summarised the intervention in just 71 words, such that key information on who delivered the intervention and the number of staff that received the intervention was omitted.\textsuperscript{170}

Process evaluation is a technique to describe an intervention, the context in which it was delivered and how well it was delivered.\textsuperscript{205,206} The aim of this process evaluation was to fulfil these goals in relation to the delivery of a weekly group cardiac arrest debriefing intervention. It was anticipated that these data would also provide pertinent information about the deliverability of this debriefing intervention in other hospitals and inform the development of alternative approaches to cardiac arrest debriefing.
5.3 Methods
This process evaluation uses data from questionnaires and a debriefing meeting core data set to evaluate the delivery of a weekly group cardiac arrest debriefing intervention in an NHS hospital. The weekly group debriefing intervention was delivered as part of the Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) Quality Improvement Initiative study.\textsuperscript{180}

The CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study was granted ethical approval by Coventry Research Ethics Committee on 26\textsuperscript{th} June 2009 (REC reference: 09/H1210/65). Approval to undertake this ancillary work was granted by Heart of England NHS Foundation Trust Research and Development department on 25\textsuperscript{th} April 2012. As a study involving only NHS staff, this study did not require further ethical review under current NHS research governance requirements.\textsuperscript{291}

5.3.1 The CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study
The CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study was a prospective cohort study conducted across the three hospitals, which make up Heart of England NHS Foundation Trust.\textsuperscript{180} The study consisted of two phases. During phase one (November 2009- November 2011), CPR quality and patient outcome data were collected at the three hospitals. In phase two (November 2011-May 2013), real-time audiovisual feedback was implemented at hospital two, whilst real-time audiovisual feedback supplemented by weekly group debriefing was implemented at hospital one. Hospital three remained as a control site throughout phase two of the study to allow for the estimation of any secular change in CPR quality or patient outcome. The primary study outcome was return of spontaneous circulation. The study did not incorporate a pre-planned process evaluation of the debriefing intervention.

The primary analysis used regression modelling to estimate the effect of each intervention on CPR quality and patient outcome. This analysis compared intervention...
patients with control group patients (all phase one patients plus hospital three patients during phase two). Neither real-time audiovisual feedback nor real-time audiovisual feedback supplemented by cardiac arrest debriefing were found to be associated with any improvement in patient outcome or CPR quality. However, the magnitude of the improvements observed at hospital three during phase two of the study were such that they could not be attributed to an underlying secular trend. A secondary analysis, which was not defined a priori, examined differences across all hospitals between phases one and two of the study. This analysis identified evidence of statistically and clinically significant improvements in return of spontaneous circulation (adjusted odds ratio 1.87, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.06-3.30, p=0.03) and CPR quality (for example, chest compression flow-fraction, mean difference 5.91, 95% CI 3.17-8.64, p<0.001). There was no effect on survival to hospital discharge or good neurological outcome. This finding was attributed to intervention contamination between intervention and control sites, leading to the improvements at hospital three during phase two of the study. In retrospect, this contamination was almost inevitable given that the hospital sites formed part of a single NHS Trust with rotation of clinical staff, such as the critical care outreach team, between sites.267

5.3.2 Intervention overview
The weekly group debriefing intervention that was delivered was modelled on the Resuscitation with Actual Performance Integrated Debriefing (RAPID) intervention developed in Chicago.152 A full description of the planned intervention, based on the TIDieR (template for intervention description and replication) framework, is provided in table 5-1.227 In brief, a 45-minute meeting was held every Tuesday lunchtime on the acute medical unit at a large teaching hospital. Meetings incorporated a brief review of research surrounding a cardiac arrest topic followed by a review of two cardiac arrest cases that had taken place in the preceding week. Case reviews focussed on CPR quality. All interested clinical staff were eligible to attend. Personalised email invitations were sent to clinicians known to have attended the cardiac arrest events planned for
Table 5-1: Overview of weekly group debriefing intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Why</th>
<th>Previous studies have found that cardiac arrest debriefing is associated with improvements in CPR quality and patient outcome. The aim of the intervention was to improve CPR quality through sharing of good practice and learning lessons from clinical events.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Materials</td>
<td>Posters advertising debriefing meetings were placed in staff areas throughout the hospital. Members of the research team regularly attended medical handover meetings to remind attendees about meetings. Members of the direct care team known to have attended a cardiac arrest event scheduled for discussion were sent an email 1-4 days prior to the meeting inviting them to attend. The debriefing meeting included a discussion about cardiac arrest management. This was supplemented by a slide presentation (Microsoft PowerPoint 2007, Microsoft, Redmond, Washington) to show relevant data and potential discussion points. Example presentation slides are shown in the appendix (Section 12.2.1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedures</td>
<td>Debriefing meetings consisted of four sections: 1. Introduction- this section summarised the rationale for the research study and set ground rules (confidentiality/no-blame environment). 2. Review of relevant research- this section was included in most meetings. Key resuscitation literature was reviewed and discussed. 3. Case review and discussion- recent cardiac arrest events were reviewed. Summaries included background to the arrest and patient characteristics, review of the arrest event and CPR quality data, and information on patient outcome. Patient details were anonymised. Clinicians who had been present at the cardiac arrest were invited to share their insight into events. Other attendees participated in discussions to share their experiences. Cases were selected based on points of interest. 4. Summary of key learning points- the final section consisted of a review of key learning points and provided a further opportunity to ask questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who provided</td>
<td>Meetings were facilitated by nurses or doctors with a specialist interest in cardiac arrest management. They were either Advanced Life Support providers or instructors. Preparatory work for debriefings was undertaken by a resuscitation research nurse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How</td>
<td>Group debriefing meetings were held on a weekly basis. Meetings lasted 45-minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where</td>
<td>The intervention was delivered at a large teaching hospital, with 703 beds. In 2013, there were 271 cardiac arrests which were attended by the hospital emergency team. Debriefing meetings were held in a seminar room located on the hospital acute medical unit. This was a central location on the hospital site. The room accommodated approximately 30 people and was equipped with a computer and audiovisual facilities to show presentation slides. The table and chairs were arranged in a horseshoe shape. Lunch was provided at each meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When and how much</td>
<td>Meetings were open to all clinicians, including doctors, nurses, allied health professionals, and medical and nursing students. Meetings were held every Tuesday lunchtime.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tailoring</td>
<td>Meetings were tailored on a weekly basis, depending on the cases being reviewed and the amount of discussion generated. This was a dynamic process, which sought to adapt to attendees’ learning needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifications</td>
<td>During the first three-months of the study, an iterative approach was used to tailor intervention delivery, based on reactions from attendees. This tailoring principally focused on the way in which case reviews were presented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How well</td>
<td><strong>Planned:</strong> A core data set was collected at each debriefing meeting. <strong>Actual:</strong> See data in chapter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
discussion. The aim of the intervention was to improve CPR quality through the sharing of good practice and learning of lessons from clinical events.

5.3.3 Debriefing meeting process data
A core data set was collected for each weekly meeting. The data set recorded details of reviewed cardiac arrests events, meeting attendees, members of the direct care team present for the case review, key meeting themes, and facilitator details. We also estimated the time required to deliver the intervention based on our experiences during the study period.

5.3.4 Questionnaires
Two paper-based questionnaires were developed. Questionnaire one evaluated meeting attendee’s immediate response to debriefing meetings (Kirkpatrick level I), whilst questionnaire two examined the effect of attending meetings on self-reported knowledge, confidence and practice (Kirkpatrick level II/ III). Copies of questionnaires are included in the appendix (Sections 12.2.2 and 12.2.3).

5.3.4.1 Questionnaire content
Draft questionnaires were developed based on systematic review findings and then pilot-tested by a convenience sample of clinicians from a variety of professional backgrounds. Questionnaires were duplex printed on A5 paper. Both questionnaires contained open, closed and attitude scale questions. Permitted responses to attitude scale questions ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).

5.3.4.2 Sampling and recruitment
The questionnaires and their purpose were briefly introduced at the start of each debriefing meeting. Questionnaires were then distributed and meeting attendees were asked to complete questionnaires at the end of the meeting. Completed questionnaires
were left in the centre of the meeting room table to facilitate collection and to ensure that respondents could not be identified based on where they were seated.

Questionnaire one was distributed at each meeting to all attendees. Individuals were asked to complete a questionnaire for each meeting that they attended because the questionnaire examined the clinician’s immediate response to the debriefing meeting which might vary each week depending on the facilitator and nature of discussion. Questionnaire two was completed by meeting attendees on one occasion only as it examined less fluid outcomes. The questionnaire was distributed at meetings in the final month of each junior doctor four-month rotation.

5.3.5 Data analysis
Data were analysed using SPSS software (SPSS v22.0, IBM, New York, USA).

Nominal data are reported as frequency and percentage, and compared using the \( \chi^2 \) test. Continuous data were assessed for normality. Normally distributed data are reported as mean and standard deviation and compared using the T-test. Data that are not normally distributed data are reported as median and interquartile range (IQR) and compared using the Mann-Whitney U test.

Questionnaire free-text responses were categorised using a coding frame. Responses were split in to individual statements, and each statement allocated a code. They were then coded independently by myself and a research assistant. Inter-rater reliability was calculated using the Krippendorf-alpha statistic, using a macro developed for SPSS computer software by Hayes and Krippendorf.\(^241\) A Krippendorf-alpha level above 0.8 was deemed to represent an acceptable level of reliability.\(^240,242\)
5.4 Results

5.4.1 Overview of collected data

5.4.1.1 Process data
Over the 80-week period between November 2011 and May 2013, 74 cardiac arrest debriefing meetings were held. Six meetings were cancelled due to: bank holidays (n=4), a hospital infection outbreak (n=1), and the August doctor changeover (n=1). Process data were collected for all meetings, except for some data on members of the direct care team present for the case review which was only routinely collected from May 2012.

5.4.1.2 Questionnaires
Between May 2012 and May 2013, questionnaire one was completed 375 times by debriefing meeting attendees. The response rate, calculated based on attendance at meetings where questionnaires were distributed, was 66%. Questionnaire two was distributed at three time points (July 2012, November 2012, and March 2013) and was completed by 49 clinicians. The response rate was 64%.

5.4.2 Debrief meeting process data

5.4.2.1 Debriefing meeting facilitator
Eleven individuals facilitated the 74 debriefing meetings. Most meetings were facilitated by a resuscitation research nurse (n=56, 76%) with the remainder facilitated by three resuscitation officers (n=10, 14%), a registrar (n=1, 1%), five junior doctors (n=6, 8%) and a research assistant (n=1, 1%).

5.4.2.2 Debriefing meeting attendees
A total of 323 individuals, excluding meeting organisers, attended debriefing meetings making up 932 total attendances. The mean attendance per meeting was 13 (standard deviation= 5, range 3-24). Most clinicians attended a single debriefing meeting (n=208, 64%). Attendees were mainly junior doctors (n=113, 35%), healthcare students (n=61,
19%), and nurses (n=50, 15%) (Table 5-2). The median meeting attendance per person was 1 (IQR 1-2), but breakdown by professional group shows marked differences between groups. The group with the highest median number of attendances was, perhaps unsurprisingly, resuscitation officers (11 (IQR 1-36)), followed by critical care practitioners and critical care outreach nurses (2 (IQR 1-6)), and junior doctors (2 (IQR 1-4)).

Table 5-2: Debriefing meeting attendance data by clinical group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical Group</th>
<th>Number of attendees- n(%)</th>
<th>Total number of attendances- n(%)</th>
<th>Attendances per person- median (IQR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>17 (5%)</td>
<td>74 (8%)</td>
<td>1 (1-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registrar</td>
<td>35 (11%)</td>
<td>68 (7%)</td>
<td>1 (1-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior doctor</td>
<td>113 (35%)</td>
<td>412 (44%)</td>
<td>2 (1-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>50 (15 %)</td>
<td>56 (6%)</td>
<td>1 (1-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCP/ CCO Nurse</td>
<td>20 (6%)</td>
<td>85 (9%)</td>
<td>2 (1-6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO</td>
<td>7 (2%)</td>
<td>119 (13%)</td>
<td>11 (1-36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare student</td>
<td>61 (19%)</td>
<td>66 (7%)</td>
<td>1 (1-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other/ not stated</td>
<td>20 (6%)</td>
<td>52 (6%)</td>
<td>1 (1-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>323 (100%)</td>
<td>932 (100%)</td>
<td>1 (1-2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CCP- Critical Care Practitioner; CCO- Critical Care Outreach; RO- Resuscitation Officer; IQR- interquartile range

5.4.2.3 Meeting topic

The meeting research topic focussed mainly on technical aspects of CPR delivery (n=34, 46%), such as chest compression depth (Table 5-3). Human factors (n=12, 16%) and underpinning knowledge (n=12, 16 %) also featured frequently. During September 2012, meeting topics were based around a Trust patient safety initiative, called “Safety September.”
Table 5-3: Debriefing meeting themes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>No. of meetings- n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technical skills</strong></td>
<td>N=74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest compression depth</td>
<td>8 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest compression rate</td>
<td>5 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow-fraction</td>
<td>5 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perishock pause/ defibrillation</td>
<td>4 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilation rate</td>
<td>4 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tachy-Brady-arrhythmias</td>
<td>4 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest compression leaning</td>
<td>3 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airway management</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human factors</strong></td>
<td>12 (16%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac arrest decision-making</td>
<td>5 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team leadership</td>
<td>4 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team dynamics/ composition</td>
<td>2 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-briefing</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Underpinning knowledge</strong></td>
<td>12 (16%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overview/ introduction to CPR quality</td>
<td>4 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-resuscitation care</td>
<td>4 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reversible causes</td>
<td>2 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac arrest research</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviating from guidelines</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Safety September meetings</strong></td>
<td>4 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sepsis</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff safety</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No specific theme</strong></td>
<td>12 (16%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4.2.4 Cardiac arrest discussions

Debriefing meetings incorporated the review of cardiac arrest events attended by the hospital emergency team. Between November 2011 and May 2013, 388 cardiac arrest events occurred of which 106 (27%) were reviewed at debriefing meetings. The median number of arrests discussed per meeting was 2 (IQR 1-2, range 0-3).

During the study period, the mean number of cardiac arrests per week was 4.7 (standard deviation= 0.3). Figure 5-1 shows that during the study period there were 12 weeks when the weekly cardiac arrest incidence was less than two events. These data include brief cardiac arrests that were generally unsuitable for discussion. Overall, there were nine debriefing meetings where no cardiac arrest event suitable for discussion had taken place. At these meetings, discussion focussed on general
principles of cardiac arrest management. At a further 24 meetings a single cardiac arrest case was discussed.

Figure 5-1: Bar chart for number of cardiac arrests per week

![Bar chart for number of cardiac arrests per week](image)

We analysed the differences between the 106 cardiac arrest events that were reviewed and the 282 cases that were not reviewed (Table 5-4). Reviewed cardiac arrests lasted longer, and were less likely to be monitored or present with a shockable rhythm. CPR quality was similar between groups, but a greater proportion of discussed cardiac arrests resulted in death and poor neurological outcome.

5.4.2.5 Cardiac arrest event attendees

Of the 106 cardiac arrests reviewed at debriefing meetings, data on whether the direct care team was present were available for 84 cases. A median of one (IQR 0-3, range 0-7) direct care team member was present for each arrest review, but no team member was present for 29 (35%) case reviews. Direct care team members who attended debriefing meetings were usually junior doctors (n=62, 46%), nurses (n=21, 16%), critical care practitioners or critical care outreach nurses (n=18, 13%), and resuscitation officers (n=16, 12%).
### Table 5-4: Comparison of discussed and non-discussed cardiac arrest events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Arrest discussed (n=106)</th>
<th>Arrest not discussed (n=282)</th>
<th>P-value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient demographics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age- median (IQR)</td>
<td>77 (62-84)</td>
<td>74 (63-83)</td>
<td>0.40†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male gender- n (%)</td>
<td>61 (57.5%)</td>
<td>176 (62.4%)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arrest characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-hospital cardiac arrests</td>
<td>1 (0.9%)</td>
<td>6 (2.1%)</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac arrest rhythm- n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VF</td>
<td>10 (9.4%)</td>
<td>37 (13.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>4 (3.8%)</td>
<td>22 (7.8%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEA</td>
<td>61 (57.5%)</td>
<td>125 (44.3%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asystole</td>
<td>31 (29.2%)</td>
<td>62 (22.0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>36 (12.8%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrest monitored- n (%)</td>
<td>39 (36.8%)</td>
<td>145 (51.4%)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrest witnessed- n (%)</td>
<td>67 (63.2%)</td>
<td>195 (69.1%)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration (mins)- median (IQR)</td>
<td>15 (9-24)</td>
<td>6 (2-19)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CPR Quality (First five minutes)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC Rate (/min)- mean ± SD</td>
<td>115.4 ± 10.4</td>
<td>115.4 ± 11.3</td>
<td>0.96‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC Depth (mm)- mean ± SD</td>
<td>53.9 ± 10.8</td>
<td>52.2 ± 9.8</td>
<td>0.34‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow-fraction (%)- mean ± SD</td>
<td>84.9 ± 7.4</td>
<td>84.5 ± 6.3</td>
<td>0.69‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest recoil (%)- median (IQR)</td>
<td>13.4 (4.3-21.7)</td>
<td>8.2 (3.7-18.2)</td>
<td>0.08†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient outcomes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSC- n (%)</td>
<td>47 (46.1%)</td>
<td>152 (59.4%)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survival to discharge- n (%)</td>
<td>11 (10.8%)</td>
<td>62 (24.2%)</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good neurological outcome (CPC 1/2)- n(%)</td>
<td>9 (8.8%)</td>
<td>58 (22.7%)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*by chi-squared test unless stated; † by Mann-whitney U test; ‡ by independent sample T-test
IQR- interquartile range; VF- ventricular fibrillation; VT- ventricular tachycardia; PEA- Pulseless electrical activity;
CC- chest compression; SD- standard deviation; ROSC- return of spontaneous circulation; CPC- cerebral performance category

Arrest duration data from 96 patients in discussed group and 244 patients from not discussed group
CPR quality data from 84/83/84/77 patients in discussed group and 83/61/83/58 patients in non-discussed group for rate/depth/flow-fraction/recoil respectively
Patient outcome data excludes out-of-hospital cardiac arrest patients and repeat events- 102 patients in discussed group and 256 in non-discussed group

### 5.4.3 Time demand

We estimated that it took approximately 36.5 hours per month to deliver the intervention, based on our experiences during the study period. This excludes the time used by clinicians to attend debriefing meetings. A break-down of time required for
individual processes is shown in table 5-5. These timings are standardised to a cardiac arrest incidence of ten events per month and presentation of two cases per week to facilitate comparison with approaches described in the Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation Debriefing study (chapter eight).

Table 5-5: Estimate for time taken per month to deliver weekly group debriefing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Hours per months*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case identification</td>
<td>Review of cardiac arrest cases, downloading of defibrillator data, and initial review of data</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical note review</td>
<td>Identify location of medical notes and review medical notes for relevant information</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case analysis</td>
<td>In-depth case analysis based on medical notes and defibrillator data</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review of research</td>
<td>Review of literature for relevant up-to-date information relevant to cardiac arrest</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of debrief information</td>
<td>Create presentation to show case information</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informing of clinicians</td>
<td>Advertise debriefing at medical handover; Identify and email clinicians that attended case identified for discussion inviting them to attend</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery of debriefing</td>
<td>Deliver intervention</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total hours per month</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>36.5</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4.4 Questionnaire data

5.4.4.1 Questionnaire one

Of the 375 completed questionnaires, most were completed by junior doctors (n=178, 47%), resuscitation officers (n=44, 12%), and registrars (n=23, 6%) (Table 5-6). Less than a quarter of respondents (n=85, 23%) reported that they had attended one of the cardiac arrest events being discussed that week.

Table 5-6: Questionnaire one: demographic details of questionnaire respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondent professional group- n(%)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>14 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registrar</td>
<td>23 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior doctor</td>
<td>178 (47%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>21 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCP/ CCO Nurse</td>
<td>40 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO</td>
<td>44 (12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student (medical/ nursing)</td>
<td>30 (8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other/ not stated</td>
<td>25 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended cardiac arrest- n (%)</td>
<td>85 (23%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CCP- Critical Care Practitioner; CCO- Critical Care Outreach; RO- Resuscitation Officer; CA- Cardiac Arrest
Attitude scale questions were answered in 373 questionnaires (Table 5-7). Most respondents agreed or strongly agreed that debriefing meetings were relevant to clinical practice (n=364, 98%), that they felt comfortable contributing to discussions (n=337, 90%), and that they would recommend meetings to others (n=368, 99%).

Table 5-7: Questionnaire one: ordinal attitude scale responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Response frequency- n(%)</th>
<th>MD (IQR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The meeting was relevant to my practice</td>
<td>1 (0%) 4 (1%) 4 (1%) 122 (33%) 242 (65%)</td>
<td>5 (4-5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I felt comfortable contributing to discussions</td>
<td>1 (0%) 4 (1%) 31 (8%) 112 (30%) 225 (60%)</td>
<td>5 (4-5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would recommend these meetings to others</td>
<td>1 (0%) 0 (0%) 4 (1%) 107 (29%) 261 (70%)</td>
<td>5 (4-5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: 1- Strongly disagree; 2- disagree; 3- neutral; 4- agree; 5- strongly agree; MD- Median; IQR- Interquartile range

Respondents provided their reason for attending debriefing meetings in 315 questionnaires which generated 381 codes (Figure 5-2). The coding frame (appendix: section 12.2.4) showed a high level of inter-rater reliability (Krippendorf-alpha 0.93).

The most commonly cited reasons for attending debriefing meetings were educational benefit (n=70, 18%), general interest (n=63, 17%), clinical relevance (n=63, 17%), and involvement at the cardiac arrest scheduled for discussion (n=62, 16%). The provision of food was also regularly mentioned (n=39, 10%).
In 178 questionnaires respondents answered the question, ‘is there anything you would change about these meetings,’ leading to the generation of 185 coded statements (Figure 5-3). The coding frame (appendix: section 12.2.4) showed a high level of inter-rater reliability (Krippendorf-alpha 0.97). Most respondents (n=124, 67%) stated that nothing needed to be changed. Other responses mentioned changing the quantity or type or food (n=17, 9%) and increasing attendance, both generally (n= 13, 4%) and specifically from the direct care team (n=7, 4%). A small number of responses suggested making changes to meeting content, including the need to identify key learning points (n=3, 2%), to reduce the use of technical terms (n=2, 1%), and to reduce negativity (n=1, 1%).
Respondents recorded other comments in 90 questionnaires, generating 131 coded statements (Figure 5-4). The coding frame (appendix: section 12.2.4) demonstrated a high level of inter-rater reliability (Krippendorf-alpha 0.86). Responses typically reflected gratitude (n=45, 34%) or an enjoyable or useful discussion (n=35, 27%). A small number of responses referred to the provision of food (n=9, 7%).
5.4.4.2 Questionnaire two
Of the 49 responses to questionnaire two, most were completed by junior doctors (n=29, 59%), and critical care practitioners or critical care outreach nurses (n=8, 16%) (Table 5-8). No questionnaires were completed by either nurses or those in the other/not stated group. Respondents reported that they had attended a median of two (IQR 0-3) cardiac arrests and four (IQR 2-6) debriefing meetings in the month and four-months preceding questionnaire completion respectively.

Table 5-8: Questionnaire two: demographic details of questionnaire respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondent professional group- n(%)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>2 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registrar</td>
<td>4 (8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior doctor</td>
<td>29 (59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCP/ CCO Nurse</td>
<td>8 (16%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO</td>
<td>3 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student (medical/ nursing)</td>
<td>3 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA attended in last month- median (IQR)</td>
<td>2 (0-3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debrief meetings attended in last 4-months- median (IQR)</td>
<td>4 (2-6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CCP- Critical Care Practitioner; CCO- Critical Care Outreach; RO- Resuscitation Officer; CA- Cardiac Arrest; IQR- interquartile range

All respondents answered ordinal attitude scale questions, although one respondent marked the question relating to team leadership as not applicable (Table 5-9). Most respondents agreed or strongly agreed that their attendance at debriefing meetings had led to an improvement in their cardiac arrest guideline knowledge (n=43, 88%), underpinning knowledge (n=42, 86%), confidence as a member of a cardiac arrest team (n=36, 73%), confidence as a team leader (n=32, 67%), and clinical practice (n=38, 78%).
Table 5-9: Questionnaire two: ordinal attitude scale responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response frequency- n(%)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>MD (IQR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My knowledge of resuscitation guidelines has improved</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>6 (12%)</td>
<td>25 (51%)</td>
<td>18 (37%)</td>
<td>4 (4-5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My underpinning knowledge in relation to CA management has improved</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
<td>6 (12%)</td>
<td>19 (39%)</td>
<td>23 (47%)</td>
<td>4 (4-5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am more confident in participating in CA</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>13 (27%)</td>
<td>17 (35%)</td>
<td>19 (39%)</td>
<td>4 (3-5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am more confident in leading CA*</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
<td>15 (31%)</td>
<td>19 (39%)</td>
<td>13 (27%)</td>
<td>4 (3-5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My clinical practice in relation to CA has improved</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>11 (22%)</td>
<td>22 (45%)</td>
<td>16 (33%)</td>
<td>4 (4-5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: CA - Cardiac arrest; 1- Strongly disagree; 2- disagree; 3- neutral; 4- agree; 5- strongly agree; MD- Median; IQR- Interquartile range
* - 48 responses (1 answer marked not applicable)

Twenty-four respondents entered free-text answers in relation to the effect of debriefing on practice which generated 39 codes (Figure 5-5). The coding frame (appendix: section 12.2.5) demonstrated a high level of inter-rater reliability (Krippendorf-alpha 0.94). Respondents described how the meetings improved their technical skills (n=10, 26%), human factors (n=10, 26%), knowledge (n=6, 15%) and use of the real-time audiovisual feedback technology (n=4, 10%). Two respondents stated the meetings had no effect on their practice (n=2, 5%).

Figure 5-5: Questionnaire two: effect on performance (39 statements coded from 24 questionnaires)
5.5 Discussion
This process evaluation describes a weekly group cardiac arrest debriefing intervention, the context in which it was delivered, and has evaluated how well it was delivered. Carroll et al model provides a framework for evaluating the delivery of an intervention. The two main components of the model are adherence and potential moderators. Adherence assesses the ‘dose’ of the intervention that was actually delivered. Potential moderators are factors that may impact on the effectiveness of the intervention.

In relation to adherence, process data show that between November 2011 and May 2013, 74 debriefing meetings were delivered, which were attended by 323 clinicians who made up a total of 932 attendances. Questionnaire responses showed that clinicians viewed the intervention positively. However, intervention delivery was resource-intensive, such that we estimated that delivery of meetings required approximately 36.5 hours per month. Whilst the intervention was delivered broadly as planned, we faced two key challenges. Firstly, variability in cardiac arrest incidence meant that almost half the time there were less than two suitable cardiac arrest events available for discussion at meetings. Secondly, members of the cardiac arrest direct care team were often unable to attend the debriefing meeting where that cardiac arrest was discussed.

The review of cardiac arrest events was considered a key component of the intervention. It provided an opportunity to use actual events to identify challenges which impeded the delivery of high-quality CPR and, through discussion, identify possible solutions to these challenges. This is similar to the concept of case-based learning which is used frequently in health education. The intervention was delivered in a large teaching hospital with over 250 cardiac arrests per year. Despite this, there were
33 (44.6%) meetings where there were less than two cardiac arrest events suitable for discussion. Of these, there were nine weeks where no cardiac arrest events were suitable for discussion. Data from the National Confidential Enquiry into Patient Outcome and Death report on in-hospital cardiac arrest shows that the incidence at the study hospital is in the top 15% of UK hospitals, such that this issue will present an even greater challenge in many other NHS organisations.32

Attendance at debriefing meetings by the direct care team was considered important as it provided the team with direct feedback on their performance and allowed others to hear their personal story of the cardiac arrest. However, despite debriefing meetings being well attended overall, there was often no member of the direct care team present. Using the case history and CPR quality data it was still possible to discuss the case, but insight in to the event was often limited. Attending debriefing meetings may have been challenging for many clinicians due to NHS shift patterns and clinical workload.358 Indeed, the professional group with the highest median debriefing attendance was resuscitation officers (median attendance 11 meetings, IQR 1-36). Aside from a specialist interest in cardiac arrest, this likely reflects, in contrast to other groups, an office hours working pattern and the absence of fixed clinical commitments.

To tackle this issue, Nadler et al held debriefing meetings several times per day.110 However, this does not offer a pragmatic solution as it considerably increases facilitator workload and likely reduces the number of clinicians at each meeting, thereby limiting discussion.

The key potential moderators relevant to this study were quality of delivery and participant responsiveness. Quality of delivery describes how well the intervention was delivered. Tools for assessing debriefing facilitation have been developed in the simulation setting, but these are not generalisable to the clinical setting, so there is currently no direct objective way to measure the quality of clinical debriefing facilitation.359,360 Informal feedback was regularly provided to facilitators by colleagues.
and this was used to tailor the intervention over the first few months. Questionnaire data suggest that most respondents were satisfied with delivery. When asked in questionnaires if they would change anything about the meetings, a small number suggested a need for change in relation to food provision or attendance, and a single person stated that meetings were too negative in tone. Overall, most respondents did not feel that there was a need for any change to debriefing meetings.

Participant responsiveness describes how participants regard the intervention. Overall this was extremely positive with most questionnaire respondents reporting that the meetings were clinically relevant and that they would recommend them to colleagues. Indeed, colleague recommendation was often cited as a reason for attending the meetings. Meetings focussed on CPR quality and the process of care delivery as this is a direct result of team performance.\textsuperscript{162} Nevertheless, the significant difference in patient outcome between cardiac arrest events selected for discussion and those not selected was a cause for concern. It was recognised that this could give clinicians an inaccurate impression of outcome following in-hospital cardiac arrest events, given that in previous studies clinicians have reported concerns regarding the perceived futility of some in-hospital cardiac arrest events.\textsuperscript{154,361} However, this likely reflects the process used to select cardiac arrest events, which prioritised cardiac arrest events with points of interest for discussion. Furthermore, clinicians did not express any concern in questionnaire responses.

As the first formal process evaluation of a cardiac arrest debriefing intervention, comparison with other studies is challenging. Intervention delivery data have been reported in previous studies, but key details are often omitted. For example, Edelson et al report that 6-10 medical trainees attended debriefing meetings each week and conducted a questionnaire where respondents described the intervention as useful and reported improvements in knowledge and skill.\textsuperscript{152} However, the study report does not detail how many different trainees actually attended or how many debriefing meetings
were actually held. Zebuhr et al provide a more detailed overview of their cardiac arrest debriefing intervention.\(^{112}\) They include details on the number of meetings held (six over a 12-month period), the total number of clinicians that attended (\(n=50\)), the number of meetings attended per individual (median two), and provide questionnaire data on the relative importance of different components of the intervention. Nevertheless, important data are not reported, such as the number of direct care team members present at debriefing meetings or the average number of attendees at each meeting. This second item was particularly relevant given that the paper reports that one debrief meeting attendee expressed concern that the large number of attendees stifled discussion. Interestingly, the information (mean 25 attendees per meeting) was shared in a subsequent publication by the group.\(^{111}\) In future studies, there is a need for studies to provide a full description of the debriefing intervention and include details of its delivery in practice.

### 5.6 Limitations

This process evaluation has two main limitations. Firstly, the process evaluation was not defined in advance such that data were not systematically collected from the start of the study. This problem has been described previously in relation to published process evaluations.\(^{205,224}\) In this study, all data items were only collected systematically once the intervention had been ongoing for six months. Whilst some data could be collected retrospectively, other data, such as questionnaires, were not available for the period November 2011 to May 2012. During this six-month period, the intervention was developed iteratively. This did not lead to substantial changes, but it is unknown whether survey responses in this early period would have differed significantly from those collected after May 2012.

Secondly, response rates for questionnaires one and two were 66% and 64% respectively. A high response rate is necessary to minimise the risk of non-response
bias. A response rate between 60% and 70% has been described as acceptable, although clinician surveys frequently do not achieve this target. Maximising response rate was a key consideration throughout the questionnaire design process, leading to the decision to use a short paper-based survey that could be completed quickly by respondents at the meeting. Our questionnaire response rate was similar to that reported by Zebuhr et al (68%) in their cardiac arrest debriefing internet survey study. The denominator used for reported response rates is the number of clinicians present at meetings where questionnaires were distributed. Use of an alternative denominator, such as the total number of attendees at all meetings, would substantially reduce the quoted response rates.

5.7 Conclusion
This process evaluation of weekly group cardiac arrest debriefing found that it was possible to deliver weekly group cardiac arrest debriefing in a large teaching hospital, and clinicians reported that the intervention was relevant and of educational value. However, there were important practical challenges associated with the delivery of the intervention, principally variability in cardiac arrest incidence meaning that in some weeks no cardiac arrests were available for review and clinician working patterns that meant the direct care team was often unable to attend debriefing meetings. Despite these challenges, the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative found that the intervention contributed to a system-wide improvement in CPR quality and return of spontaneous circulation. These data suggest that implementation of the intervention is unlikely to be feasible in other NHS hospitals, particularly smaller hospitals with a lower incidence of cardiac arrest. There is a need to develop models of cardiac arrest debriefing that are better suited to the NHS setting.
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Chapter 6: “Getting resus at the forefront”: a qualitative study of the mechanisms of cardiac arrest debriefing
6.1 Abstract

Introduction: Debriefing has been proposed as a strategy to improve the delivery of cardiac arrest care, but previous studies have predominantly focussed on clinical outcomes. Clinician perceptions of debriefing and the mechanisms by which debriefing affects practice have not previously been described. The aim of this study was to develop an understanding of how clinicians perceive debriefing and the mechanisms by which debriefing affects practice.

Methods: Tape-recorded semi-structured interviews were undertaken with a purposive sample of clinicians, stratified for professional role, who had experience of cardiac arrest debriefing. Field notes of debriefing meetings and other events during the study period were also collected.

Results: Thirteen semi-structured interviews and 41 sets of field notes were thematically analysed. Four themes emerged from the data, namely: ‘the impracticality of debriefing,’ ‘the individual and feedback- managing the ‘ego’,’ ‘finding solutions through discussion,’ and ‘a change in culture: the effect of cardiac arrest debriefing.’ These themes were used to develop a model that describes six mechanisms through which debriefing may have an effect on practice. These mechanisms work through two modalities, discussion with colleagues with similar experiences and feedback on performance to cardiac arrest attendees. These modalities should be underpinned by a no-blame culture

Conclusion: Cardiac arrest debriefing is a complex intervention that affects cardiac arrest performance through six distinct mechanisms via two key modalities. Different debriefing approaches may affect modalities to varying extents. This may alter the effectiveness of different debriefing approaches. Further research is needed to compare the effectiveness of different debriefing approaches.
6.2 Introduction
The purpose of debriefing in both the simulation and clinical setting is to review team and individual care delivery, with a view to improving care delivery at future events. However, there are key differences between debriefing in the clinical and simulation setting, which likely impact on how debriefing affects practice. In the simulation laboratory, participants usually take part in a scenario that is immediately followed by a group debrief, which is supplemented by video footage and facilitator observations. In this context, the mechanism by which debriefing affects practice is theoretically grounded in notions of learning from reflection and experience.

In contrast, debriefing in the clinical setting may be delivered in a number of ways. Key differences between debriefing approaches include: proximity of the debrief to the event, use of external facilitation and objective data, and the inclusion of clinicians not present at the event. The use of these different approaches in published studies is seemingly driven by local context and resources, rather than a clear theoretical underpinning. In part, this is a symptom of ongoing uncertainty regarding the optimal debriefing approach.

The heterogeneity of clinical debriefing approaches makes it impossible to generalise debriefing mechanisms from the simulation to the clinical setting. For example, in debriefing approaches where all interested clinicians are invited to attend, the concept of learning from reflection may apply to clinicians that attended the event being discussed, but cannot be readily extended to clinicians that did not attend. As a result, cardiac arrest debriefing in the clinical setting may be considered a complex intervention, that likely affects practice through several distinct mechanisms.

This concept of cardiac arrest debriefing as a complex intervention is supported by a recent qualitative study that examined the effect of performance measurement and feedback on practice in American hospitals. The study found that performance
measurement and feedback was associated with unexpected ancillary benefits, such as organisational pride in high-performing organisations and improved staff education. Equally, however, debriefing may have negative consequences. A large systematic review found that feedback may sometimes be associated with a deterioration in performance.120

Realist theory describes how the effectiveness (‘the outcome’) of a complex intervention, such as cardiac arrest debriefing, is determined by both where it is undertaken (‘the context’) and the way in which it works (‘the mechanism’).366 Understanding these factors is key to developing effective interventions. To date, however, the ways in which cardiac arrest debriefing leads to improved care delivery and how debriefing is perceived by clinicians have not been researched. The aim of this study was to elicit clinicians’ experiences of the weekly cardiac arrest group debriefing intervention that was delivered as part of the Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) Quality Improvement Initiative study and to develop an understanding of the mechanisms by which debriefing may affect practice.

6.3 Methods
6.3.1 Management and governance
The study was carried out at Heartlands Hospital, a large teaching hospital in Birmingham that forms part of Heart of England NHS Foundation Trust. It was undertaken as part of a PhD in Health Sciences that is examining the use of debriefing following cardiac arrest.

The CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study was a prospective cohort study, evaluating the effect of real-time audiovisual feedback technology and group cardiac arrest debriefing on CPR quality at an NHS Trust.180 During the second phase of the study, weekly cardiac arrest debriefing meetings, based on the approach developed by Edelson et al, were held at Birmingham Heartlands Hospital.152 In total, 74 meetings
were held between November 2011 and May 2013. All interested clinicians were invited to attend with a specific email invitation being sent to clinical staff that had had direct clinical input in to the cardiac arrest event scheduled for discussion. I facilitated most meetings with support from hospital resuscitation officers and doctors during periods of absence. A description and process evaluation of the intervention is included as chapter five of this thesis.

This study was a sub-study of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative, which was approved by the Coventry Research Ethics Committee on 26th June 2009 (REC reference: 09/H1210/65). It is reported in accordance with the consolidated criteria for reporting qualitative research (COREQ) framework.367

6.3.2 Study design
This study generated data from two sources: semi-structured interviews and field notes.

6.3.2.1 Semi-structured interviews
The study recruited clinicians that participated in a debriefing meeting following their attendance at a cardiac arrest and who were willing to be interviewed within three months of the meeting.368 The sample was stratified by professional role, namely: doctor, resuscitation officer, critical care outreach nurse, critical care practitioner, and ward nurse. This approach was selected to ensure representation from the five professional groups that normally deliver care at in-hospital cardiac arrests and to ensure that participants had knowledge and experience of the phenomena being studied.246-248

Potential participants were approached based on their engagement with the debriefing process. This was judged based on how often they attended meetings and willingness to participate in discussions. They were approached following debriefing meetings and
offered a brief explanation of the study and a study information sheet. After obtaining written informed consent, a tape-recorded interview was undertaken by myself in a private room in the hospital at a mutually convenient time.

An interview schedule (appendix: section 12.3) was developed that sought to explore: participant’s exposure to cardiac arrest debriefing and their perceptions of debriefing; its perceived effect on performance; elements of the debriefing process that were considered most important; and attitudes to other debriefing approaches. The interview schedule was adapted during the interviewing process using an iterative process. The semi-structured approach facilitated comparison of question responses. During the interview, non-scripted follow-up questions were used to seek clarification on answers and elicit further information about points raised by the interviewee.

The first minute of each interview consisted of an introduction that reiterated the study purpose, estimated interview duration, interview confidentiality, and use of quotes in outputs. It was stated that I was undertaking the interview as a researcher and the interviewee was encouraged to ignore my personal association with the cardiac arrest debriefing meetings when responding to questions.

Interviews were tape-recorded and then transcribed verbatim by a transcriber. As agreed with participants, transcriptions referred to participants by their professional role and study identification number to preserve anonymity. Transcriptions were standardised, based on the approach described by McLellan et al, such that the naturalness of the participant’s language was preserved. Transcriptions were checked by myself against the audio recordings and any transcription errors corrected. It was planned to continue interviews until data saturation was achieved, which was predicted to require approximately 15 interviews, with the aim of recruiting three participants per professional group.
6.3.2.2 Field notes
I made field notes of key events during the study period. These were anonymised at the point of transcription by referring to clinicians only by their professional role in the text. Two types of field note were collected. Firstly, I collected field notes of weekly cardiac arrest debriefing meetings between November 2011 and February 2013. These included details of the setting-up of the meeting, the topics discussed, and reflections on the debriefing meeting process. A research assistant attended eight debriefing meetings and made a contemporaneous note of discussions, which were used as an aide memoire in creating a field note for those meetings. Secondly, I recorded notes of naturally occurring informal conversations with clinicians about the debriefing process, particularly those clinicians that did not attend debriefing meetings.

All field notes were produced as soon as possible after the event.

6.3.3 Data analysis
Audio-recording of interviews and interview and field note transcriptions were inputted in to NVivo computer software (NVivo Version 10, QSR International, Victoria, Australia). The use of computer software improved coding consistency and increased speed of analysis through the use of search facilities and other software tools.370,371 Data were thematically analysed. Thematic analysis is a flexible analytical approach that aims to draw out the implicit and explicit patterns in data.238,252

The analysis was an exploratory data-driven process that followed the six-stage approach described by Braun and Clarke, as summarised in Table 6-1.238,252 Throughout the analytical process, regular meetings were held with supervisors to discuss data coding and theme generation.
The third stage involved identifying patterns by grouping codes under common headings to develop initial themes. Conceptual thematic maps were used to help visualise these patterns.\textsuperscript{238} This led to the development of initial theme categories, which were reviewed during stage four of the process by re-examining coded data and testing themes through a further process of constant comparison.\textsuperscript{373} For stage five, themes were defined and named by identifying the importance of each theme to the research question. For three of the four themes, it was felt appropriate to incorporate several sub-themes to break-down overarching complex themes. Whilst the process is described here in a linear fashion, the actual process of analysis was iterative and involved moving between stages on a regular basis to refine and review the analysis. An example of the analytical process using two interview extracts is shown in table 6-2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview extract</th>
<th>Stage two</th>
<th>Stage three</th>
<th>Stage four</th>
<th>Stage five</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial code</td>
<td>Searching for themes</td>
<td>Reviewing themes</td>
<td>Defining and naming themes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I do think there are lots of doctors who for various reasons don’t attend. I think that could be due to you know lots of people don’t like to take criticism… you know… and there is that fear factor that being challenged or admitting that you didn’t do as well as you could do.” [Doctor]</td>
<td>Personality and feedback</td>
<td>Initially described as: Theme- “Attitudes of individuals to feedback”</td>
<td>Theme reviewed and was broadened to include both how an individual may respond to feedback and the different ways in which feedback may be used by the individual.</td>
<td>Final theme: The Individual and feedback- managing the ‘ego’ The theme describes the individual’s response to and use of feedback, which is provided as part of the debriefing process. A quote was used in the theme title to reflect how the clinician’s personality may impact their response to feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I am very aware of the puck these days… I am looking for the puck. I always want that on simply because I actually like the feedback it gives me because rather than having to watch someone do compressions I can hear those compressions if you like from the feedback the puck gives.” [Critical care practitioner]</td>
<td>Use of real-time feedback</td>
<td>Initially described as: Theme- “The cultural effect of cardiac arrest debriefing.” Sub-theme “Changing the use of real-time feedback”</td>
<td>The overarching theme was renamed to emphasise the change in culture observed by interview participants. The sub-theme was reviewed and broadened to reflect how the same concept was likely to apply to other technologies associated with cardiac arrest care.</td>
<td>Final theme: “A change in culture: the effect of cardiac arrest debriefing.” The overarching theme is about how debriefing may have a cultural effect, impacting both practice and how clinicians perceive cardiac arrest care. The sub-theme is about how debriefing affects the use of assistive technologies by clinicians.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An additional step was incorporated following stage five. Published research and theory related to each of the themes were identified. These data were synthesised to generate theory about the ways in which debriefing may affect clinical practice, enabling the development of a model to describe this process. This final report describes the themes and the development of this model.

Quotes are included throughout this report to represent the data upon which each theme is based. The male personal pronoun is used throughout to maintain participant anonymity.

6.4 Results
6.4.1 Semi-structured interviews
Between October 2012 and January 2013, 13 individual semi-structured interviews were undertaken. Fourteen clinicians were initially approached to participate in the study. One critical care outreach nurse agreed to participate but it was not possible to schedule an interview within the three month window due to the nurse’s shift pattern. Characteristics of the thirteen interviewees are shown in table 6-3.

Table 6-3: Characteristics of interview participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Participants (n=13)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical role - n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resuscitation Officer</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Care Outreach Nurse</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Care Practitioner</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sex - n</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest level of CPR training - n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Life Support- instructor</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Life Support- provider</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate Life Support</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Life Support</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical experience: Years since qualification - median (IQR)</td>
<td>12 (3-18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debriefing attendance: Weekly meetings attended - median (IQR)</td>
<td>11 (9-17)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IQR- interquartile range
The average interview duration was 17 minutes (range 12 to 26 minutes). Due to technical failure, a single interview was not tape-recorded. This was identified immediately following the interview, allowing a written interview note to be immediately made. After the 13th interview data saturation was observed, so no further interviews were conducted.

6.4.2 Field notes
Between November 2011 and May 2013, 41 sets of field notes were collated. This comprised 36 notes of debriefing meetings and five notes of informal conversations.

6.4.3 Thematic analysis
Four major themes were identified through thematic analysis, namely: ‘the impracticality of debriefing,’ ‘the individual and feedback- managing the ‘ego’,’ ‘finding solutions through discussion,’ and ‘a change in culture: the effect of cardiac arrest debriefing.’

6.4.3.1 Theme I: The impracticality of debriefing
This theme is about the practical challenges of debriefing delivery. These challenges were commonly cited as influencing the likely impact of debriefing in the clinical setting, with each debriefing model having its own practical challenges. Interviewees talked about a number of challenges that were categorised under the following sub-themes: reassembling the cardiac arrest team; the timing of cardiac arrest debriefing; and facilitation of debriefing.

6.4.3.1.1 The challenge of reassembling the team
Six interviewees said that attendance at debriefing meetings was poor by members of team involved in the case being discussed. Interviewees described their frustration at this. They described how it reduced the impact of the debriefing session as it was
perceived that the cardiac arrest attendees did not receive performance feedback and other meeting attendees did not benefit from hearing the ‘story’ of the cardiac arrest. Similarly, it was recorded in field notes that members of the direct care team involved in the case were commonly absent and these also noted similar impacts on the debriefing process. These factors are discussed further in themes two and three.

Non-attendance was attributed by interviewees to conflicting demands on time, which were considered to be either unavoidable or due to personal factors. Some clinicians described why they did not attend debriefing meetings during informal conversations, which were recorded as field notes. These reasons included attending emergency calls at the same time as the meeting and absence from work on the day of the meeting. However, some clinicians did attend meetings on their day-off or they came to work early to attend. Interviewees described how personal factors could act as a barrier to clinicians attending debriefing meetings. Interviewees suggested that these personal factors might include concern about what the meeting entailed, concern about the risk of criticism and a perception that attendance might not be beneficial.

“I do think there are lots of doctors who for various reasons don’t attend. I think that could be due to you know lots of people don’t like to take criticism you know and there is that fear factor that being challenged or admitting that you didn’t do as well as you could do.” [Interview- Doctor]

A registrar, when invited to a debriefing meeting during an informal conversation, responded “Why? Was it controversial?” indicating surprise at the invitation. Field notes record two different occasions where, prior to a meeting, a junior doctor stated that they were unable to attend as they needed to perform an urgent clinical task. However, on both occasions a consultant that was head of the junior doctor’s team overheard the conversation and informed the junior doctor that these tasks were not urgent and stated that the junior doctor should attend the debriefing meeting. It is unclear from the data whether the junior doctor believed the task was actually urgent or was using the task as an excuse for non-attendance. When asked how it would be possible to improve attendance by the direct care team, one interviewee suggested mandating
attendance. This idea was considered by another interviewee, but he said that keeping attendance voluntary was important to ensure that attendees were willing to contribute to discussions and receive feedback.

Hot debriefing is a debriefing approach that occurs immediately after the cardiac arrest. This may enable all team members to attend and participate as work factors associated with non-attendance will seemingly be obviated. Despite expressing reservations about the practicality of hot debriefing, eight interviewees described occasionally participating in hot debriefings, even if this was just limited to an experienced clinician providing brief feedback to a team leader or for perceived psychological support for students and junior staff. When asked about their thoughts on hot debriefing, ten interviewees reported that it did not reflect the realities of clinical life as, irrespective of patient outcome, key tasks need to be completed.

“I think one of the problems is most of the arrests are out of hours… as soon as it is done, particularly if it is a prolonged arrest, the work’s piled up in the meantime and everybody just wants to finish the documentation and go. There isn’t that protected time to say, right let’s huddle together, what did we do well? What did we do badly? It’s a great idea but on call, out of hours, when things are busy it’s just not feasible.” [Interview- Doctor]

“I don’t think doing it immediately post arrest is viable when you have got relatives and, you know, the relatives came quite quickly afterwards and you have got a body there.” [Interview- Nurse]

In contrast, one doctor described how a hot debriefing was achieved during a night shift, despite a heavy workload:

“One night… we had three medical alerts slash cardiac arrests in a row, where we literally ran from one to the other to the other, but nevertheless we still actually did find some time to talk about at least one of them.” [Interview- Doctor]

**6.4.3.1.2 Timing the debrief**

The interview questions about at what time point a debrief should take place elicited a range of opinions. Aside from the practical issues of hot debriefing, six interviewees who expressed reservations also talked about the lack of objective data as a barrier
(see theme three). Four interviewees were concerned that hot debriefing may not focus on key points.

“Post arrest I’m not sure is possibly the best time to start discussing who did what right and who did what not so right. I think it is a more useful forum to do it with hindsight rather than in the heat of the moment… immediately post arrest… if somebody wants to give you feedback they may not necessarily focus on the most important things from that arrest. I think looking at the data and analysing it a little bit better gives you a chance to see it from afar if you like and focus on the most important things.” [Interview- Critical Care practitioner]

Two interviewees expressed concern about how ready they or the team generally were for debriefing immediately after the event, due to the stressful nature of cardiac arrest. In particular, one nurse disliked the idea of hot debriefing as he felt that he would not have been ready for an immediate debrief. He reported using the period between the cardiac arrest and the debriefing meeting that he attended as an opportunity to reflect on events.

“I don’t think you are going to process that information as well as you would maybe a couple of days later… I was really glad of that time actually even though I didn’t sleep very well but when I came back I could collect my thoughts and I could add to that discussion.” [Interview- Nurse]

Nevertheless, seven interviewees considered it important to review the event immediately as this would be the time of best recollection. In so doing, they acknowledged the key practical challenges in delivering hot debriefing.

6.4.3.1.3 Facilitating the debrief
Interviewees described facilitation as an important part of the debriefing process. They cited challenges associated with facilitation, particularly the management of sensitive issues such as poor performance and personal conflicts in a quasi-public forum. When asked about their views on different debriefing models, four interviewees expressed a dislike of debriefing approaches that did not include external facilitation. These interviewees expressed concern that facilitation by the team leader may be ineffective as the team leader might lack the knowledge or skills to effectively undertake the role or lack insight in to how care could have been improved.
“[if it] isn’t facilitated then you haven’t got someone to manage control and you don’t necessarily have an expert in the room who can provide clarity on points so you’ve got potentially the blind leading the blind if you’ve got a bunch of people who don’t know what they are doing.” [Interview- Resuscitation Officer]

“They [the team leader] might not be trained in feedback or might not have any experience of feedback and I don’t think the leader is always the best person to feed that back.” [Interview- Critical Care practitioner]

One interviewee attached particular importance to the facilitator as someone who could resolve conflict. He described how he felt that he may have been criticised at a debriefing meeting that he could not attend and hypothesised what would have happened had he been present. He concluded that the facilitator would have managed any disagreement.

“I know the criticism of one of my arrests… when I wasn’t there. That would have probably got my back up severely…. I am not quite sure how I would deal with that but maybe that is up to the chair to deal with.” [Interview- Critical care outreach nurse]

Field notes record several examples of challenging situations encountered by debriefing meeting facilitators. These challenges included: the death of a young patient; treatment errors; and failure to adhere best practice. Field notes also record several meetings, where stimulating discussion was difficult and describe these meetings as “quasi-didactic lectures.” Equally, however, field notes record examples of meetings that required minimal facilitation and which overran due to the amount of discussion generated.

This theme has explored the challenges associated with delivering debriefing in clinical practice. Practical challenges affect all debriefing models and these may reduce the effectiveness of the debriefing process. These challenges were summed up by a resuscitation officer, who remarked on the infrequency that debriefing is delivered in clinical practice:

“Lots of people talk a good game and say ‘Yes you know we really believe in giving feedback and we really believe in debriefing and think it is a really good idea’ and then you challenge people and they go yes we don’t actually do it because it is really difficult.” [Interview- Resuscitation Officer]
6.4.3.2 Theme II: the Individual and feedback - managing the 'ego'

This theme is about the provision of feedback information to clinicians and the role of feedback in the overall debriefing process. All interviewees described feedback on performance as an important component of the debriefing process.

“Constructive feedback is always useful because at the end of the day that is going to improve our practise and improve patient care.” [Interview- Resuscitation officer]

“If it’s going to improve outcomes and if it is going to make us adhere to the guidelines in a more rigorous way, it has got to be a good thing.” [Interview- Critical care outreach nurse]

“It comes back to patient outcome. I don’t really care if somebody criticises me as long as I get a better outcome for my patients and they go on to live longer healthier lives.” [Interview- Doctor]

In describing the process by which feedback affected practice, two interviewees made implicit reference to theories of reflection and experiential learning.

“The meetings we are having right now, I think they are really good and I have learnt a lot... you’re learning from experience.” [Interview- Doctor]

“If you don’t reflect and then go through how events happened, how they unfolded... I don’t think you improve. And the actual debrief... is a completion of a learning cycle. If you don’t get a debrief then nobody really knows: how anyone else felt; how you actually performed, yourself; how you performed as a team; how you communicated as a team. So your performance potentially, unless it’s perfect which is unlikely to be, then you’re never going to find areas where actually you think I could have improved and try and put that into your day to day practice.” [Interview- Doctor]

When discussing feedback, four interviewees commented on the attitudes of other clinicians to receiving feedback, including describing groups who chose not to attend debriefing meetings because they were adverse to receiving feedback. One doctor described these colleagues as having “egos,” whilst another doctor attributed such an attitude to a personality flaw.

“A lot of people get very defensive about feedback ....I don’t see feedback as a criticism but then I have sort of almost been taught that feedback isn’t necessarily a criticism. It’s actually about improving you so if you’re not doing something right it is better to know about it and it sort-of affects a change in attitude. It’s important, you should actually embrace the fact that you have been told something that you can improve on ... If nobody offers you feedback then
Field notes record how clinicians had a wide variety of responses to receiving feedback at debriefing meetings. At one meeting, for example, it is recorded that two junior doctors who had attended the same cardiac arrest had very different responses to the receipt of feedback. One junior doctor is noted to have been extremely reflective about the event and keen to share their experience, whilst another junior doctor felt that the resuscitation attempt was inappropriate and was dismissive of the idea that any lessons could be learned from the experience. As such, this second doctor was one of a small number of clinicians that attended meetings, but chose not to enter into the spirit of the process.

Field notes record that the effective facilitation of the debriefing meeting was particularly challenging in the context of poor performance. Nevertheless, nine interviewees attached particular importance to discussing cardiac arrest events where their care delivery was suboptimal for their own personal benefit. When responding to a question about whether he would mind an arrest that he attended being discussed in his absence, one doctor responded:

“I would probably prefer it if I was there mainly for my own learning but as for someone ripping to shreds my arrest in my absence, I don’t really mind because there are always going to be mistakes and stuff to learn from so from that point of view I don’t mind. I just prefer to be there because I’d probably learn from it myself if I was there and you were discussing a very bad arrest.”

[Interview- Doctor]

Whilst no interviewee reported a personal adverse response to feedback, one interviewee did suggest that this may have happened had he been present at a meeting where, based on a third hand report, he felt his performance was criticised. In addition, a critical care practitioner referred to a colleague who felt that the debriefing process had been negative, but stated that this did not reflect his personal experience.
Two interviewees described how feedback ‘egos’ could be modified by the timing and format of feedback. For example, an interviewee suggested that delaying feedback might provide individuals with the opportunity to individually reflect on events, so that they felt more prepared to discuss events in an open forum. Equally, it was suggested that receiving feedback in a less public forum such as in a small-group or as written feedback may be more acceptable to some clinicians. The benefit of written feedback was described as:

“From a beneficial kind-of way, those with maybe egos they can privately assimilate the information and maybe if the thing that stops them from coming to the public meetings is that it is public then maybe they can learn from their own situations from the written feedback which they can keep private.” [Interview- Doctor]

Defibrillator downloads of CPR quality metrics were used in debriefing meetings to provide objective performance feedback and provide an overview of events. Eleven participants reported that such data formed a key part of the debriefing process and field notes record how these data gave structure to the debriefing meeting and stimulated discussion.

“The cardiac arrest data… drives home the points of the speed and the depths of the cardiac compressions… the fact that the compressions are the most important thing. Another positive thing is showing the read outs from the defibs which shows the pre- and post-shock pauses which helps to highlight that… when you’re actually in a cardiac arrest it keeps it in the forefront of your mind that… you want to keep the pauses as short as possible and I think that really helps.” [Interview- Critical care practitioner]

During one meeting, field notes record how a doctor stated that he had been disappointed the previous week when no data had been presented and commented that he considered the data to be the most interesting part of the debriefing meeting. Two interviewees did comment initially that data were not helpful, but as they discussed the issue further it became clear that these participants only viewed specific parts of the data as being of limited value.

“The data is kind of interesting. It’s almost the same every week… that is normally not that useful… because I have never seen any results that are ridiculously bad or ridiculously good, but what has been useful is kind-of looking at the rhythms when you put them up and people deciding what it was or what it
wasn’t and then just hearing basically the story of the cardiac arrest.” [Interview-Doctor]

When discussing hot debriefing, interviewees often considered the absence of objective data to be a drawback due to the risk of subjectivity.

“[Hot debriefing]… no objective data on performance. I think then it becomes… it possibly becomes just a subjective discussion and could not necessarily be very constructive if not done in the right way.” [Interview-Critical care practitioner]

This theme has discussed the importance of feedback, including its use as a stimulus for reflection and practice change. Interviewees were positive about feedback, but described how providing feedback in a quasi-public forum may not be acceptable to all clinicians. Interviewees stated that feedback should be based on objective measures of performance, which may reduce the acceptability of some approaches to debriefing.

6.4.3.3 Theme III: finding solutions through discussion
This third theme is about how discussions during debriefing meetings facilitate finding solutions to the challenges of managing cardiac arrest patients. Underpinning this theme is the description by ten interviewees of cardiac arrest care as a complex process that requires the delivery of time-critical interventions.

“Cardiac arrest to me is a high stress situation where you need to get things very precise and get your decision making very very clear.” [Interview-Doctor]

“You have just got to act quickly and your reaction time is basically counted against you. You have got to be quick with everything.” [Interview- Nurse]

Field notes provide specific examples of this complexity, such as the co-ordination of a large team and the assimilation of clinical information to facilitate decision-making whilst managing the delivering of high-quality CPR. The theme incorporates three sub-themes: vicarious learning and solution finding; the importance of a no-blame culture; and the psychological benefits of discussion.
6.4.3.3.1 Vicarious learning and solution finding

All interviewees described how debriefing allowed them to learn from the experiences of others through a process of discussion and identifying solutions to specific problems.

“What has been useful is… the story of the cardiac arrest… If somebody was maybe having difficulty with the airway and how did they get round it or maybe there might be some other slightly not so common features of cardiac arrest, like the use of ultrasound… That has been useful, just to kind-of hear people’s experiences of it and that normally generates quite a lot of discussion which I learn a lot from.” [Interview- Doctor]

Nine interviewees also described how learning opportunities were available even when the cardiac arrest team did not attend the debrief, although a particular benefit was attached to debriefing meetings attended by the team as this enhanced the learning experience for all attendees.

“When there were people who attended the arrest, saw the runnings of the arrest and the events as they unfolded they gave a sort-of more real life sort of picture of the sequence of events so that was if they were then it made the whole debrief and learning cycle that much better. When people weren’t there then unfortunately it was very much being treated as a situation with regards the puck feedback. Now that in itself was quite useful because from a CPR point of view, sort-of maintaining a current knowledge of the recommended protocols and measurement and things is very important… From my point of view there were benefits from both systems but I preferred it when there were team members to actually go through the sequence of events.” [Interview- Doctor]

Field note data provides examples of discussions generating rich learning opportunities, such as airway management, treatment of hyperkalaemia in the context of profound acidaemia, and managing cardiac arrest patients in the cardiac catheter laboratory. Interviewees expressed concern about the use of debriefing approaches that were confined to the immediate care team, as such learning opportunities would then not be available to the wider team.

6.4.3.3.2 The importance of a no-blame culture

As recorded in field notes, the concept of a non-punitive environment was reiterated at the start of every meeting. During interviews, eight participants described how this culture during debriefing meetings was important, in terms of stimulating discussion.
“You know the format of the meetings are such that nobody, as far as I could tell, feel particularly criticised for anything they have done because it is about finding solutions… As soon as people feel they are going to be criticised for what they have done then you are going to get a significant negative feeling about the meetings and… that’s going to impact on people as to whether they go to the meetings or not.” [Interview- Resuscitation Officer]

“I think the culture you create is very important that you have made it a non-blame thing. It is just about discussing the pros and cons of what was or wasn’t done… I think that culture helps elicit a lot of good conversational points.” [Interview- Critical care practitioner]

Nevertheless, field note data and interviews did identify some difficulties with such a culture. Whilst supportive of the concept, one interviewee was concerned that a non-blame culture might absolve clinicians of accountability where there was evidence of poor performance. Another interviewee cited an example of a cardiac arrest event where an inexperienced junior doctor had made a significant error. He stated that he was pleased the case was not selected for discussion as the nature of the error meant that it would have been difficult to discuss in a constructive manner.

“[They] didn’t know how to do very, very basic things…If that had come up in the debrief I am not sure how I would have… made that criticism without it being unconstructive or personal … [if] something like that had come up I don’t know what I would have done in the forum.” [Interview- Critical Care Outreach Nurse]

Field notes record examples of decisions that were made by the meeting facilitator to preserve this culture. For example, a decision was made not to use one cardiac arrest event as a case study where there was evidence of latent treatment errors. This was due to concerns that discussion might be professionally embarrassing for the clinicians concerned. There was also one discussed case where the defibrillator record directly contradicted the account of the clinician, but field notes record that the facilitator decided not to challenge the clinician as it was felt that doing so might make others wary of participating in discussions.
6.4.3.3 Psychological benefits of discussion

Four interviewees described feeling stressed following cardiac arrest events. Field notes provide examples of particularly challenging cardiac arrests, such as the prolonged resuscitation of a thrombolysed patient, and a young haematology patient that had a cardiac arrest secondary to a cerebral haemorrhage. This second case was remarked on by one participant:

“I think probably the only one where we had a significant number of nurses from the ward was the haematology arrest. I think because they knew the patient well and found it quite distressing so they came.” [Interview- Critical care outreach nurse]

One interviewee described having difficulty sleeping following a challenging cardiac arrest and reported that they derived a psychological benefit from discussing the event at a debriefing meeting.

“I came [to the debriefing meeting] because… I thought it was a traumatic event and the debrief was a perfect opportunity really for me to kind-of place everything away in its box and make sure we did everything we possibly could have.” [Interview- Nurse]

Four interviewees reported the occasional use of hot debriefing strategies to help themselves and other arrest team members offload acute concerns and provide reassurance following cardiac arrest events in order to prevent the events from affecting their work.

“[Hot debriefing] is something I sort-of often use in practice but it is very emotive. It’s very much about issues that are very pertinent to people at the time… it is often people who have often been either particularly upset by an arrest …. so it has its time and place because there are people who need to talk at the time and understand what happened.” [Interview- Resuscitation Officer]

“A lot of the arrests I have been to, I have tried to involve students on the ward to participate… quite often afterwards they can become very emotional… I think if it is something that is done immediately it gives them a chance to sort of chat to somebody and almost debrief about the situation and they can be given feedback.” [Interview- Critical Care Outreach nurse]

This theme has discussed the potential value of discussing cardiac arrest events. At an individual level, one interviewee reported a psychological benefit following the discussion of a cardiac arrest event that they described as emotionally distressing. At a
broader level, discussion facilitated the opportunity to learn from other clinicians’ experiences and identify solutions that clinicians could implement in their own practice. However, to be effective, there was a general consensus that debriefing must be underpinned by a culture that avoids blame.

6.4.3.4 Theme IV: A change in culture: the effect of cardiac arrest debriefing
Theme four is about the broader effect of debriefing on practice at a team and organisational level within the clinical setting. It encompasses three sub-themes: opening up the feedback process and changing attitudes; harnessing the benefits of assistive technology; and the effect of debriefing on practice.

6.4.3.4.1 Opening up the feedback process and changing attitudes
Five interviewees described how information from debriefing meetings was often shared beyond those that actually attended the meeting. This process increased interest in cardiac arrest within the hospital and affected a shift in the way that clinical staff perceived cardiac arrest.

“What’s good to see is over those last couple of rotations to see the development and the change in people’s perceptions about how cardiac arrests are and can be managed… it appears purely from observations that the principles that we discuss are adopted by those trainees as they progress through that four month period so it looks like it is having an impact certainly on the way in which people talk about what they do and should be doing.” [Interview- Resuscitation officer]

“I have not seen any meetings like that in any other hospitals I have worked in and I think that shows in arrests I have been to… it’s getting resus at the forefront and making it important so that people are discussing it.” [Interview- Resuscitation officer]

Interviewees described how, prior to the implementation of weekly group debriefing meetings, they rarely received any form of debrief after cardiac arrest events. When debriefing did occur, it tended to be ad hoc and superficial. For example, one junior doctor’s only recollection of receiving any form of receiving cardiac arrest debriefing related to the successful insertion of a large intravenous cannula.
“The sort-of things I have experienced before are that the cardiac arrest happens- it is either successful or it is not. Then everyone kind of disperses and then it’s never spoken about again.” [Interview- CCOT]

“Certainly as an RO I don’t ever remember formerly receiving feedback even as part of the development other than “that’s fine.” You know, nothing specific … Certainly from memory I don’t think I have ever had feedback in terms of my technical performance at all.” [Interview- Resuscitation officer]

The implementation of weekly group debriefing enabled attendees to share what they had learnt with others and also promoted multidisciplinary discussions outside of meetings. Five interviewees provided specific examples of these processes.

“I brought that [the debrief] back to the unit and I gave a little mini debrief on the unit.” [Interview- Nurse]

“It’s unfortunate that a lot of arrests occur at night or in non-clinical hours which means limited staff can attend the discussions. I have personally have fed back to people if they couldn’t attend the discussion and they have wanted more information.” [Interview- Resuscitation Officer]

“we go into that room but the conversations are taking place before you get there and they are carrying on after so although we have got that hour/forty five minutes… that is not how long the debrief is… The debrief doesn’t end because it is half past one and that has probably helped a lot with the working relationships between the medics and the nurses.” [Critical Care Outreach Nurse]

The same critical care outreach nurse went on to describe how the implementation of the debriefing programme had changed practice within his team, such that discussions about cardiac arrest were now more likely to take place in an open forum, rather than these discussions being limited to a small number of individuals.

“So, it might be a difficult situation or a particular scenario that I had a problem with and I’m going, how could I have done that better? Or was that the right thing? I probably would have gone to speak to [a resuscitation officer] about it. But now I wouldn’t do that, I would do it within the resuscitation forum… I think that is a better way to do it because more people hear it.” [Interview- Critical Care Outreach Nurse]

6.4.3.4.2 Harnessing the benefits of assistive technologies
Field notes record how a brief overview of real-time audiovisual feedback technology was given at each meeting, with additional information given in response to questions.
For example, at one meeting an attendee asked whether the puck design itself might impair CPR quality. This enabled the facilitator to describe how this was not the case through reference to published research. Six interviewees described how debriefing increased their awareness of real-time audiovisual feedback technology, its value in providing real-time information about performance, and as a source of objective data for the debriefing process.

“I saw the puck wasn’t there so I quickly slid it under the guys hand while he was doing his compressions because I know it is important to gather this data and also… that little voice saying regards to either the depth or the rate saying either that the person doing the compressions or the team leader can then relay that to the compressionist.” [Interview- Doctor]

“I am very aware of the puck these days. That’s kind of been drilled in to us now… the first thing I look for is the airway but then I am looking for the puck. I always want that on simply because I actually like the feedback it gives me because rather than having to watch someone do compressions I can hear those compressions… from the feedback the puck gives.” [Interview- Critical care practitioner]

Field notes record that a common problem experienced during cardiac arrests was that the real-time feedback verbal prompts were often difficult to hear. Notes record how meeting attendees identified potential solutions, such as limiting the number of people present at cardiac arrests (‘crowd control’) and nominating a person to relay feedback to the person delivering compressions.

6.4.3.4.3 The effect of debriefing on practice
When asked about how debriefing had affected their personal practice, eleven interviewees described effects on either technical care or non-technical care delivery.

“Definitely hands on chest… That’s a lot more kind-of focussed in my mind now and I’m conscious of seeing… as a team leader it is easier to spot it.” [Interview- Junior doctor]

“Experience in the weekly meetings, it makes you appreciate the team dynamics a lot more… When you start getting in to the team dynamics it was nice to sort of learn the structure like: this is your leader, this is how it is going to happen. It became far calmer really going into a cardiac arrest situation and I can now read situations a lot better and get less flustered by them.” [Interview- Junior doctor]
Some clinicians with more cardiac arrest experience found it difficult to identify specific examples of the effect that attendance at debriefing had had on their practice. These clinicians tended to describe how debriefing had affected thought processes.

“I think I am experienced enough… I am pretty proficient in cardiac arrests without blowing my own trumpet too much… so I don’t think… I mean there are certain issues it has probably informed so maybe I am not being very accurate” [Interview- Critical Care Outreach Nurse]

“I am and ought to be a proponent of exemplar practice at resuscitation attempts… if I am… not an exemplar of ideal practise then there is something wrong with the system. Sometimes, it [the debrief] clarifies, you know, a minor point or perhaps where there is a more contentious issue it widens the thinking a little bit but not significantly, no.” [Interview- Resuscitation officer]

Two interviewees expressed concern that the potential effect of debriefing may not be fully realised due to the infrequent exposure of some clinicians to cardiac arrest.

“We often don’t have nurses from the ward… whether they would benefit or not because of the frequency of the arrests they deal with might be very very low but I can’t imagine it wouldn’t be helpful to us. The next time I go to an arrest on [an elderly care ward] that those nurses have been to the debrief and understand what the emphases are. The same as we are working with the SHOs more effectively, maybe they would work with us more effectively as well.” [Interview- Critical care outreach nurse]

“I think there is a risk that where there is relatively limited exposure to cardiac arrests that will limit the impact of the debriefing… if we have a couple of cardiac arrests in a month and we debrief one of them, very few people who debriefed at the first one are going to be able to apply and consolidate at the next one.. you have got limited impact purely because of the lack of arrests.” [Interview- Resuscitation officer]

In addition to its impact on individual practice, debriefing, as illustrated in the above quote, was reported to improve working relationships between members of the multidisciplinary team involved in cardiac arrest care.

This theme discussed the broader impact of debriefing. These effects including a shift in the way that clinicians perceive cardiac arrest, creating more open cardiac arrest debriefing processes and improving the way that clinicians use assistive technologies.
6.5 Discussion

In this study, thematic analysis of field notes and semi-structured interviews with clinicians generated four themes: ‘the impracticality of debriefing,’ ‘the individual and feedback- managing the ‘ego’,’ ‘finding solutions through discussion,’ and ‘a change in culture: the effect of cardiac arrest debriefing.’ Identification of these themes facilitated the development of a model that sought to show the mechanisms by which cardiac arrest debriefing may affect practice.

The developed model incorporates two key modalities (discussion with colleagues with similar experiences and feedback on performance) through which six mechanisms exert an effect on cardiac arrest practice (Figure 6-1). The six mechanisms can be categorised by their driving modality, namely: feedback-specific mechanisms (performance reflection); discussion-specific mechanisms (vicarious learning; psychological benefit); and mechanisms driven by both modalities (opening up the arrest feedback process; moderating the use of assistive technologies; alter perception of cardiac arrest). The effectiveness of both modalities is seemingly dependent on the adoption of a no-blame approach. Furthermore, there is evidence of interplay between the discussion with colleagues and feedback on performance modalities, with the effect of the former seemingly enhanced by the latter.

An important theme in this study was the consideration of the practicalities of delivering debriefing in the clinical setting. The model may be used to conceptualise the strengths and weakness of debriefing approaches by taking in to consideration practical delivery issues (Table 6-4). For example, hot debriefing allows the whole direct care team to discuss the event and receive performance feedback, but this is limited by the lack of objective data, the short time period available, and absence of an external facilitator and the wider care team.
Figure 6-1: Model of debriefing mechanisms

Key:
Discussion-specific mechanisms: 1- Vicarious learning; 2- Psychological benefit
Combined mechanisms: 3- Opening up the arrest feedback process; 4- Moderating use of assistive technologies; 5- Alter perception of cardiac arrest;
Feedback-specific mechanism: 6- Performance reflection
Table 6-4: Effect of debriefing techniques on debriefing modalities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>Feedback</th>
<th>Discussion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hot debriefing</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual oral debriefing</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold group debriefing</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written feedback</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

++ Strong effect; + Weak effect; - No effect

In contrast, written feedback provides feedback to the whole direct care that incorporates objective data, but provides no forum for discussion (Table 6-4). Whilst this process provides a useful schema to compare debriefing approaches, the relative importance of these two modalities in practice remains unclear.

Previous studies of cardiac arrest debriefing have focussed on the clinical outcomes of the intervention. This is the first study to attempt to develop an understanding of how clinicians view the debriefing process and generate theory about how the process may exert an effect on cardiac arrest knowledge and practice. In so doing, it seeks to address some of the knowledge gaps identified in the 2010 International Liaison Committee on Resuscitation evidence evaluation process. The remainder of this discussion examines each of the six mechanisms in detail.

6.5.1 No blame

In this study, clinicians valued the creation of a no-blame culture at debriefing meetings, as it was considered that this made clinicians feel more comfortable discussing cardiac arrest events, particularly in relation to poor performance or errors. Nevertheless, there was some evidence of a conflict as focus on this goal meant that key learning points may have been glossed over or neglected to preserve this culture.
In 1991, a survey of American junior doctors found that only 54% of errors were
discussed with senior clinicians and that these doctors felt unable to discuss the error
in 27% of cases due to hospital culture.\textsuperscript{374} Such data has driven the perceived need in
healthcare to create no-blame cultures. For example, the 2000 Department of Health
publication ‘An organisation with a memory’ outlined a strategy to ensure that the NHS
was able to learn from healthcare errors.\textsuperscript{375} A similar strategy was outlined in an
American Institute of Medicine report published in the same year.\textsuperscript{376} Subsequent
government publications have reiterated the need to develop ‘no-blame cultures’ if
high-quality and safe healthcare is to be effectively delivered.\textsuperscript{377-379} However, the
recently published Berwick report found that this laudable aim had not yet been fully
achieved.\textsuperscript{380} In view of this, the apparent creation of a no-blame culture at debriefing
meetings represents a notable achievement.

The concept of ‘no-blame’ has been challenged by some commentators as there is a
concern that it may be abused to absolve individual clinicians of responsibility for latent
errors, such as failure to undertake hand washing.\textsuperscript{381-383} This concept of accountability
becomes more complex where, as in the case of cardiac arrest, care delivery is
undertaken by teams.\textsuperscript{384} A similar concern was highlighted by a clinician in this study.
In the case of latent errors, a more formal review of the cardiac arrest event may be
necessary. This is both for reasons of organisational governance and to prevent
clinician embarrassment if such errors are exposed in an open forum. However, where
cardiac arrest debriefing is confined to the direct care team, it may be more appropriate
and acceptable to review such cases.

\textbf{6.5.2 Vicarious learning}

Participants in this study considered the opportunity to hear about colleagues’
experiences and reflections on a cardiac arrest event to be a valuable learning
experience. This mechanism has been described previously, but has received relatively
little attention in recent studies of debriefing. In their 1988 study of debriefing following trauma resuscitation, Hoyt et al described how “individuals uninvolved in the resuscitation can benefit by seeing other’s mistakes and triumphs” through the debriefing process and review of videotapes. This concept has been described as ‘vicarious learning.’ It has parallels with Bandura’s social cognitive theory, which describes how individuals learn by observing the behaviour of others.

Data from manikin studies support the concept that observing a scenario and participating in a debrief may be as beneficial, or even more so, than actual participation in the clinical scenario. In this study meeting attendees did not observe the cardiac arrest event, but instead relied on colleagues’ descriptions of the event supplemented by defibrillator downloads. A similar process has been described in a study of nursing students where the students applied learning from case studies presented by clinical nurse specialists to their own practice.

By its nature, vicarious learning requires the presence of a group of people willing to share experiences. For this type of learning, there is a need for effective group dynamics, but problems are commonly reported in the medical education literature. In particular, effective facilitation and small group size are often cited as important strategies in optimising group discussion and learning. For the debriefing in this study, the facilitator was external to the cardiac arrest team and interviewees acknowledged the importance of this. The room size restricted attendance to 25 clinicians, which exceeds the optimum group size identified in some studies. Nevertheless, some interview participants felt that a higher attendance would actually further enhance their learning.

6.5.3 Psychological benefit
Cardiac arrest is as a complex care event that can induce stress in clinicians. In this study, debriefing was implemented to improve care delivery, rather than for
anticipated psychological benefit. Nevertheless at least one clinician reported deriving an ancillary psychological benefit through the discussion of a cardiac arrest event. Our debriefing approach was based on the 3D model of debriefing (defusing, discovering, deepening) developed by Zigmont and colleagues.\textsuperscript{400} This provides participants with the opportunity to discuss emotions during the first (‘defusing’) stage.

Our primarily educational approach differed from some previous studies of cardiac arrest debriefing, where the target of the intervention has been psychological support.\textsuperscript{397,398,401,402} A recent study has extended this concept of debriefing for psychological support to lay bystanders following pre-hospital cardiac arrests.\textsuperscript{143} Critical incident stress debriefing, as a strategy to prevent or reduce psychological stress in rescuers, was developed by Mitchell in the 1980s.\textsuperscript{135} Whilst the technique is still used in settings such as the paediatric emergency department, its effectiveness has been challenged by systematic reviews which found no evidence of benefit.\textsuperscript{136,137,141,142,402} Indeed, the National Institute of Clinical Evidence currently recommends against the routine provision of critical incident stress debriefing.\textsuperscript{140}

Nevertheless, even when the primary focus of the debriefing process is educational, it seems that the discussion of the event in the context of a debrief may provide a small number of clinicians with psychological comfort.

\textbf{6.5.4 Opening up the arrest feedback process}

Study participants viewed feedback to the direct care team as an important component of debriefing. The finding that most interviewees had rarely experienced cardiac arrest debriefing previously correlates with the findings in many other studies.\textsuperscript{83,154,157,156} Data from systematic reviews shows that overall debriefing improves care delivery, although occasionally it may demotivate clinicians and negatively affect care delivery.\textsuperscript{91,92,103,115,119-121}
The failure to routinely provide feedback on performance may, in part, reflect the challenge of collecting objective cardiac arrest performance data.\textsuperscript{160} In manikin studies, the benefit of supplementing verbal feedback with objective data, such as videotape recordings, is unclear.\textsuperscript{403} Nevertheless, clinical debriefing approaches tend to include objective data, such as videotape recordings or defibrillator downloads, when they are available.\textsuperscript{109,152,170} This reflects evidence that clinicians often have difficulty in reliably self-assessing their performance and have a poor recollection of cardiac arrest events.\textsuperscript{166,167} In this study, interviewees considered the inclusion of objective performance data to be an important component of the intervention.

The focus of cardiac arrest debriefing is inevitably the quality of CPR. Debriefing clinicians about suboptimal care delivery may create a negative response through a complex conflict between the clinician’s desire to reflect on the feedback to improve practice and a perceived threat to their competence.\textsuperscript{404-406} Delivery of debriefing in an open forum might increase this negative response. In the simulation setting, fear of peer judgement and fear of inaccurate portrayal of ability have been identified as barriers to participation.\textsuperscript{407} Similarly, in the clinical setting these issues have been identified as impeding learning at morbidity and mortality meetings.\textsuperscript{408,409} This study identified isolated reports of clinicians responding negatively to feedback. Interestingly, such clinicians were criticised by some interview participants, who considered this to represent a personality flaw. Whilst interview participants regarded feedback positively, the delivery of debriefing in a less open forum may be more acceptable to some clinicians.

This study provided evidence that the debriefing programme established other new feedback pathways in to clinical practice. In recent years, commentators have advocated a need for a culture shift in medical training programmes to enhance learning including the embedding of debriefing in daily practice.\textsuperscript{410-412} A Health Foundation report on NHS reliability and safety identified inadequate individual and
system feedback mechanisms as contributing to poor healthcare reliability.\textsuperscript{125} Whilst there is little empirical data about the effect of establishing a culture of debriefing, one study found an association between organisational performance and effective feedback to clinicians.\textsuperscript{123} The implementation of a cardiac arrest debriefing programme may be a useful way to attain this goal.

6.5.5 Moderating the use of assistive technologies
Study participants described how debriefing affected the way that they used CPR assistive technologies, particularly real-time audiovisual feedback. Evidence of suboptimal CPR delivery in practice has increased interest in the use of assistive technologies designed to improve the CPR quality.\textsuperscript{60,63} However, the introduction of technology into healthcare is a complex process.

The complexity of this process is reflected in the mixed results seen in previous studies of real-time audiovisual feedback.\textsuperscript{64,85} Hostler et al undertook a large cluster randomised controlled trial which found that real-time audiovisual feedback introduced with only basic provider training led to only modest improvements in CPR quality and had no effect on patient outcome.\textsuperscript{177} In contrast, a study, albeit with a higher risk of bias, which implemented real-time audiovisual feedback alongside intensive scenario-based training that highlighted good practice regarding the use of the technology reported significant improvements in both CPR quality and patient outcome.\textsuperscript{98}

Normalisation process theory describes how embedding and integrating interventions in practice is affected by four elements (coherence, cognitive participation, collective action, reflexive monitoring).\textsuperscript{413} This study provides evidence that debriefing affected these elements through discussions that focussed on the benefits of using real-time audiovisual feedback to guide CPR delivery (coherence, reflexive monitoring) and discussions on strategies to improve the cardiac arrest team’s use of the technology (collective action). Through this process, real-time audiovisual feedback became
‘normalised’ in practice, thereby increasing the potential impact of the technology on cardiac arrest practice.

6.5.6 Alter perception of cardiac arrest
In this study, interviewees described how debriefing affected their perception of cardiac arrest and the importance of CPR quality. Cardiac arrest care may be perceived by some clinicians to be a futile endeavour. In a survey of junior doctors, almost all (97%) respondents reported involvement in a resuscitation attempt that they considered inappropriate.$^{154}$ Equally, a study in which elderly care registrars were asked to describe a memorable experiences of cardiac arrest frequently led to recollections of cardiac arrests that were considered to be futile and inappropriate.$^{361}$ This correlates with evidence that in-hospital cardiac arrest victims are often elderly with multiple co-morbidities and who require assistance with activities of daily living.$^{18,32}$

Medical futility can be conceptualised as having quantitative and qualitative elements.$^{414}$ Quantitative futility describes conditions where treatment has been unsuccessful for 100 consecutive cases, whilst qualitative futility refers to treatments that will lead to complete medical dependency. Perceived delivery of futile care may expose rescuers to a risk of burnout and other negative psychological responses.$^{415-419}$ Whilst survival following in-hospital cardiac arrest is poor, it does not meet the threshold of quantitative futility.$^{15}$ Furthermore, survivors often have good long-term outcomes.$^{22,23}$ However, as the cardiac arrest team has limited opportunity to follow-up cardiac arrest patients, their last contact with a patient will usually involve a transfer to the mortuary or intensive care unit.

The primary focus in debriefing meetings was CPR quality. This approach is advocated by Salas et al as whilst the cardiac arrest team can affect processes of care, the outcome will be partly determined by patient and arrest characteristics that are outside the control of the cardiac arrest team.$^{18,19,162}$ Nevertheless, through the use of case
studies, it was possible to demonstrate the real impact that high-quality CPR can have on patient outcome.

6.5.7 Performance reflection
Several interviewees referred to the importance of reflection in affecting a change in their practice. By its nature, the benefits of reflection will be predominantly limited to those who were present at the cardiac arrest, although discussion points may trigger other participants to reflect on their own experiences. The practical challenges associated with members of the direct care team being able to attend the debrief were frequently described by interview participants.

Empirical evidence to support the value of reflection is lacking, but reflection is nevertheless often considered to be an important mechanism by which debriefing affects practice.\textsuperscript{420,421} Indeed, debriefing definitions often place reflection at the centre of the debriefing process.\textsuperscript{102,422} For example, Fanning and Gaba define debriefing as “facilitated or guided reflection in the cycle of experiential learning.”\textsuperscript{102} Kolb and Schon have both described theories that place reflection as an essential component of learning.\textsuperscript{105,106}

The ability to reflect on practice has been identified as a core skill for the excellent and competent clinician.\textsuperscript{423,424} Nevertheless, clinicians may find the reflective process challenging. During debriefing, some groups may require minimal facilitator input during the debriefing process, whilst others require considerable facilitator input to ensure salient learning points are discussed.\textsuperscript{102,114} This finding was observed in this study. As such, the effectiveness of a debriefing approach may be dependent on appropriate facilitation to help clinicians fully reflect on and learn from the event.
6.6 Limitations

The study has several limitations, which are predominantly related to my role in the research.

In this study, I led the majority of the debriefing meetings, undertook the interviews, recorded field notes, and analysed the data. These multiple roles may have created a role conflict that affected both interview data collection and my analysis of these data. Furthermore, a previous study found that being interviewed by a fellow health care professional may in itself affect interviewee responses as the interviewee perceives the interview to be an assessment of their professional competence. Manipulation of professional title has been used in previous studies to reduce this effect, but was not possible in this study as I was known to all participants. Nevertheless, this did enable us to share a professional language in interviews. To reduce the effect of these role conflicts, the interview preamble encouraged interviewees to view me purely as a researcher (appendix: section 12.3). In addition, an attempt was made to identify a colleague to validate data coding, although this did not prove possible. Whilst the overall impact of these role conflicts on study findings is unknown, resource limitations meant that the approach undertaken was the only practical way to complete this research. Nevertheless, the effect was mitigated through regular meetings with supervisors to discuss data coding and the development of the thematic framework.

A second limitation related to the choice of interview participants. Participants were selected based on their attendance and participation at debriefing meetings so that they had experience of the phenomena of interest. Inevitably, therefore, they were likely to be clinicians who supported the concept of cardiac arrest debriefing and considered it to be beneficial. This is not to say, however, that participants were universally positive about all aspects of debriefing. An insight into the views of less-engaged clinicians was achieved through several informal discussions that were captured as field notes.
Thirdly, recording field notes of debriefing meetings was challenging as it was not possible to make contemporaneous notes as I was, in most cases, facilitating the meeting. On a few occasions, supplementary contemporaneous notes were recorded by a research assistant. Field notes were made as soon as possible after the meeting, but the generation of accurate and rich field notes was found to be difficult. Consideration was given to the use of a recording device to enhance data richness, but covert recording was considered unethical and it was considered that overt recording might hinder open discussion.

Finally, this was a single-centre study that recruited participants who had experience of a single approach to cardiac arrest debriefing. The study findings and the developed model may not be generalisable to other organisations. Further, this study should be viewed as an attempt to generate theory about the mechanisms by which debriefing may affect practice and does not represent any attempt to empirically assess the effectiveness of these mechanisms.

6.7 Conclusion
Through analysis of field notes and semi-structured interviews, this study identified four major themes (‘the impracticality of debriefing,’ ‘the individual and feedback- managing the ‘ego’,’ ‘finding solutions through discussion,’ and ‘a change in culture: the effect of cardiac arrest debriefing’) and a number of sub-themes. The analysis facilitated the development of a model that describes six potential mechanisms by which cardiac arrest debriefing may affect cardiac arrest knowledge and practice. These target a number of behaviours and processes and provide evidence that cardiac arrest debriefing is a complex intervention.¹⁸¹
Only one (performance reflection) of the six identified mechanisms requires attendance at the cardiac arrest under discussion. Whilst the effectiveness of the remaining mechanisms may be enhanced through the involvement of members of the direct care team, it does not seem that this is essential in order for them to have an effect on practice. Different debriefing approaches may exert an effect on the six mechanisms in different ways and to different extents, such that empirical studies are needed to characterise the effectiveness of different debriefing approaches. In so doing, the validity of the model and the relative importance of different mechanisms may be tested.
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Chapter 7: Development of cardiac arrest debriefing interventions
7.1 Abstract

**Introduction:** Complex interventions are often developed based on researcher intuition. The failure to consider intervention generalisability or underpinning theory in this process may reduce the effectiveness of an intervention and contribute to differences in results between studies. The aim of this work package was to develop three cardiac arrest debriefing interventions using a process that prioritised both the generalisability of the intervention to other NHS organisations and the support of relevant theory.

**Methods:** This work package developed and used a three-stage approach that drew upon findings from our preparatory work (systematic review, process evaluation, qualitative study). Firstly, a list of approaches to cardiac arrest debriefing based on findings from the literature was devised. Secondly, the generalisability of these interventions was assessed to develop a shortlist of approaches. Finally, behaviour change theory was applied to this shortlist through the use of the theoretical domains framework.

**Results:** The initial literature scoping identified 18 cardiac arrest debriefing approaches. Of these, we excluded 11 approaches as they were considered to not be generalisable across NHS hospitals. The shortlist of seven approaches was split into three groups based on broad intervention characteristics. Following application of the theoretical domains framework, the approach in each group with the strongest theoretical underpinning was identified. These three approaches were individual debriefing for direct care team members following each cardiac arrest, written feedback to the direct care team following each cardiac arrest event, and monthly group debriefing.

**Conclusion:** Detailed preparatory work combined with an assessment of feasibility and behavioural change theory facilitated the development of three approaches to cardiac arrest debriefing that are generalisable across NHS hospitals. The feasibility of delivering these interventions in NHS hospitals needs to be empirically tested.
7.2 Introduction
The development of a complex intervention is, in itself, complex. The best approach to developing an intervention is likely to be one that both draws upon relevant theory and which considers the generalisability of the intervention. In practice, however, a researcher will often develop an intervention based on intuition. This may explain why complex interventions often have limited generalisability and produce variable results.

The intuitive development of complex interventions is a practice that pervades the cardiac arrest debriefing literature. There are likely to be two key reasons for studies adopting this approach. Firstly, the literature provides little guidance on how to actually develop a complex intervention. For example, the Medical Research Council framework provides detailed advice on what preparatory work should be undertaken, but offers no explicit guidance on how to use these data to develop the intervention. Secondly, the application of relevant theory is challenging for researchers without expertise in health psychology, given the number and nature of theories described in the literature.

This chapter describes the development of three cardiac arrest debriefing interventions. In the absence of clear guidance on how to develop a complex intervention, we developed a novel process that drew on relevant theory and which prioritised the importance of developing interventions that were generalisable to other NHS hospitals.

7.3 Methods
We used a three-step approach to develop cardiac arrest debriefing interventions. These stages were: identification of strategies, assessment of generalisability, and application of theory using the theoretical domains framework (TDF).
Following development, we planned to empirically test interventions at the three hospitals, which comprise Heart of England NHS Foundation Trust. This provided the opportunity to test the feasibility of delivering three interventions. In selecting cardiac arrest debriefing approaches, we recognised the need to select three distinct approaches as, in practice, organisations will make minor modifications to an intervention to meet local requirements.

7.3.1 Stage one: identification of cardiac arrest debriefing approaches
A list of approaches to cardiac arrest debriefing was developed using findings from our systematic review, other debriefing literature, and our own experience of delivering cardiac arrest debriefing. Potential modifications of these approaches were included. Each intervention was categorised based on six variables (format, frequency, facilitator, recipient, duration, and the type of data used for the debrief).

7.3.2 Stage two: assessment of generalisability
Stage two provided the opportunity to assess whether each intervention would be deliverable in other NHS hospitals. Bonell et al identify three characteristics of a generalisable intervention, namely feasibility, adequate coverage, and acceptability. Feasibility describes whether it is practically possible to deliver an intervention. Adequate coverage refers to whether an intervention reaches its target population. Acceptability describes whether the intervention will be acceptable to its intended recipients.

During this stage, we assessed whether each intervention identified during stage one possessed these three characteristics. This assessment drew on our qualitative and process evaluation work, and enabled us to identify and rule out debriefing approaches that were considered unlikely to be generalisable. There was some overlap between stages one and two of this process. Our approach to categorisation of debriefing
approaches meant that our initial list could potentially include 720 debriefing approaches. We therefore adopted a pragmatic approach to the listing of approaches such that we elected not to list each variation if a similar approach had already been identified as not being generalisable.

7.3.3 Stage three: application of theory
The theoretical domains framework synthesises 33 behaviour change theories. First developed in 2005, it is designed to be accessible to researchers without specialist expertise in health psychology. The TDF was refined in 2012, such that it currently consists of 14 domains, which include a total of 84 constructs (Table 7-1). Through these constructs, the TDF covers the key factors that influence clinician behaviour and overcomes the problems associated with the use of a small number of narrow theories. Since its development, it has been cited over 130 times and has previously been used in the development of complex interventions.

During stage three of the process, we applied these TDF domains to our shortlist of debriefing approaches to identify which approaches were best supported by theory. We included all constructs in this analysis as previous work in a similar field suggests that all domains may be relevant to the operability of such interventions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain/ Definition</th>
<th>Constructs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Knowledge       | Knowledge (including knowledge of condition /scientific rationale)  
| An awareness of the existence of something | Procedural knowledge  
|                    | Knowledge of task environment |
| 2. Skills          | Skills  
| An ability or proficiency acquired through practice | Skills development  
|                    | Competence  
|                    | Ability  
|                    | Interpersonal skills  
|                    | Practice  
|                    | Skill assessment |
| 3. Social/ Professional Role and Identity | Professional identity  
| A coherent set of behaviours and displayed personal qualities of an individual in a social or work setting | Professional role  
|                    | Social identity  
|                    | Identity  
|                    | Professional boundaries  
|                    | Professional confidence  
|                    | Group identity  
|                    | Leadership  
|                    | Organisational commitment |
| 4. Beliefs about Capabilities | Self-confidence  
| Acceptance of the truth, reality, or validity about an ability, talent, or facility that a person can put to constructive use | Perceived competence  
|                    | Self-efficacy  
|                    | Perceived behavioural control  
|                    | Beliefs  
|                    | Self-esteem  
|                    | Empowerment  
|                    | Professional confidence |
| 5. Optimism        | Optimism  
| The confidence that things will happen for the best or that desired goals will be attained | Pessimism  
|                    | Unrealistic optimism  
|                    | Identity |
| 6. Beliefs about Consequences | Beliefs  
| Acceptance of the truth, reality, or validity about outcomes of a behaviour in a given situation | Outcome expectancies  
|                    | Characteristics of outcome expectancies  
|                    | Anticipated regret  
|                    | Consequents |
| 7. Reinforcement   | Rewards (proximal / distal, valued / not valued, probable / improbable)  
| Increasing the probability of a response by arranging a dependent relationship, or contingency, between the response and a given stimulus | Incentives  
|                    | Punishment  
|                    | Consequents  
|                    | Reinforcement  
|                    | Contingencies  
|                    | Sanctions |
| 8. Intentions      | Stability of intentions  
| A conscious decision to perform a behaviour or a resolve to act in a certain way | Stages of change model  
<p>|                    | Transtheoretical model and stages of change |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain/ Definition</th>
<th>Constructs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9. Goals | Goals (distal / proximal)  
Mental representations of outcomes or end states that an individual wants to achieve  
Goal priority  
Goal / target setting  
Goals (autonomous / controlled)  
Action planning  
Implementation intention |
| 10. Memory, Attention and Decision Processes | Memory  
Attention  
Attention control  
Decision making  
Cognitive overload / tiredness |
| 11. Environmental Context and Resources | Environmental stressors  
Resources / material resources  
Organisational culture /climate  
Salient events / critical incidents  
Person x environment interaction  
Barriers and facilitators |
| 12. Social influences | Social pressure  
Social norms  
Group conformity  
Social comparisons  
Group norms  
Social support  
Power  
Intergroup conflict  
Alienation  
Group identity  
Modelling |
| 13. Emotion | Fear  
Anxiety  
Affect  
Stress  
Depression  
Positive / negative affect  
Burn-out |
| 14. Behavioural Regulation | Self-monitoring  
Breaking habit  
Action planning |

Adapted from Cane et al 2012
7.4 Results

Based on our review of the literature we developed a list of 18 cardiac arrest debriefing approaches (Table 7-2). This comprised three hot debriefing approaches and 15 cold debriefing approaches. During stage two, eleven approaches were excluded as they were assessed as not being generalisable (Table 7-2). The most common reasons for exclusion were unfeasibility (nine approaches) and unacceptability (six approaches). Our shortlist comprised seven approaches (approach 8, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18).

These seven shortlisted approaches could be broadly categorised in three groups. The first group included only approach eight (individual oral debriefing for members of the direct care team). The second group consisted of cold group debriefing delivered at different frequencies, namely approach 12 (a dedicated monthly group debriefing meeting), approach 13 (a dedicated quarterly group debriefing meeting), and approach 14 (monthly group debriefing delivered as a brief section (10-minutes) in another meeting). The final group included written feedback approaches which were delivered to different audiences, namely approach 16 (written feedback to the direct care team after each arrest), approach 17 (written feedback to all hospital staff after each cardiac arrest), and approach 18 (a monthly written summary sent to all hospital staff).

The application of the TDF domains to shortlisted approaches is shown in table 7-3. The identification of three broad groupings and the availability of three hospital sites where interventions could be tested enabled us to select the approach in each group that was considered best supported by underpinning theory. For group one, this was, by default, approach number eight (individual oral debriefing for members of the direct care team), although this was very reasonable given the findings from our application of the TDF.
### Table 7-2: List of cardiac arrest debriefing approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Facilitator</th>
<th>Recipient</th>
<th>Duration (up to)</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Feasible</th>
<th>Adequate Coverage</th>
<th>Acceptable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (Hot)</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>After every arrest</td>
<td>External facilitator</td>
<td>Team leader</td>
<td>10 minutes</td>
<td>Clinician recall</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (Hot)</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>After every arrest</td>
<td>Team leader</td>
<td>Direct care team (as group)</td>
<td>10 minutes</td>
<td>Clinician recall</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (Hot)</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>After every arrest</td>
<td>External facilitator</td>
<td>Direct care team (as group)</td>
<td>10 minutes</td>
<td>Clinician recall</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (Cold)</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>After every arrest</td>
<td>External facilitator</td>
<td>Team leader</td>
<td>10 minutes</td>
<td>Clinician recall CPR quality data</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (Cold)</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>After every arrest</td>
<td>External facilitator</td>
<td>Direct care team (as group)</td>
<td>10 minutes</td>
<td>Clinician recall CPR quality data</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (Cold)</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>After every arrest</td>
<td>External facilitator</td>
<td>Direct care team (as group)</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
<td>Clinician recall</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (Cold)</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>After every arrest</td>
<td>External facilitator</td>
<td>Direct care team (as group)</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
<td>Clinician recall CPR quality data</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (Cold)</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>After every arrest</td>
<td>External facilitator</td>
<td>Direct care team (individually)</td>
<td>10 minutes</td>
<td>Clinician recall CPR quality data</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 (Cold)</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>After every arrest</td>
<td>External facilitator</td>
<td>Hospital clinical staff</td>
<td>45 minutes</td>
<td>Clinician recall CPR quality data</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 (Cold)</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>External facilitator</td>
<td>Hospital clinical staff</td>
<td>45 minutes</td>
<td>Clinician recall CPR quality data</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 (Cold)</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>Fortnightly</td>
<td>External facilitator</td>
<td>Hospital clinical staff</td>
<td>45 minutes</td>
<td>Clinician recall CPR quality data</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach</td>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Facilitator</td>
<td>Recipient</td>
<td>Duration (up to)</td>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Feasible</td>
<td>Adequate Coverage</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 (Cold)</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>External facilitator</td>
<td>Hospital clinical staff</td>
<td>45 minutes</td>
<td>Clinician recall CPR quality data</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 (Cold)</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>External facilitator</td>
<td>Hospital clinical staff</td>
<td>45 minutes</td>
<td>Clinician recall CPR quality data</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 (Cold)</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>Monthly summary*</td>
<td>External facilitator</td>
<td>Hospital clinical staff</td>
<td>10 minutes</td>
<td>CPR quality data</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 (Cold)</td>
<td>Written</td>
<td>After every arrest</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Team leader</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CPR quality data</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 (Cold)</td>
<td>Written</td>
<td>After every arrest</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Direct care team</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CPR quality data</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 (Cold)</td>
<td>Written</td>
<td>After every arrest</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Hospital clinical staff</td>
<td></td>
<td>CPR quality data</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 (Cold)</td>
<td>Written</td>
<td>Monthly summary</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Hospital clinical staff</td>
<td></td>
<td>CPR quality data</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Incorporates as part of another meeting - e.g. quality assurance, mortality and morbidity
Table 7-3: Application of theoretical domains framework to shortlist of cardiac arrest debriefing approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TDF construct</th>
<th>Effect of approaches on construct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Knowledge</td>
<td>All interventions provide the opportunity to provide knowledge. There will be greater opportunity with approaches that provide the opportunity for discussion (approach 8, 12, 13, 14) in contrast to approaches where there is no opportunity for discussion (approach 14, 16, 17, 18).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Skills</td>
<td>Debriefing interventions provide no opportunity to practice technical skills, but may provide some opportunity to develop interpersonal skills and competence through discussions about human factors and alternative methods of skill delivery (approach 8, 12, 13). Specific brief advice may be included in written feedback (approach 16, 17, 18). Approach 14 provides limited opportunity for discussion, which may limit its usefulness in this area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Social/Professional Role and Identity</td>
<td>Clinicians view their commitment to delivering best care as a core component of their professional role and identity. Most view the discussion of events in an open forum (approach 12, 13, 14) or the receipt of objective information on their performance (approach 8, 16) as part of this role. There is a potential threat to this professional role if care delivery is suboptimal, particularly when data are shared beyond the direct care team (approach 12, 13, 14, 17, 18).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Beliefs about Capabilities</td>
<td>It is difficult to assess quality of CPR without the availability of objective data. Our qualitative work found that clinicians valued these data. Data were described as an important component of debriefing, in that it stimulated reflection on events, thereby affecting performance. Such data may also promote reflection by challenging misplaced self-confidence/competence. This process may be more effective with data showing personal/team performance (approach 8, 12, 13, 16, 17), rather than summary data from several cardiac arrest events (approach 14, 18).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Optimism</td>
<td>There is often unjustified pessimism about survival following in-hospital cardiac arrest patients. Our qualitative work showed that debriefing can shift clinicians’ perception of in-hospital cardiac arrest so that they become more optimistic about the potential reversibility of the condition. This may be affected by both discussion (approach 8, 12, 13, 14) and feedback on own performance (all approaches).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Beliefs about Consequences</td>
<td>Debriefing provides the opportunity to review evidence that demonstrates the effect of suboptimal CPR delivery on patient outcome. This overlaps with construct five (optimism) as often the perception that CPR quality is unimportant is driven by pessimism about outcome following in-hospital cardiac arrest. Debriefing approaches that incorporate a discussion element may be more effective in impacting beliefs about the consequences of not delivering high-quality CPR (approach 12, 13). Other approaches enable key information to be shared, but these will inevitably be more limited in their scope (approach 8, 14, 16, 17, 18).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDF construct</td>
<td>Effect of approaches on construct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Reinforcement</td>
<td>Reinforcement in debriefing interventions results from regular exposure to debriefing interventions. This enables an improvement in performance to be identified. Approaches that are infrequent or generic, such as those that (i.e. information is sent to the wider team) are less likely to result in such positive reinforcement (approach 13, 14, 17, 18).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Intentions</td>
<td>As clinicians do not intend to deliver suboptimal care at cardiac arrest events, the effect of debriefing on other constructs (e.g. knowledge, beliefs about consequences) may increase clinicians' resolve to deliver high-quality CPR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Goals</td>
<td>All debriefing approaches provide the opportunity to set specific goals for CPR quality by comparing the team's performance with national guidelines. This triggers reflection on performance if an individual was a direct care team member at the cardiac arrest event being debriefed (approach 8, 12, 13, 16).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Memory, Attention and Decision Processes</td>
<td>The concept of debriefing “getting resus at the forefront” was a key finding in our qualitative study. This increases organisational focus on CPR quality. This is an important process as cardiac arrest is a complex medical emergency that may lead to cognitive overload. Debriefing approaches that are delivered more frequently will have a greater impact on this construct through regular exposure of clinicians to this key message (approach 8, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Environmental Context and Resources</td>
<td>Debriefing interventions are unlikely to have any measurable effect on environment, context or resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Social influences</td>
<td>Our qualitative study found evidence that multidisciplinary discussions about cardiac arrest events in an open forum promoted group identity and improved working relationships between members of the multidisciplinary cardiac arrest team. This established a social norm that the team is expected to deliver high-quality CPR. This was demonstrated despite many clinicians attending debriefing meetings on a single occasion. These effects are likely to realised only through group debriefing approaches (approach 12, 13, 14).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Emotion</td>
<td>Cardiac arrests are complex events that can induce stress and anxiety. Discussion at debriefing meetings may sometimes reduce this anxiety (approach 8, 12, 13). However, clinicians may also not feel able to discuss stressful events in an open forum, such that written feedback may be more beneficial (approach 16, 17, 18). Approach 14 provides minimal opportunity for discussion, so offers little scope for emotional benefit whilst placing the participant in an open forum in which they may feel vulnerable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Behavioural Regulation</td>
<td>This construct overlaps significantly with construct six (beliefs about capabilities) and construct nine (goals).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For group two, approach 12 (monthly group debriefing meeting) was selected. The quarterly delivery of approach 13 was considered too infrequent to promote and maintain clinician focus on the importance of CPR quality (construct ten: memory, attention and decision processes). Approach 14 was rejected as, in contrast to approaches 12 and 13, it provides limited opportunity for discussion which may reduce its effect on knowledge and skills (construct one: knowledge; construct two: skills). Furthermore, in contrast to feedback on a specific event, the use of a data summary was considered less likely to encourage reflection and reinforce the importance of CPR quality (construct four: beliefs about capabilities; construct seven: reinforcement).

In group three, approach 16 (written feedback to the direct care team after each arrest) was selected. Approaches 17 and 18 were primarily rejected as the benefit in sharing information with the wider clinical team was outweighed by the potential threat to the clinicians’ social and professional role if information were shared widely and the feedback recorded suboptimal care delivery (construct three: social/ professional role and identity).

7.5 Discussion
In this work package, we have described a three-step process for developing cardiac arrest debriefing approaches. Three interventions were developed, namely monthly group debriefing, written feedback to the direct care team after each cardiac arrest, and individual oral debriefing to the direct care team after each cardiac arrest. The approach used has, as far as possible, ensured that each intervention is both generalisable across the NHS and grounded in behaviour change theory.

Variations of each intervention have been described previously, but are not currently in widespread use. Carbine et al described a monthly debriefing intervention in which neonatal resuscitations were reviewed during a quality assurance meeting, but do not
detail what proportion of the meeting was allocated to these reviews. Lyon et al provided written feedback to the direct care team following pre-hospital cardiac arrests. Individual oral debriefing has been described in a trauma study, but the intervention was only offered to the trauma team leader.

This is the first study to develop cardiac arrest debriefing approaches using an approach based on the importance of intervention generalisability and the application of behaviour change theory. Previous cardiac arrest debriefing have seemingly been developed using only researcher intuition as to what is likely to be effective. The concept of generalisability describes the need for an intervention to be both deliverable and effective outside of the organisation in which it was developed. The criteria for intervention generalisability described by Bonell et al were developed in response to evidence that sexual health trials rarely considered intervention delivery in other settings. Cardiac arrest debriefing studies tend to be undertaken in a single centre, such that the intervention is often developed to specifically address a local need to improve CPR quality. Whilst this approach is reasonable, it has led to the use of interventions, such as weekly group debriefing intervention, which are challenging to deliver in many other organisations.

Cardiac arrest debriefing studies make infrequent reference to theory. In Wolfe et al, a reference is made to adult learning theory but this is in the context of a passing reference in a post-hoc explanation of how the intervention affected practice. This infrequent use of theory is in keeping with the findings of systematic reviews of the use of theory in studies of knowledge translation interventions, such as debriefing. Davies et al reviewed the use of theory in 235 studies that were included in a Health Technology Assessment review of guideline dissemination and implementation strategies. Of the included studies, 53 (23%) studies were judged to have incorporated a behaviour change theory, but only ten (4%) studies made explicit reference to theory. Similarly, Colquhoun et al found that only 20 (14%) of the 140
studies included in the Cochrane review on the use of audit and feedback explicitly referred to theory. \(^{385}\) A recent literature scope identified 82 separate behaviour change theories described in the literature. \(^{429}\) As such, the common omission of reference to theory in the development of a complex intervention is perhaps unsurprising.

Eccles et al draw a parallel between failure to use theory in intervention development with undertaking a randomised controlled trial of a drug without first understanding its pharmacology. \(^{262}\) Michie et al describe three reasons for incorporating theory in the development of an intervention. \(^{431}\) Firstly, an intervention is more likely to be effective if it is informed by theory. Secondly, a theoretically-informed intervention enables the theory itself to be evaluated. Finally, at a broader level, it enables researchers to identify what works and why, thereby facilitating the development of theory across contexts and populations. This is not to suggest that a theoretically informed intervention will be universally effective, particularly if the theory used is either not applicable to the study setting or is poorly applied. \(^{259}\)

The development of the TDF has enabled researchers without expertise in health psychology to incorporate behaviour change theory in complex intervention development. \(^{260}\) Its use in the development of complex interventions has been described previously. \(^{257,430}\) For example, French et al used the framework in the development of a primary care lower back pain intervention. \(^{257}\)

Cardiac arrest debriefing studies have typically found an association between implementation of debriefing and an improvement in CPR quality, although this finding is not universal. \(^{115}\) One explanation for this may be that, to date, these interventions have lacked a clear theoretical basis and may not be generalisable to other organisations. The key strength in our approach is that we prioritised both intervention generalisability and the incorporation of underpinning theory in developing each intervention.
7.6 Limitations

Our process for developing three cardiac arrest debriefing interventions has two key limitations. Firstly, whilst the use of the TDF in developing complex intervention has been described previously, our overall approach was novel. This new approach to complex intervention development was driven by a lack of guidance in the literature. Our approach was considered reasonable, but its effectiveness remains unclear.

Secondly, intervention development was undertaken without the assistance of a health psychologist. Francis et al caution that there is the risk of superficial use of the TDF if it is applied without the guidance of a health psychologist. However, the TDF was explicitly developed for researchers without health psychology expertise. We felt our application of the TDF was rigorous, such that it is unclear whether guidance from a health psychologist would have made a measurable difference to the development of each intervention.

7.7 Conclusion

In this study, a rigorous approach was used to develop three cardiac arrest debriefing approaches that are both based on theory and generalisable across the majority of NHS settings. The cardiac arrest debriefing approaches identified were monthly group debriefing, written feedback to the direct care team after each cardiac arrest, and individual debriefing for members of the direct care team following each cardiac arrest. There is now a need to test the feasibility of delivering these interventions in the NHS setting and to assess their effect on CPR quality and patient outcome.
Chapter 8: The CardiOspulmonary resuscitation DEbriefing (CODE) study
8.1 Abstract

Introduction: The use of cardiac arrest debriefing is associated with improvements in cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) quality and return of spontaneous circulation. In response to evidence that some cardiac arrest debriefing approaches are challenging to deliver in NHS hospitals, we developed three cardiac arrest debriefing approaches that are tailored to NHS working practice. The aim of this study was to evaluate the deliverability and effectiveness of these debriefing approaches.

Methods: We undertook a before/after study at three hospital sites, which comprise one NHS trust. During the second phase of the study, three cardiac arrest debriefing models were implemented at study hospitals (one model per hospital). To evaluate the effectiveness of the interventions, CPR quality and patient outcome data were collected from consecutive adult cardiac arrest events attended by the hospital cardiac arrest team. The primary outcome was chest compression depth.

Results: Between November 2011 and July 2014, 1198 cardiac arrest events were eligible for study inclusion (782 phase one; 416 phase two). During phase two of the study, cardiac arrest debriefing interventions were delivered to 191 clinicians on 344 occasions. Debriefing interventions were not associated with a clinically important improvement in CPR quality. The interventions had no effect on patient outcome.

Conclusion: The delivery of these cardiac arrest debriefing strategies was feasible, but did not have a clinically important effect on CPR quality. We attribute this finding to the high-quality of CPR being delivered in study hospitals at baseline.

Trial registration: ISRCTN39758339
8.2 Introduction
The use of cardiac arrest debriefing is recommended in international resuscitation guidelines.\textsuperscript{97,100,101} A variety of debriefing approaches are described in the literature, but the most effective approach remains unclear.\textsuperscript{97,117,164} One of the more popular approaches consists of a weekly group meeting at which clinical staff review recent cardiac arrest events.\textsuperscript{110,152,170} In an American hospital, the implementation of this debriefing approach was associated with a significant improvement in cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) quality and return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC).\textsuperscript{152}

The deliverability and effectiveness of complex interventions, such as cardiac arrest debriefing, may be affected by the context in which they are implemented.\textsuperscript{206,219,432-434} Differences between international health systems precludes the widespread adoption of weekly group debriefing in the United Kingdom. There was therefore a need to develop debriefing approaches that are tailored to NHS working practices. We developed three such approaches using a rigorous process, based on the Medical Research Council framework for the development and evaluation of complex interventions.\textsuperscript{181} The aim of this study was to test the feasibility of delivering these approaches in the NHS setting and to assess their effect on CPR quality and patient outcomes.

8.3 Methods
We implemented three cardiac arrest debriefing interventions (monthly group debriefing, individual debriefing, written feedback) at three hospitals which comprise Heart of England NHS Foundation Trust. One cardiac arrest debriefing strategy was implemented at each hospital. Using a before/after analysis, the CODE (cardiopulmonary resuscitation debriefing) study evaluated the deliverability of each intervention and its effect on CPR quality and patient outcome.
The study was approved by the Oxford C Research Ethics Committee (REC number: 13/SC/0363, 13th August 2013) who waived the requirement to obtain informed consent from study participants prior to study enrolment.

The study was registered with Current Controlled Trials Registry (ISRCTN39758339).

8.3.1 Study participants
The study recruited two groups of participants: patients and staff.

8.3.1.1 Patient inclusion/ exclusion criteria
Adult patients (aged ≥ 18 years) were included if they had a cardiac arrest at one of the study hospitals which was attended by the hospital emergency team. Patients were excluded if they had a valid do not attempt cardiopulmonary resuscitation (DNACPR) order at the time of the cardiac arrest event.

8.3.1.2 Staff inclusion/ exclusion criteria
Staff at hospital one were eligible to receive cardiac arrest debriefing if they were involved, or potentially involved, in the care of cardiac arrest patients. Staff at hospitals two and three were eligible to receive cardiac arrest debriefing if they attended a cardiac arrest where accelerometer data were collected and where the cardiac arrest lasted at least five minutes.

8.3.2 Study design and interventions
Phase one of the study (November 2011- May 2013) comprised the intervention period of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study. During phase two of the study (September 2013-July 2014), a tailored cardiac arrest debriefing intervention was delivered at each study hospital. The study design is summarised in Table 8-1. This dovetailing of the CODE study with the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative enabled CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study to act as control period data for the CODE
study and meant that Phillips MRX QCPR defibrillators (Philips Healthcare, Andover, Massachusetts) were already in place at study hospitals.

### Table 8-1: CODE study design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Phase one (Nov 2011 -May 2013)</th>
<th>Phase two (Sept 2013-July 2014)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospital one</td>
<td>Weekly group debriefing*</td>
<td>Monthly group debriefing*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital two</td>
<td>No debriefing*</td>
<td>Oral personal debriefing*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital three</td>
<td>No debriefing</td>
<td>Written Feedback*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: * Real-time audiovisual feedback provided

The aim of each intervention implemented during phase two was to improve CPR delivery at cardiac arrest events. At hospital one, clinicians received monthly group debriefing. This enabled us to measure the effect of reducing the frequency (weekly to monthly) of the group debriefing intervention that hospital one staff received during phase one of the study. At hospital two, staff received individual debriefing. This was a verbal debriefing intervention that lasted approximately five minutes, that was intended to be delivered to cardiac arrest attendees within four days of the cardiac arrest. At hospital three, written feedback sheets were emailed to cardiac arrest attendees as soon as possible after the cardiac arrest event.

Interventions were allocated to hospitals, based on the character of the hospital and where it was thought they would work most effectively. Full details of each intervention, based on the TIDieR (template for intervention description and replication) framework, are included in Tables 8-2 to 8-4. All interventions were delivered by myself, who worked full-time on the study across the three hospital sites.
Table 8-2: Overview of monthly group debriefing intervention: hospital one

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Why</th>
<th>Whilst early data supports the use of cardiac arrest debriefing, some models may not be deliverable in the NHS setting. This intervention is intended to be deliverable in the NHS. Its aim is to improve delivery of CPR.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Materials</td>
<td>Posters advertising the meetings were placed in staff areas throughout the hospital. Members of the research team regularly attended medical handover meetings to remind clinicians about the meetings. Clinicians that were known to have attended the cardiac arrest events planned for discussion were sent an email 1-4 days prior to the meeting specifically inviting them to attend. The debriefing meeting consisted of a discussion about cardiac arrest management. This was supplemented by a slide presentation (Microsoft PowerPoint 2007, Microsoft, Redmond, Washington) to show relevant data and potential discussion points. Example presentation slides are shown in the appendix (Section 12.2.1).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Procedures | Debriefing meetings consisted of four sections:
1. Introduction- this section summarised the rationale for the research study and set ground rules for the meeting, including emphasis of the need for a confidential and no-blame environment with a focus on improving practice.
2. Review of relevant research- this section was included in most meetings, and provided an opportunity to review and discuss key literature in the field of cardiac arrest, such as the importance of CPR quality.
3. Case review and discussion- 1-3 recent cardiac arrest events were reviewed. Summaries included background to the arrest and patient characteristics, review of the arrest event and CPR quality data, and patient outcome. Patient details were anonymised. Clinicians who had been present at the cardiac arrest were invited to share their insight into events. Other debriefing attendees participated in discussions to share any similar experiences.
4. Summary of key learning points- the final section consisted of a review of key learning points and provided a further opportunity to ask questions. |
| Who provided | Debriefings were facilitated by myself (a resuscitation research nurse), who also undertook all meeting preparatory work. |
| How | Group face-to-face debriefing meetings lasting approximately 45-minutes were held every month. |
| Where | The intervention was delivered at a large teaching hospital with 703 beds. In 2013, there were 271 cardiac arrests which were attended by the hospital emergency team. Debriefing meetings were held in a seminar room located on the hospital acute medical unit, which was a central location on the hospital site. The room was large enough to accommodate up to approximately 30 people and was equipped with a computer and audiovisual facilities to show presentation slides. The table and chairs were arranged in a horseshoe shape. Lunch was provided at each meeting. |
| When and how much | All meetings were open to all clinicians. This encompassed doctors, nurses, and allied health professionals, as well as medical and nursing students. Meetings were held on the second Tuesday of each month for eleven months. |
| Tailoring | Meetings were tailored each month, based on the cases being discussed and amount of discussion generated. This was a dynamic process, which sought to adapt to attendees' needs. |
| Modifications | No modifications were made during the study period. The meeting format had been developed during a previous study. |
| How well | Planned: A data set was collected at each debriefing meeting, including a register of attendees. Actual: See data in chapter. |
Table 8-3: Overview of individual oral debriefing intervention: hospital two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Why</th>
<th>Whilst early data supports the use of cardiac arrest debriefing, some models may not be deliverable in the NHS setting. The intervention is intended to be deliverable in the NHS. Its aim is to improve delivery of CPR.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Materials</td>
<td>Posters advertising cardiac arrest debriefing were placed in staff areas throughout the hospital.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The debriefing consisted of a brief (approximately 5-minutes) discussion about the cardiac arrest. This was supplemented by a brief slide presentation (Microsoft PowerPoint 2007, Microsoft, Redmond, Washington) to show relevant data and key learning points. Example presentation slides are shown in the appendix (Section 12.4.1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedures</td>
<td>Following an eligible cardiac arrest, a list of attendees was identified through case notes and rotas. These clinicians were emailed and offered the chance to participate in an individual debrief. Debriefings consisted of a review of cardiac arrest event. This included a summary of the event and patient characteristics, review of electrocardiogram rhythms, and CPR quality. The participant was encouraged to reflect on events and ask questions. Patient details were anonymised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who provided</td>
<td>Debriefings were facilitated by myself (a resuscitation research nurse).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How</td>
<td>An individual oral debrief that lasted approximately 5-minutes was held following eligible cardiac arrests with event attendees individually.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where</td>
<td>The intervention was delivered at a district general hospital with 480 beds. In 2013, there were 134 cardiac arrests which were attended by the hospital emergency team. Debriefs were held at the hospital at a location convenient to the recipient. Locations used included ward areas and private offices. A laptop computer was used to show presentation slides.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When and how much</td>
<td>All clinicians that attended the cardiac arrest were eligible to receive a debrief. Debriefs were held as soon as possible after the cardiac arrest, ideally 3-4 days after the cardiac arrest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tailoring</td>
<td>Meetings were tailored to the needs of each participant. The length of the debrief was determined by the case being discussed, the participant’s reflective process, and amount of discussion generated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifications</td>
<td>No modifications were made during the study period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How well</td>
<td><strong>Planned:</strong> A data set was collected for each cardiac arrest event and each debrief. <strong>Actual:</strong> See data in chapter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 8-4: Overview of written feedback intervention: hospital three

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Why</th>
<th>Whilst early data supports the use of cardiac arrest debriefing, some models may not be deliverable in the NHS setting. The intervention is intended to be deliverable in the NHS. Its aim is to improve delivery of CPR.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| What | **Materials**
Posters advertising the intervention were placed in staff areas throughout the hospital.

A feedback sheet was created using Microsoft Word (Microsoft Word 2007, Microsoft, Redmond, Washington) to show relevant CPR quality data, a summary of the cardiac arrest event, and key learning points. The length of the sheet was a single side of A4. An example feedback sheet is shown in the appendix (Section 12.4.2).

**Procedures**
Following each cardiac arrest, a list of attendees was identified through case notes and rotas.
Defibrillator data were downloaded. In conjunction with information from the case notes, a feedback sheet was created.
The feedback sheet was emailed to cardiac arrest attendees. The covering email requested that recipients reply to confirm that they had attended the cardiac arrest and reviewed the feedback sheet. Patient details were anonymised.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Who provided</th>
<th>Feedback sheets were compiled by myself (a resuscitation research nurse).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How</td>
<td>Feedback sheets were emailed to cardiac arrest attendees as soon as possible after each eligible cardiac arrest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where</td>
<td>The intervention was delivered at a small district hospital with 248 beds. In 2013, there were 102 cardiac arrests which were attended by the hospital emergency team. Clinicians could review feedback sheets at any location where they could access their email account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When and how much</td>
<td>Cardiac arrest feedback sheets were sent via email to all clinical staff who attended cardiac arrest. The sheet was sent as soon as possible after an eligible cardiac arrest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tailoring</td>
<td>The format of feedback sheets were standardised. Free-text varied based on key learning points identified from the CPR data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifications</td>
<td>No modifications were made during the study period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How well</td>
<td><strong>Planned:</strong> A data set was collected for each cardiac arrest event and each debrief. <strong>Actual:</strong> See data in chapter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 8.3.3 Study data collection

The following data were collected for each cardiac arrest event:

- Demographic data: gender, age, reason for admission.
- Cardiac arrest data: time of cardiac arrest, location of cardiac arrest, initial rhythm, whether the arrest was monitored or witnessed, or was an out-of-hospital cardiac arrest.
- Patient outcomes: Return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC), survival to hospital discharge, discharge cerebral performance category score.
Definitions of data items were based on Utstein definitions and other standardised definitions.\textsuperscript{182,293} ROSC was defined as the return of a spontaneous palpable pulse for at least twenty minutes.

8.3.3.1 **Demographic, cardiac arrest, and patient outcome data**

Demographic and cardiac arrest characteristic data were contemporaneously collected and recorded on a local database by the critical care outreach team member that attended the cardiac arrest event. Patient outcome data were collected by the resuscitation service, based on clinical records and discharge summaries. Demographic, cardiac arrest characteristic, and patient outcome data were primarily collected for local participation in the National Cardiac Arrest Audit and to comply with Department of Health requirements for monitoring of in-hospital cardiac arrest events.\textsuperscript{15,186} Staff that collected data had received training in the collection of these data and the definitions of individual data items.

A log of phone calls that requested emergency team attendance was maintained by the hospital switchboard. The log recorded the call date and time, emergency location, and patient details. Every weekday throughout the study period, resuscitation service staff reconciled data recorded by the switchboard with those recorded by the critical care outreach team to ensure that no cardiac arrest event was missed.

Any apparent data discrepancies were investigated through a process of questioning staff and reviewing clinical records.

8.3.3.2 **CPR quality data**

Study defibrillators automatically recorded CPR quality data when used at cardiac arrests. The main defibrillator in use at the trust during the study period was the Phillips MRX QCPR defibrillator (Philips Healthcare, Andover, Massachusetts). When used
with the puck placed on the patient’s chest during cardiac arrest, the device collects key CPR quality metric data, namely: chest compression depth, chest compression rate, chest compression flow-fraction, chest compression incomplete release, and peri-shock pause. These accelerometer data were automatically extracted by manufacturer software (Phillips Heartstart Event Review Pro 4.2 software, Phillips Healthcare, Andover, Massachusetts, USA).

When the team forgot to use the CPR puck, transthoracic impedance data were extracted from the defibrillator record. Transthoracic impedance data require manual extraction to derive chest compression rate, chest compression flow-fraction, and peri-shock pause. Chest compression depth and chest compression incomplete release data are not available. Chest compression rate and flow-flow-fraction data derived from manual analyses are highly correlated with data derived from automatic analyses of accelerometer data (flow-fraction $r = 0.979$, $p<0.001$; chest compression count $r = 0.998$, $p<0.001$). Manufacturer software (QCPR Review V2.1 software, Laerdal Medical, Stavanger, Norway) was used to display these data to facilitate data extraction.

Both approaches to data extraction have been used in previous studies and shown to be validated approaches. The standard definition for each outcome, as defined in the resuscitation literature, was used to ensure consistency and facilitate comparison with other studies.

A cardiac arrest event was only included in the analysis of CPR quality outcomes if it contained at least five minutes of CPR quality data. For eligible cases, the first five minutes of available data for each variable were extracted. This approach has been used in previous studies, and provides a consistent measure of the emergency team’s best CPR performance.
8.3.4 Primary outcome and statistical analysis
The primary study outcome was chest compression depth. Chest compression depth is associated with defibrillation success in in-hospital cardiac arrest and survival in out-of-hospital cardiac arrest.\textsuperscript{70,71,76,79} The results of these studies show that a 10mm centimetre improvement in chest compression depth is a clinically important outcome.

Based on a standard deviation of 13.67, a sample size of 40 participants per hospital site in each study phase was required to detect a 10mm difference in chest compression depth at 90% power and significance level of 0.05.\textsuperscript{288} The required sample size was increased to 60 participants per hospital in each phase to allow for participants for whom primary outcome data would not be available. Given cardiac arrest incidence at the two smaller hospitals, this recruitment rate was considered feasible within the allocated intervention period of 11-months.

8.3.5 Protection against bias
It was not possible to blind either the researcher or the emergency teams at each hospital site to the study intervention. Most data items were objective data and so not subject to outcome bias.

The cerebral performance category (CPC) score may be subject to outcome bias, with some variability between recorders reported in the literature.\textsuperscript{435} To minimise this potential bias, we ensured that CPC data were collected only by a small number of hospital resuscitation service staff, who worked across all three hospital sites. These staff have received training in the use of clinical records and discharge summaries to assess the CPC score. In addition, the primary purpose for collecting these data was for participation in local and national audits, rather than for this research study.\textsuperscript{15,186}
8.3.6 Process evaluation
To assess feasibility of intervention delivery within the NHS, a process evaluation data set was collected for each debriefing method. This incorporated the number of cardiac arrest events for which debriefing was offered, the number of attendees offered debriefing, the number and grade of clinicians that received debriefing, and the time at which it was delivered. We also sought to estimate the delivery time for each intervention.

In addition, debriefing recipients at each hospital were invited to complete an internet survey to gauge their reaction to cardiac arrest debriefing (Kirkpatrick Level I), the impact of debriefing on knowledge (Kirkpatrick Level II), and the self-reported effect of debriefing on practice (Kirkpatrick Level III). Questionnaires included a combination of closed questions and ordinal attitude scale questions. A similar questionnaire was used at each hospital site to enable responses to be compared between sites (appendix: section 12.4.3). Small differences in question wording reflected intervention differences between hospital site.

Invitations to complete the questionnaire were sent via email in December 2013, April 2014, and July 2014. At each time point, clinicians who had received a debriefing intervention in the preceding four months were invited to complete the questionnaire. Clinicians were invited to complete the questionnaire at one time point only, even if they then received the debriefing intervention again. The questionnaire was sent to the person’s known email account, usually a hospital email account. An invite could not be sent if the clinician’s email address could not be found. A reminder email was sent out after two weeks. These time points coincided with the rotation of junior doctors. The questionnaire was hosted on the internet site, surveymonkey.com (SurveyMonkey Inc, Palo Alto, California, USA). No identifiable information was collected and responses were not tracked to individuals.
8.3.7 Data analysis

Data were analysed using SPSS statistical software (SPSS Version 22.0, IBM, Chicago, Illinois, USA). Categorical data are summarised using frequencies and percentages, and compared using the $\chi^2$ test. Continuous variables were assessed for normality. Normally distributed data are reported as mean and standard deviation (SD) and compared using a t-test. Non-normally distributed data are reported as median and interquartile range (IQR) and compared using either the Mann Whitney U test or Kruskal Wallis test. In addition, the mean and standard deviation are reported for these outcome variables to facilitate comparison with other studies.

Outcome analyses for both CPR quality and patient outcome data compare phases one and two, both within each hospital and across all three hospitals. For normally distributed continuous outcomes, differences are reported as mean difference and 95% confidence interval (CI). Dichotomous outcomes include delivery of guideline-adherent care, ROSC, and discharge cerebral performance category. The cerebral performance category (CPC) at discharge was dichotomised as good neurological recovery (CPC 1/2) and poor neurological recovery (CPC 3/4/5). Dichotomous outcomes are presented as odds ratio and 95% CI and calculated using logistic regression. Patient outcome analyses (ROSC, survival to discharge, and neurological status at discharge) exclude out-of-hospital cardiac arrest patient and patients that had previously participated in the study and are adjusted for baseline patient characteristics.

For the process evaluation dataset, questionnaire responses were compared between hospital sites. Categorical data are summarised using frequencies and percentages and compared using either fishers-exact test or the $\chi^2$ test. Continuous data and ordinal attitude scale data are reported as median and interquartile range, and compared using the Kruskal Wallis test. In addition, frequencies and percentages for each category are reported for ordinal attitude scale data.
For all analyses, a p-value ≤ 0.05 is considered statistically significant.

8.3.8 Ethical considerations
Anonymised data collected as part of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study were used as phase one data for this study. The CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study was approved by Coventry Research Ethics Committee (REC number: 09/H1210/65, 26th September 2009). The committee waived the requirement to obtain any consent from patients.

Approval for the CODE study was granted by the Oxford C Research Ethics Committee (REC number: 13/SC/0363, 13th August 2013). Consent arrangements for the CODE study differed from those of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study. Patients were initially enrolled under a Mental Capacity Act consent waiver. Where the patient survived the cardiac arrest, we sought consent from the patient or their representative for use of data.

For clinician participants, written consent was obtained from participants at hospitals one and two prior to intervention delivery. At hospital three, email feedback was sent to the clinician’s email account, with a request that they reply to confirm that they had attended the cardiac arrest, reviewed the feedback sheet, and consented to study participation. For questionnaires, completion of the internet survey was interpreted as consent to study participation.

8.4 Results
8.4.1 Overview of study events
In the two study phases (phase one: November 2011-May 2013; phase two Sept 2013-July 2014), 1218 events were screened for eligibility. Of these, 1198 (782 phase one; 416 phase two) cardiac arrest events were eligible for study inclusion. Reasons for
exclusion were the presence of a DNACPR order (n=15), participant refusal (n=3), and other reasons (n=6). CPR quality data were available for 602 episodes (367 phase one; 235 phase two), of which 508 episodes (302 phase one; 206 phase two) included accelerometer data. A study consort diagram is included as figure 8-1. The required sample size was achieved at all hospital sites in both study phases.

**Figure 8-1: Study consort diagram**

During the study period, there were a total of 154 out-of-hospital cardiac arrests (113 phase one; 41 phase two). The majority (n=133, 86%) of these occurred at hospital three. Of the included events, 58 events (36 phase one; 22 phase two) related to patients who had previously participated in the study

During phase two, 191 clinicians received debriefing interventions on a total of 344 occasions. A breakdown of debriefing intervention recipients by professional grade and hospital site is included in table 8-5. At all three hospitals, junior doctors were the most
frequent recipients of debriefing interventions. Ten clinicians received interventions at more than one hospital site, comprising seven critical care outreach nurses, two resuscitation officers, and one junior doctor. The greatest interaction was between hospitals two and three (six clinicians), followed by hospitals one and two (two clinicians), and hospitals one and three (two clinicians).

Table 8-5: CODE study intervention staff recipients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hospital One</th>
<th></th>
<th>Hospital Two</th>
<th></th>
<th>Hospital Three</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attendees-</td>
<td>Attendances</td>
<td>Attendees-</td>
<td>Attendances</td>
<td>Attendees-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>per person-</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>per person-</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>median (IQR)</td>
<td>median (IQR)</td>
<td>median (IQR)</td>
<td>median (IQR)</td>
<td>median (IQR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>10 (12%)</td>
<td>1 (1-2)</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
<td>1 (1-1)</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registrar</td>
<td>11 (13%)</td>
<td>1 (1-2)</td>
<td>6 (10%)</td>
<td>3 (1-4)</td>
<td>12 (22%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior doctor</td>
<td>25 (29%)</td>
<td>1 (1-2)</td>
<td>26 (42%)</td>
<td>1 (1-2)</td>
<td>16 (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>7 (8%)</td>
<td>1 (1-2)</td>
<td>19 (31%)</td>
<td>1 (1-2)</td>
<td>11 (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCP/ CCO</td>
<td>6 (7%)</td>
<td>1 (1-3)</td>
<td>7 (11%)</td>
<td>1 (1-2)</td>
<td>12 (22%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO</td>
<td>4 (5%)</td>
<td>3 (1-5)</td>
<td>2 (3%)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare student</td>
<td>17 (20%)</td>
<td>1 (1-1)</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>5 (6%)</td>
<td>1 (1-2)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>85 (100%)</td>
<td>1 (1-2)</td>
<td>62 (100%)</td>
<td>1 (1-2)</td>
<td>54 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CCP- Critical Care Practitioner; CCO- Critical Care Outreach nurse; RO- Resuscitation Officer

8.4.2 Hospital one: monthly group debriefing

At hospital one, 11 monthly group debriefing meetings were held during the study period. At these meetings, there were a total of 140 attendances by 85 clinicians. The mean number of attendees per meeting was 13 (SD=5), with a median number attendances per person of one meeting (IQR 1-2, range 1-9). Most attendees were junior doctors (n=25, 29%) and healthcare students (n=17, 20%). Breakdown of attendees by professional group is shown in table 8-5.

During the study period, there were a total of 224 cardiac arrest events, of which 19 (8.5%) events were discussed at the eleven group debriefing meetings. A median of two cases (IQR 1-2, range 1-3) were discussed per meeting. Of the nineteen cases
discussed, someone present at the cardiac arrest event was present for the discussion for 9 (47%) cases, although this was typically only one (four cases) or two (three cases) clinicians.

There were a total of 371 eligible cardiac arrest events during phase one and 221 events during phase two at hospital one. Patient demographics were similar between study phases, except in relation to whether the cardiac arrest was witnessed and the patient category (Table 8-6). Table 8-7 provides an overview of CPR quality data at all hospital sites, whilst tables 8-8 and 8-9 give the differences between phases one and two for continuous and dichotomous outcomes respectively. The intervention was associated with an improvement in chest compression depth (53.2 ± 10.4 v 57.2 ± 12.4, mean difference 4.07, 95% CI 1.22 – 6.92, p=0.005) and the proportion of episodes with a mean chest compression depth more than 50mm (odds ratio 1.98, 95% CI 1.13-3.47, p=0.02) (Tables 8-7 to 8-9). The intervention was not associated with any change in relation to any other CPR quality outcome (Tables 8-7 to 8-9). The intervention had no effect on any patient outcome (Table 8-10).
Table 8-6: Demographic details and arrest characteristics by hospital site

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All hospitals</th>
<th>All hospitals</th>
<th>Hospital one</th>
<th>Hospital two</th>
<th>Hospital three</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase one (n=782)</td>
<td>Phase one (n=371)</td>
<td>Phase one (n=189)</td>
<td>Phase one (n=110)</td>
<td>Phase one (n=222)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase two (n=416)</td>
<td>Phase two (n=221)</td>
<td>Phase two (n=110)</td>
<td>Phase two (n=85)</td>
<td>Phase two (n=85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-value*</td>
<td>P-value*</td>
<td>P-value*</td>
<td>P-value*</td>
<td>P-value*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age- median (IQR)†</td>
<td>76 (66-84)</td>
<td>76 (66-84)</td>
<td>75 (63-83)</td>
<td>77 (71-85)</td>
<td>78 (68-84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>0.287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sex- n (%)</td>
<td>686 (87.7%)</td>
<td>373 (89.7%)</td>
<td>318 (85.7%)</td>
<td>151 (79.9%)</td>
<td>217 (97.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24.0%</td>
<td>26.0%</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51.9%</td>
<td>51.8%</td>
<td>51.9%</td>
<td>51.8%</td>
<td>51.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient category- n(%)</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial rhythm- n (%)</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* P-value by chi-squared test unless stated. † By Mann-Whitney U test
IQR- interquartile range; VF- ventricular fibrillation, VT- ventricular tachycardia, PEA- pulseless electrical activity, OOHCA- out-of-hospital cardiac arrest
### Table 8-7: Overview of CPR quality outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Phase one</th>
<th>Phase two</th>
<th>P-Value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monthly group debrief (hospital one)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC depth (mm)- mean (SD)</td>
<td>53.2 (10.4)</td>
<td>57.2 (12.4)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC rate (/min)- mean (SD)</td>
<td>115.4 (10.8)</td>
<td>113.9 (8.9)</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC flow-fraction (%) - mean (SD)</td>
<td>84.7 (6.8)</td>
<td>83.8 (7.9)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC incomplete recoil (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>15.3 (16.3)</td>
<td>15.8 (17)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>10.3 (4.2-20.4)</td>
<td>8.2 (4.3-23.1)</td>
<td>0.90†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-shock pause (secs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>6.3 (7.5)</td>
<td>5.6 (6.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>2.7 (1.6-9.7)</td>
<td>2.9 (1.5-6.3)</td>
<td>0.92†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-shock pause (secs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>2.4 (1.0)</td>
<td>2.4 (1.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>2.1 (1.8-2.8)</td>
<td>2.3 (1.7-2.7)</td>
<td>0.91†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual debrief (hospital two)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC depth (mm)- mean (SD)</td>
<td>49.0 (10.0)</td>
<td>51.1 (10.0)</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC rate (/min)- mean (SD)</td>
<td>116.5 (10.4)</td>
<td>117.5 (9.7)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC flow-fraction (%) - mean (SD)</td>
<td>82.9 (6.8)</td>
<td>84.5 (6.1)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC incomplete recoil (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>16.0 (13.8)</td>
<td>13.3 (15.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>12.0 (4.7-24.5)</td>
<td>8.7 (2.6-18.0)</td>
<td>0.12†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-shock pause (secs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>9.4 (9.1)</td>
<td>5.2 (5.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>6.4 (3.0-11.8)</td>
<td>3.3 (1.8-4.6)</td>
<td>0.12†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-shock pause (secs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>3.5 (3.0)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>3.0 (1.8-3.7)</td>
<td>2.1 (1.9-2.6)</td>
<td>0.28†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Written feedback (hospital three)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC depth (mm)- mean (SD)</td>
<td>50.5 (10.2)</td>
<td>51.5 (11.9)</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC rate (/min)- mean (SD)</td>
<td>117.4 (12.1)</td>
<td>113.7 (9.8)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC flow-fraction (%) - mean (SD)</td>
<td>87.1 (7.1)</td>
<td>88.2 (6.3)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC incomplete recoil (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>20.7 (22.5)</td>
<td>15.9 (18.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>10.4 (2.9-36.4)</td>
<td>7.7 (3.1-24.3)</td>
<td>0.39†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-shock pause (secs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>9.0 (8.6)</td>
<td>5.6 (4.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>5.3 (3.3-12.5)</td>
<td>2.40 (2.1-10.3)</td>
<td>0.11†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-shock pause (secs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>2.7 (1.2)</td>
<td>2.6 (1.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>2.3 (1.8-3.4)</td>
<td>2.3 (1.9-2.6)</td>
<td>0.78†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>All hospitals</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC depth (mm)- mean (SD)</td>
<td>51.4 (10.4)</td>
<td>54.3 (12.0)</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC rate (/min)- mean (SD)</td>
<td>116.3 (11.1)</td>
<td>114.8 (9.5)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC flow-fraction (%) - mean (SD)</td>
<td>85.0 (7.05)</td>
<td>85.0 (7.26)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC incomplete recoil (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>16.9 (17.7)</td>
<td>15.1 (16.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>10.9 (3.7-23.6)</td>
<td>8.3 (3.7-21.0)</td>
<td>0.18†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-shock pause (secs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>8 (8.3)</td>
<td>5.5 (5.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>4.2 (2.3-11.0)</td>
<td>3.0 (2.0-5.9)</td>
<td>0.05†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-shock pause (secs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>2.7 (1.7)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>2.30 (1.8-3.3)</td>
<td>2.30 (1.8-2.6)</td>
<td>0.50†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CC: Chest compression. *All p-values calculated using T-test, unless stated. †- By Mann-Whitney U test
Table 8-8: CPR quality outcomes: continuous outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean difference (95% CI)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chest compression depth (mm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly group debrief (hospital one)</td>
<td>4.07 (1.22 – 6.92)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual debrief (hospital two)</td>
<td>2.06 (-1.39 – 5.52)</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written feedback (hospital three)</td>
<td>0.99 (-3.00 – 4.98)</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study phase two (all hospitals)</td>
<td>2.94 (0.92 - 4.95)</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest compression rate (compressions per minute)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly group debrief (hospital one)</td>
<td>-1.52 (-3.91 – 0.86)</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual debrief (hospital two)</td>
<td>1.00 (-2.27 – 4.28)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written feedback (hospital three)</td>
<td>-3.73 (-7.22 - -0.24)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study phase two (all hospitals)</td>
<td>-1.45 (-3.11 – 0.21)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest compression flow fraction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly group debrief (hospital one)</td>
<td>-0.90 (-2.62 – 0.83)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual debrief (hospital two)</td>
<td>1.55 (-0.55 – 3.64)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written feedback (hospital three)</td>
<td>1.12 (-1.13 – 3.38)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study phase two (all hospitals)</td>
<td>0.02 (-1.15 – 1.19)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8-9: CPR quality outcomes: dichotomous outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chest compression depth ≥ 50mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly group debrief (hospital one)</td>
<td>1.98 (1.13 - 3.47)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual debrief (hospital two)</td>
<td>1.43 (0.72 - 2.8)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written feedback (hospital three)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.48 – 2.07)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study phase two (all hospitals)</td>
<td>1.52 (1.05 - 2.20)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest compression rate- 100-120 compressions per minute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly group debrief (hospital one)</td>
<td>1.52 (0.89 – 2.59)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual debrief (hospital two)</td>
<td>0.65 (0.34 – 1.27)</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written feedback (hospital three)</td>
<td>2.01 (1.00 – 4.07)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study phase two (all hospitals)</td>
<td>1.31 (0.92 - 1.86)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 8-10: Patient outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hospital one- Monthly group debrief</th>
<th>Phase one N (%)</th>
<th>Phase two N (%)</th>
<th>Unadjusted odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
<th>Adjusted odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROSC</strong></td>
<td>191 (55.8%)</td>
<td>117 (56.8%)</td>
<td>1.04 (0.73 – 1.47)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.04 (0.71 – 1.53)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STD</strong></td>
<td>70 (20.5%)</td>
<td>48 (23.3%)</td>
<td>1.18 (0.78 – 1.79)</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.35 (0.79 – 2.30)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurologically intact survival (CPC 1/2)</td>
<td>65 (19.0%)</td>
<td>46 (22.3%)</td>
<td>1.23 (0.80 – 1.87)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.38 (0.80 – 2.39)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hospital two- Individual debrief</th>
<th>Phase one N (%)</th>
<th>Phase two N (%)</th>
<th>Unadjusted odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
<th>Adjusted odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROSC</strong></td>
<td>71 (41.8%)</td>
<td>47 (45.6%)</td>
<td>1.17 (0.72 – 1.92)</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.04 (0.59 – 1.85)</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STD</strong></td>
<td>22 (12.9%)</td>
<td>20 (19.4%)</td>
<td>1.62 (0.84 – 3.14)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.48 (0.62 – 3.53)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurologically intact survival (CPC 1/2)</td>
<td>19 (11.2%)</td>
<td>12 (11.7%)</td>
<td>1.05 (0.49 – 2.26)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.79 (0.27 – 2.32)</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hospital three- Written feedback</th>
<th>Phase one N (%)</th>
<th>Phase two N (%)</th>
<th>Unadjusted odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
<th>Adjusted odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROSC</strong></td>
<td>61 (50.4%)</td>
<td>19 (43.2%)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.37 – 1.50)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.66 (0.29 – 1.51)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STD</strong></td>
<td>22 (18.2%)</td>
<td>10 (22.7%)</td>
<td>1.32 (0.57 – 3.08)</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1.40 (0.45 – 4.33)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurologically intact survival (CPC 1/2)</td>
<td>18 (14.9%)</td>
<td>7 (15.9%)</td>
<td>1.08 (0.42 – 2.80)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.04 (0.28 – 3.78)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All hospitals</th>
<th>Phase one N (%)</th>
<th>Phase two N (%)</th>
<th>Unadjusted odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
<th>Adjusted odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROSC</strong></td>
<td>323 (51.0%)</td>
<td>183 (51.8%)</td>
<td>1.03 (0.80 – 1.34)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.99 (0.74 – 1.32)</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STD</strong></td>
<td>114 (18.0%)</td>
<td>78 (22.1%)</td>
<td>1.29 (0.94 – 1.78)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.36 (0.90 – 2.06)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurologically intact survival (CPC 1/2)</td>
<td>102 (16.1%)</td>
<td>65 (18.4%)</td>
<td>1.18 (0.83 – 1.66)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.20 (0.77 – 1.87)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ROSC- Return of spontaneous circulation; STD- survival to discharge; CPC- cerebral performance category. *- excludes patients with unknown initial rhythm.
8.4.3 Hospital two: individual oral debriefing

At hospital two, there were 108 arrests during the study period of which 43 (39.81%) were eligible for clinicians to receive debriefing. The reasons for arrests not being eligible for debriefing were a duration less than five minutes (n=17, 15.7%), absence of accelerometer data (n=15, 13.9%) or a combination of both reasons (n=29, 26.9%). Two arrests (1.9%) were subject to a clinical review outside of the research process, and two arrests (1.9%) occurred just prior to the study end so there was no opportunity to offer debriefing.

In total, 211 cardiac arrest attendances (126 unique clinicians) were identified as having probably attended a cardiac arrest eligible for debrief. Debriefing was provided on 94 (44.55%) occasions to 62 (49.2%) clinicians. Junior doctors (n=26, 42%) and nurses (n=19, 31%) were the most common professional groups to receive debriefing (Table 8-5). Reasons for non-delivery included difficulty contacting the clinician (n=104, 89%), clinicians stating that they did not attend the cardiac arrest (n=9, 8%), clinician refusal (n=2, 2%), and inability to schedule (n=2, 2%). The median number of clinicians offered debriefing following each eligible cardiac arrest event was five (IQR: 4-6, range 1-9). The median number of clinicians to receive debriefing per eligible cardiac arrest event was two (IQR 1-3, range 0-5).

The median duration between the cardiac arrest event and intervention delivery was 6.7 days (IQR 4.5-12.0 days, range 1.9 hours to 28.6 days). Comparison of daytime and nighttime arrests showed a trend towards more clinicians being offered debriefing following daytime arrests, (Day: 5 (IQR 4-7) v Night: 5 (IQR 3-5), p=0.06), although the number of clinicians who received debriefing was similar (Day: 2 (IQR 1-4) v Night: 2 (IQR 1-3), p=0.34). However, the median number of days between the cardiac arrest event and debriefing delivery was significantly less for daytime cardiac arrests (Day: 5 (IQR 1-9) v Night: 12 (IQR: 8-16), p<0.001).
There were a total of 189 eligible cardiac arrest events during phase one and 110 events during phase two at hospital two. Patient demographics were similar between study phases, except in relation to patient category (Table 8-6). In relation, to the primary outcome, the intervention was not associated with any change in chest compression depth (49.0 ± 10.0 v 51.1 ± 10.0, mean difference 2.06, 95% CI -1.39 – 5.52, p=0.24) (Table 8-3). Similarly, the intervention was not associated with a change in relation to any other CPR quality outcome (Tables 8-7 to 8-9). The intervention was not associated with any improvement in patient outcome (Table 8-10).

8.4.4 Hospital three: written feedback
At hospital three, 86 cardiac arrests occurred during the study period. Of these 41 (47.67%) events were eligible for debriefing. Reasons for arrests not being eligible for debriefing included a duration less than five minutes (n=16, 19%), absence of accelerometer data (n=10, 12%) or a combination of both reasons (n=16, 19%). Two (2%) cardiac arrest events were subject to review outside of the research process, and one (1%) cardiac arrest event occurred just before the end of the study period so there was no opportunity to send a feedback sheet to cardiac arrest attendees.

In total, 129 clinicians were identified as being responsible for 252 attendances at eligible cardiac arrest events and were sent a feedback sheet by email. Of these, 54 clinicians replied a total of 110 (44%) times (median 2 (IQR 1-3) occasions per clinician) to confirm their attendance at the cardiac arrest event, that they had reviewed the feedback sheet, and consented to study participation. A further 21 replies were received, but these stated that the clinician did not attend the cardiac arrest (n=11, 4%), that they did not recall the cardiac arrest (n=9, 4%), or that they refused study participation (n=1, 0.4%). Despite follow-up emails, there was no reply from the remaining 121 (48%) cardiac arrest attendees.
Most feedback recipients were junior doctors (n=16, 30%), registrars (n=12, 22%), and critical care practitioners/ critical care outreach nurses (n=12, 20%) (Table 8-5). The mean duration between the cardiac arrest event and the feedback sheet being sent by email was 7.1 days (SD=2.8, range 4 hours- 17.7 days).

There were a total of 222 eligible cardiac arrest events during phase one and 85 events during phase two at hospital three. Patient demographics were similar between study phases, except there was a greater proportion of witnessed cardiac arrests during phase two compared with phase one (Table 8-6). For the primary outcome, the intervention was not associated with any change in chest compression depth (50.5 ± 10.2 v 51.5 ± 11.9, mean difference 0.99, 95% CI -3.00 – 4.98, p=0.63) (Table 8-7). However, there was a statistically significant difference in chest compression rate (117.4 ± 12.1 v 113.7 ± 9.8, mean difference -3.73, 95% CI -7.22 - -0.24, p=0.04), which was associated with an improvement in the delivery of guideline-adherent care (chest compression rate 100-120 compressions per minute: odds ratio 2.01, 95% CI 1.00-4.07, p=0.05) (Tables 8-7 to 8-9). The intervention was not associated with any change in relation to any other CPR quality outcome. (Tables 8-7 to 8-9). The intervention was not associated with any improvement in patient outcome (Table 8-10).

8.4.5 All hospitals
To examine for a system-wide effect, we compared differences between phases one and two across all hospitals. Overall, there were 782 eligible cardiac arrest events during phase one and 416 during phase two. Demographic data between study phases were similar, except in relation to patient category, an increased proportion of witnessed cardiac arrests during phase two, and a reduced proportion of out-of-hospitals cardiac arrests in phase two. For the primary outcome, there was a statistically significant improvement in chest compression depth between study periods (51.4 ± 10.4 v 54.3 ± 12.0, mean difference 2.94, 95% CI 0.92 – 4.95, p=0.004), and an increased proportion of patients who received a mean chest compression depth of 50
mm or more (odds ratio 1.52, 95% CI 1.05-2.20, p=0.03) (Tables 8-7 to 8-9). There was also evidence of a reduction in median pre-shock pause duration (4.2 seconds (IQR 2.3-11.0) v 3.0 (IQR 2.0-5.9), p=0.05) (Table 8-7). There was no evidence of a difference between study periods in relation to any other CPR quality outcome (Tables 8-7 to 8-9). There was no evidence of any change in patient outcome (Table 8-10).

8.4.6 Clinician questionnaires
Questionnaires invites were sent to 173 clinicians (62 hospital one, 59 hospital two, 52 hospital three) and were completed by 66 clinicians, representing a response rate of 38%. Response rates for individual hospitals were 31%, 42%, and 42% for hospitals one, two and three respectively (Table 8-11).

Questionnaires could not be sent to 30 clinicians (26 at hospital one, three at hospital two, one at hospital three) as their email address was not known. At hospital one, this consisted of three locum doctors, 19 medical and nursing students, and four persons categorised as other. At hospital two, no email was available for two nurses and one nursing student. At hospital three, a current email address could not be located for one student nurse.

Demographic data were similar between hospital sites (Table 8-11). Most respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the debriefing intervention that they received was interesting (n=62, 95%) and that they would recommend it to others (n=61, 94%) (Table 8-12). Debriefing recipients at hospital one all agreed that they felt comfortable contributing to discussion (n=19, 100%). Furthermore, most staff at hospitals two and three agreed or strongly agreed that the debriefing had prompted them to reflect on the cardiac arrest event (n=40, 87%). In relation to these Kirkpatrick level I outcomes, responses were similar between the models of debriefing at the different hospital sites.
Table 8-11: Demographic characteristics of questionnaire respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hospital one (n=19)</th>
<th>Hospital two (n=25)</th>
<th>Hospital three (n=22)</th>
<th>P-value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Response rate (%)</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>0.32†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical role- n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>3 (16%)</td>
<td>1 (4%)</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registrar</td>
<td>2 (11%)</td>
<td>4 (16%)</td>
<td>7 (32%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior doctor</td>
<td>4 (21%)</td>
<td>9 (36%)</td>
<td>3 (14%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Care Outreach/ CCP</td>
<td>2 (11%)</td>
<td>6 (24%)</td>
<td>4 (18%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resuscitation officer</td>
<td>3 (16%)</td>
<td>2 (8%)</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>3 (16%)</td>
<td>3 (12%)</td>
<td>5 (23%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2 (11%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in current role- median (IQR)</td>
<td>1 (0.5-4.5)</td>
<td>1 (0.7-3.5)</td>
<td>1.5 (0.6-5.3)</td>
<td>0.59‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest level of resuscitation training- n(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS- instructor</td>
<td>6 (32%)</td>
<td>3 (12%)</td>
<td>2 (9%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS- provider</td>
<td>10 (53%)</td>
<td>18 (72%)</td>
<td>13 (59%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILS</td>
<td>2 (11%)</td>
<td>1 (4%)</td>
<td>6 (27%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLS</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
<td>3 (12%)</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cardiac arrests attended in the last four months- n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>5 (26%)</td>
<td>7 (28%)</td>
<td>8 (36%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>6 (32%)</td>
<td>7 (28%)</td>
<td>6 (27%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-9</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>2 (8%)</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 or more</td>
<td>7 (37%)</td>
<td>7 (28%)</td>
<td>3 (14%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not stated/ other</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
<td>2 (8%)</td>
<td>4 (18%)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of times cardiac arrest feedback received/ attended debriefing meetings in last four months- n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8 (42%)</td>
<td>9 (36%)</td>
<td>9 (41%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5 (26%)</td>
<td>9 (36%)</td>
<td>3 (14%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 or more</td>
<td>6 (32%)</td>
<td>6 (24%)</td>
<td>5 (23%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not stated/ other</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>1 (4%)</td>
<td>5 (23%)</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All p-values calculated using fisher-exact test unless stated
†Calculated by chi-square test. ‡Calculated by Kruskall-Wallis test.
CCP- Critical Care Practitioner; ALS- advanced life support. ILS- Immediate Life Support. BLS- Basic Life Support.
Table 8-12: Questionnaire responses to ordinal attitude scale questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hospital One (n=19)</th>
<th></th>
<th>Hospital Two (n=25)</th>
<th></th>
<th>Hospital Three (n=22)</th>
<th></th>
<th>P-value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Response frequency- n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Response frequency- n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Response frequency- n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>MD (IQR)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The meeting/ feedback was interesting†</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>10 (53%)</td>
<td>9 (47%)</td>
<td>4 (4-5)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would recommend feedback/ meetings to others†</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>8 (42%)</td>
<td>11 (58%)</td>
<td>5 (4-5)</td>
<td>Not asked</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felt comfortable contributing to discussions†</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>11 (58%)</td>
<td>8 (42%)</td>
<td>4 (4-5)</td>
<td>Not asked</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback prompted reflection on cardiac arrest†</td>
<td>Not asked</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>10 (40%)</td>
<td>13 (56%)</td>
<td>5 (4-5)</td>
<td>Not asked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has led to improved resuscitation guideline knowledge‡</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
<td>2 (11%)</td>
<td>13 (68%)</td>
<td>3 (16%)</td>
<td>4 (4-4)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has led to improved confidence in cardiac arrest participation‡</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
<td>5 (26%)</td>
<td>10 (53%)</td>
<td>3 (16%)</td>
<td>4 (3-4)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has led to improvements in cardiac arrest clinical practice‡</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>2 (11%)</td>
<td>14 (74%)</td>
<td>3 (16%)</td>
<td>4 (4-4)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MD- Median; IQR- Interquartile range; 1- Strongly disagree; 2- disagree; 3- neutral; 4- agree; 5- strongly agree
* - Samples compared using Kruskal Wallis test. †- No response from one respondent at hospital three.
‡- No response from one respondent at hospital two and one respondent at hospital three.
The remaining three survey questions collected Kirkpatrick II and Kirkpatrick level III outcomes and showed evidence of trends towards differences between debriefing approaches (Table 8-12). In response to a question about the effect of the intervention on resuscitation guideline knowledge (Kirkpatrick level II), staff at hospitals one and two tended to describe a greater impact than staff at hospital three (Hospital one: 4 (IQR 4-4) v Hospital two: 4 (IQR 3-4) v Hospital three: 3 (IQR 3-4), p=0.06). Equally, staff at hospitals one and two tended to be more likely to describe a positive effect on their clinical practice (Kirkpatrick Level III), when compared with hospital three (Hospital one: 4 (IQR 4-4) v Hospital two: 4 (IQR 3-4) v Hospital three: 3 (IQR 3-4), p=0.08). Results in the question on self-reported confidence in relation to cardiac arrest practice were similar between hospital sites (Hospital one: 4 (IQR 3-4) v Hospital two: 4 (IQR 3-5) v Hospital three: 3 (IQR 3-4), p=0.12).

8.4.7 Time demand

Practical experience of the delivery of interventions facilitated the development of an estimate of the time required for the delivery of each intervention. We found written feedback required ten hours per month to deliver, whilst monthly group debriefing and individual oral debriefing required 15.5 and 16.5 hours per month respectively (Table 8-13). Whilst preparation took longer for monthly group debriefing meetings due to the greater amount of detail required, delivery took longest for individual oral debriefing, such that overall the time required to deliver both interventions was similar. All timings were standardised to a cardiac arrest incidence of ten events per month.
Table 8-13: Estimate for time taken to deliver debriefing interventions per month

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Hours required (per month)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Monthly group debriefing*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case identification</td>
<td>Review of cardiac arrest cases, downloading of defibrillator data, and initial review of data (MGD/ IOD/ WF)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical note review</td>
<td>Identify location of medical notes and review medical notes for relevant information (MGD/ IOD/ WF) IOD/ WF IOD/WF tend to require less data capture from medical notes and may sometimes be deliverable without access to medical notes.</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case analysis</td>
<td>In-depth case analysis based on medical notes and defibrillator data (MGD/ IOD/ WF) More detailed analysis required for MGD/ IOD</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review of research</td>
<td>Review of literature for relevant up-to-date information relevant to cardiac arrest (MGD/ IOD/ WF) More detailed analysis required for MGD</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of debrief information</td>
<td>Create presentation to show case information (MGD/ IOD) Create feedback sheet of case information (WF)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informing of clinicians</td>
<td>Advertise debriefing at medical handover; Identify and email clinicians that attended case identified for discussion inviting them to attend (MGD) Identify clinicians that attended case and email/ phone offering them debriefing opportunity; Schedule time and location to meet (IOD) Identify clinicians that attended case and email feedback sheet (WF)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery of debriefing</td>
<td>Deliver intervention (MGD/ IOD)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total time (in hours) per month</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>15.5</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MGD- Monthly group debriefing; IOD- Individual oral debriefing; WF- Written feedback. * Based on one meeting per month with a cardiac arrest incidence of ten events per month † Based on ten cardiac arrest events per month, with debriefing delivered for four events and three clinicians receiving debriefing per cardiac arrest ‡ Based on ten cardiac arrest events per month, with debriefing delivered for four events.
8.5 Discussion
This multi-centre before/after study assessed the deliverability of three cardiac arrest
debriefing strategies and assessed the effect of these interventions on CPR quality and
patient outcomes.

The study first demonstrated that delivery of these interventions was feasible in the
NHS setting, with a total of 191 clinicians receiving debriefing interventions on a total of
343 occasions during the 11-month study period. The intervention was delivered least
frequently at hospital two where it was delivered on 94 occasions, compared to 140
occasions at hospital one and 110 at hospital three. The time required to deliver
interventions varied between 10 and 16.5 hours per month.

The study also examined the effect of interventions on CPR quality. In relation to the
primary outcome, there was no evidence of an association between a change in chest
compression depth and the implementation of either written feedback (hospital three)
or individual oral debriefing (hospital two). At hospital one, where the frequency of the
group debriefing meeting was decreased from weekly to monthly, the intervention was
associated with a small statistically significant increase in chest compression depth
(53.2 ± 10.4 v 57.2 ± 12.4, p=0.005). The improvement at hospital one was the primary
driver behind the small statistically significant increase in chest compression depth
observed across all hospitals (51.4 ± 10.4 v 54.3 ± 12.0, p=0.004). The magnitude of
these differences was not considered to be clinically important.

In relation to secondary outcomes, there was evidence of general improvement across
all hospital sites, but few changes were statistically significant. There was a statistically
significant change in chest compression rate between phases one and two at hospital
three. Whilst mean chest compression rate in both study periods complied with UK
resuscitation guidelines, there was an increase in the greater proportion of patients that
received the recommended chest compression rate (odds ratio 2.01, 95% CI 1.00-4.07, p=0.05).\textsuperscript{14} Across all hospitals, there was a reduction in pre-shock pause (4.2 seconds (IQR 2.3-11.0) v 3.0 (IQR 2.0-5.9), p=0.05).

The study found no evidence that interventions had any effect on patient outcome, but the study was not powered to reliably detect changes in these outcomes. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that there did appear to be a general, albeit non-statistically significant, improvement across all hospitals. Most staff reported that interventions had a positive effect on knowledge and clinical practice.

The finding that interventions were found to be deliverable in the NHS setting is unsurprising, given that interventions were developed through a robust process that prioritised intervention deliverability. The lack of effect observed on CPR quality outcomes is surprising, given that previous studies have generally shown cardiac arrest debriefing to be associated with a positive effect on CPR quality.\textsuperscript{115} There are three possible explanations for this negative result: the interventions are ineffective in all circumstances; the interventions were implemented poorly; or that the interventions were ineffective in this particular context.

The suggestion that the interventions are ineffective in all circumstances is unconvincing given that similar interventions have been associated with improvements in CPR quality in previous studies.\textsuperscript{111,112,172} For example, Lyon et al reported that the implementation of written feedback was associated with improvements in flow-fraction and time to first defibrillation.\textsuperscript{172} Nevertheless, it is curious that the largest improvement in chest compression depth was observed at hospital one, where the debriefing intervention was, in effect, downgraded from a weekly group meeting to a monthly group meeting. This finding likely represents a secular trend. It is also noteworthy that our qualitative work identified two key pathways (discussion with colleagues with similar experiences and feedback on performance) through which debriefing may affect
professional practice, but the ‘discussion with colleagues’ pathway was not formally utilised by the interventions at both hospital two (individual debriefing) and hospital three (written feedback). There is a need for further work to address the relative importance of these two pathways.

Similarly, it is unlikely that interventions were ineffective due to poor implementation. Improper implementation, sometimes termed a type III statistical error, is a common reason for implementations to be found to be ineffective.405,207,219,434 There were practical challenges associated with intervention delivery at all three hospital sites, but it is unlikely that these were the reason for the lack of observed effect on CPR quality. For example, at hospital one (monthly group debriefing), a member of the immediate care team was not present for the review of a cardiac arrest event in 53% of cases. A challenge at hospital two was that the median time to intervention delivery was nearly seven days, in contrast to the 3-4 days planned when developing the intervention. Direct comparisons with other studies is not possible, as these data are not reported in previous studies, but it is likely that they also faced some practical challenges.111,112,152,170

Whilst it is difficult to fully exclude poor implementation as contributing to study findings, it is noteworthy that all interventions in this study were delivered by one person working across three hospital sites. Hospital geographical spread meant that each hospital was generally only visited two or three times per week. In contrast, if implemented as part of standard practice, delivery of interventions would likely be delivered by resuscitation officers based predominantly at one hospital which would make delivery more straightforward.27

The most likely explanation for study findings is that interventions were ineffective in the context in which they were implemented. This study was carried out in an NHS
Trust, which had hosted the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study over the preceding four years. This study had led to system-wide improvements in CPR quality.

There are limited published data describing the quality of CPR delivered at in-hospital cardiac arrest. Tables 8-14 and 8-15 compare CODE study CPR quality and patient outcome data with data published by Edelson et al and the National Cardiac Arrest Audit.\textsuperscript{15,152} These comparisons highlight the high quality of care being delivered both at baseline and throughout the CODE study. In particular, baseline CODE study CPR quality data compare very favourably with that reported by Edelson et al in their study of cardiac arrest debriefing (Table 8-14).\textsuperscript{152} An alternative to this explanation is that debriefing interventions prevented a decline in CPR quality that may otherwise have occurred following the end of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study. A cohort study to examine CPR quality after the end of CODE study would be needed to test this hypothesis.

**Table 8-14: Comparison of CPR quality data: Edelson et al 2008 and CODE study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Edelson et al\textsuperscript{152} (n=101)</th>
<th>Edelson et al\textsuperscript{152} (n=123)</th>
<th>CODE Study Phase one (n=367)</th>
<th>Code Study Phase two (n=353)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CC Depth (mm)- mean ± SD</td>
<td>44 ± 10</td>
<td>50 ± 10</td>
<td>51.4 ± 10.4</td>
<td>54.3 ± 12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC Rate (/minute)- mean ± SD</td>
<td>100 ± 13</td>
<td>105 ± 10</td>
<td>116.3 ± 11.1</td>
<td>114.8 ± 9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC Flow Fraction (%)- mean ± SD</td>
<td>80 ± 13</td>
<td>87 ± 10</td>
<td>85.0 ± 7.05</td>
<td>85.0 ± 7.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-shock pause (secs)- median (IQR)</td>
<td>16.0 (8.5-24.1)</td>
<td>7.5 (2.8-13.1)</td>
<td>4.2 (2.3-11.0)</td>
<td>3.0 (2.0-5.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-shock pause (secs)- median (IQR)</td>
<td>7.1 (2.7-14.8)</td>
<td>2.4 (1.9-3.6)</td>
<td>2.30 (1.8-3.3)</td>
<td>2.30 (1.8-2.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CC- chest compression. SD- Standard deviations. IQR- Interquartile range

**Table 8-15: Comparison of patient outcome data: National Cardiac Arrest Audit and CODE study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>National Cardiac Arrest Audit (n=23,554)\textsuperscript{15}</th>
<th>CODE Study phase one (n=633)</th>
<th>Code Study phase two (n=353)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROSC- n (%)</td>
<td>10607 (45%)</td>
<td>323 (51.0%)</td>
<td>183 (51.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survival to discharge- n(%)</td>
<td>4153 (18.4%)</td>
<td>114 (18%)</td>
<td>78 (22.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ROSC- return of spontaneous circulation

Findings in this study contrast with previous studies, which have typically reported clinical and statistically significant improvement associated with the use of cardiac arrest debriefing.\(^\text{111,112,152,170,172,175,176}\) Our systematic review and meta-analysis of cardiac arrest debriefing found that debriefing was associated with a significant improvement in flow-fraction (mean difference 6.80, 95% CI 4.19 to 9.40, p<0.001) and return of spontaneous circulation (odds ratio 1.46, 95% CI 1.01-2.13, p=0.05).\(^\text{115}\) However, studies included in the review typically started with a poor baseline quality of CPR. Importantly, the Cochrane systematic review on audit and feedback found that interventions are more likely to be effective if the quality of baseline care delivery is poor.\(^\text{119}\) The corollary to this is, as observed in this study, that interventions are less likely to be effective if the quality of baseline care delivery is high.

In the complex intervention literature, the context in which an intervention is implemented is recognised as a key determinant of the success of an intervention.\(^\text{206,219,432-434}\) Indeed, the basis of realist theory is that the effectiveness of an intervention will be determined both by how the intervention works and setting in which it is implemented.\(^\text{366,436}\) However, context is not always described adequately in study reports.\(^\text{212-215}\) The TIDieR framework, as was used in this study, mandates the reporting of information on context, such that its use may lead to improved reporting in future debriefing studies.\(^\text{227}\)

Cardiac arrest debriefing remains in its infancy. Whilst it seems that cardiac arrest debriefing can be an effective intervention, there is a clear need to adopt realist theory and start to consider what is likely to work and in what circumstances. This requires a need to recognise that cardiac arrest debriefing is not a single intervention, but
represents a number of approaches that likely vary in their cost, effectiveness and deliverability. Studies should provide both a full description of the debriefing intervention and the context in which it was delivered.

8.6 Limitations
This study has several limitations. The key limitation relates to the study methodology. This was a before/after study undertaken in three hospitals which comprise a single NHS trust. This study design increases the risk of a type I statistical error as it is not possible to control for underlying secular trends. Undertaking the study in a single NHS trust increased the risk of intervention contamination between study sites. Indeed, ten clinicians actually received study interventions at more than one hospital, although this likely underestimates the true incidence of contamination. However, this methodology was chosen based on practical grounds and was considered reasonable given that the primary aim of the study was to assess the feasibility of delivering debriefing interventions and to provide initial data on the effect of interventions on CPR quality and patient outcomes, rather than to be a definitive effectiveness trial.

The second limitation relates to the decision to integrate this study with the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study. This created differences in baseline interventions between hospital sites, making it impossible to directly compare the effectiveness of interventions. However, again, this was a practical decision and was judged reasonable given the study's primary aim.

Thirdly, differences between the consent approach used during phases one and two of the study may have skewed data. During both phases of the study, patients initially entered the study under a Mental Capacity Act consent waiver. In phase one of this study, which formed part of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study, retrospective consent was not sought. In contrast, during phase two of the study, retrospective
consent was sought from survivors or their proxy decision maker. By definition, patients that refused consent had survived the cardiac arrest event. This change stemmed from different interpretations of the Mental Capacity Act 2005 by research ethics committees. The issue of consent in cardiac arrest research is ethically problematic, as the time-critical nature of the condition requires that patients be enrolled without first obtaining informed consent. However, the conflict in this study arose from whether consent should be sought following the event in the context of research that relates to a past event with no ongoing intervention. Whilst the literature describes a variety of approaches and different national laws, the change in approach during this study is likely to be unusual. During phase two, only three patients actually refused consent for the use of their data in study analyses, so this limitation is unlikely to have had a significant effect on study findings.

Finally, the relatively low questionnaire response rate (38.2%) creates a high risk of non-response bias making it difficult to draw meaningful and generalisable conclusions from these data. Various strategies were used to try and optimise response rate, including preservation of anonymity, use of reminders, and the creation of a short survey that could be accessed from any computer with internet access. Low response rates in clinician surveys are common, particularly in internet surveys. Our response rate was markedly lower than the response rate (68%) reported by Zebuhr et al in their cardiac arrest debriefing internet survey. As such, findings from these questionnaires should be interpreted with caution.

8.7 Conclusion
Delivery of all three cardiac arrest debriefing interventions was feasible in the NHS setting, but overall interventions were not associated with clinically important improvements in CPR quality or patient outcomes. We attribute this finding to high-quality CPR delivery at baseline, such that clinically important improvements in CPR
quality were difficult to achieve. This study shows that provision of cardiac arrest
debriefing may provide little additional benefit in high-performing organisations. If
implemented, organisations should closely monitor the effectiveness of any cardiac
arrest debriefing intervention. There is a need for study reports of cardiac arrest
debriefing interventions to provide a full report of the intervention and to describe the
context in which it was delivered.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion
In-hospital cardiac arrest is an important health problem that is associated with a significant mortality burden. Cardiac arrest debriefing is an educational strategy that may reduce the burden of this condition by improving the quality of cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) delivered at in-hospital cardiac arrests. The intervention can take a variety of forms, ranging from written feedback to regular group meetings. In clinical studies, the use of cardiac arrest debriefing has been associated with improvements in CPR quality and return of spontaneous circulation, although the impact of debriefing on outcomes such as survival to hospital discharge and quality of life is unclear. However, some debriefing approaches are challenging to deliver in many NHS hospitals.

This thesis has described the development and feasibility assessment of three cardiac arrest debriefing approaches that were tailored to NHS working practices. The structure of this thesis is modelled on the first two stages of the Medical Research Council framework for the development and evaluation of complex interventions. The first section of the thesis comprises three work packages, namely a systematic review, a process evaluation, and a qualitative study. Data from these work packages were synthesised to develop three cardiac arrest debriefing approaches. The second section of the thesis comprises the cardiopulmonary resuscitation debriefing study, which evaluated the deliverability of the three developed interventions and their effect on CPR quality and patient outcome.

9.1 Systematic review
Systematic reviews have previously analysed the effect of debriefing on care delivery, but these reviews were not specific to cardiac arrest or clinical emergencies. Cardiac arrest, like other clinical emergencies, presents unique challenges due to the need to deliver time-critical interventions to save life. As such, the findings from these other systematic reviews are not readily generalisable to the setting of cardiac arrest.
The systematic review presented in this thesis included studies that examined the effect of debriefing interventions on clinician performance at clinical emergencies. Included studies were extremely heterogeneous, covering a range of clinical emergencies, study settings, and intervention designs. Studies were typically subject to a high risk of bias. In a narrative analysis, there was low quality evidence that debriefing is associated with an improvement in technical elements of care delivery, but there was no evidence of an effect on non-technical performance and patient outcome. In a sub-group of four cardiac arrest studies, a meta-analysis found low quality evidence that debriefing is associated with an improvement in flow-fraction (mean difference 6.80, 95% CI 4.19 to 9.40, p<0.001) and return of spontaneous circulation (odds ratio (OR) 1.46, 95% CI 1.01 to 2.13, p=0.05). Very low quality evidence found no evidence of an association between the use of debriefing and survival to hospital discharge (OR 0.80, 95% CI 0.38 to 1.67, p=0.55).

This is the first systematic review to specifically examine the role of debriefing on clinician performance following clinical emergencies. Study heterogeneity precluded the use of meta-analysis in relation to most included studies. The narrative analysis and meta-analysis of cardiac arrest studies support the use of debriefing following cardiac arrest and other clinical emergencies as a strategy to improve care delivery. The review highlights the need for future studies to provide a full description of the debriefing intervention and, where possible, to adopt study designs that are less prone to a high risk of bias.

9.2 Process evaluation
Studies of cardiac arrest debriefing have, to date, generally failed to include key intervention information, such as a full description of the intervention, details of the context in which it was delivered, and an evaluation of how well the intervention was
delivered. The omission of this information may contribute to research waste by preventing the implementation of cardiac arrest debriefing in other organisations.

This process evaluation examined the delivery of a weekly group cardiac arrest debriefing intervention at a large NHS hospital. The intervention was delivered as part of the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study, and was associated with a system-wide improvement in CPR quality and return of spontaneous circulation. The process evaluation provided a full description of the intervention and the context in which it was delivered. The evaluation of its delivery provided evidence that the intervention was delivered broadly as planned. Questionnaires provided evidence that clinicians viewed cardiac arrest debriefing as useful and that the debriefing intervention was associated with self-reported improvements in knowledge and practice. However, the process evaluation also showed that weekly group debriefing is likely to be undeliverable in many NHS hospitals. In particular, NHS working patterns meant that members of the direct care team were often unable to attend the meeting where their cardiac arrest event was discussed and most NHS hospitals have insufficient cardiac arrests to facilitate delivery of weekly meetings.

This work package provides important information about the challenges associated with delivering weekly group debriefing. These challenges have not been described previously and highlight the need to develop alternative approaches to cardiac arrest debriefing that are better suited to NHS working practice.

9.3 Qualitative study
Clinical studies provide evidence that debriefing is associated with improvements in CPR quality and patient outcome. However, the way in which debriefing is perceived by clinicians and the mechanisms by which these effects are realised have not previously been researched. These data are important in developing cardiac arrest debriefing
interventions by improving our understanding of why debriefing approaches may differ in their effectiveness. We undertook a qualitative study to examine these concepts. Data were collected from 13 semi-structured interviews and 41 sets of field notes.

In a thematic analysis, four major themes were identified, namely: ‘the impracticality of debriefing,’ ‘the individual and feedback- managing the ‘ego’,’ ‘finding solutions through discussion,’ and ‘a change in culture: the effect of cardiac arrest debriefing.’ These themes identified cardiac arrest debriefing as a complex intervention which, whilst challenging to deliver, affects various organisational levels, including the individual, the team, and the hospital. These themes were used to develop a model to describe six mechanisms through which debriefing may affect clinical practice. These mechanisms seem to be driven by two modalities (discussion with colleagues with similar experiences and feedback on performance). We argued that different debriefing approaches may affect these modalities to different extents. Further work is needed to identify the relative importance of these two modalities.

This study demonstrated that cardiac arrest debriefing is a complex intervention. We developed new insights in to how clinicians perceive debriefing and developed a model which sought to conceptualise the mechanisms by which debriefing affects clinical knowledge and practice. There is a need to empirically test these findings.

9.4 Intervention development
Based on the findings from the preceding work, we identified the need to develop cardiac arrest debriefing interventions that were tailored to NHS working practices. A key limitation with previous cardiac arrest debriefing interventions is that, as is common with many complex interventions, they were often developed based on researcher intuition. As such, neither generalisability nor underpinning theory were given adequate consideration during the development process.
We created a three-stage process to develop three cardiac arrest strategies that could be delivered across NHS organisations. Both underpinning theory and intervention generalisability were prioritised during this process. The three developed interventions were monthly group debriefing, individual oral debriefing to the direct care team after each cardiac arrest, and written feedback to the direct care team after each cardiac arrest.

The use of a theoretically-driven rigorous process to develop generalisable cardiac arrest debriefing was, in itself, novel. We identified the need to undertake further work to test the deliverability of these three interventions in NHS hospitals.

### 9.5 The CODE study

The aim of the CODE (cardiopulmonary resuscitation debriefing) study was to evaluate the deliverability of the three cardiac arrest debriefing in the NHS setting and to assess their effect on CPR quality. The study collected data on patient outcome, but was not powered to detect a clinically important difference in relation to these outcomes. In a before/after study, which dovetailed with the CPR Quality Improvement Initiative study, we demonstrated that, despite some practical challenges, all three interventions were deliverable within the NHS setting. In an internet survey clinicians positively evaluated all three debriefing approaches. However, interventions were not associated with a clinically important effect on CPR quality or patient outcome.

We attribute this finding to the high quality of CPR being delivered at study hospitals at baseline, such that further clinically important differences would have been difficult to achieve. This is, in itself, an important finding as it highlights that cardiac arrest debriefing interventions may not be associated with improvements in CPR quality in all settings.
9.6 Thesis summary and future work
Cardiac arrest debriefing is a relatively new intervention. Most studies to date have focused on outcomes associated with the intervention. Much of the work included in this thesis is novel and represents new knowledge about the role of debriefing following cardiac arrest. This includes work that has systematically reviewed the effect of debriefing on clinical emergency care delivery, development of new theory on how debriefing may affect clinical practice, and an evaluation of the feasibility of delivering three cardiac arrest debriefing interventions in the NHS setting. The work in this thesis supports the concept of cardiac arrest debriefing, but also highlights that debriefing is not effective in all settings.

Future studies should aim to provide more robust evidence to evaluate the effectiveness of debriefing, compare the effectiveness of different cardiac arrest debriefing approaches, and aim to identify those organisations which are most likely to benefit most from the implementation of a cardiac arrest debriefing programme. This work should aim to more precisely define the costs associated with the delivery of different debriefing approaches. All future studies should provide a full description of the cardiac arrest debriefing approach used and include an evaluation of its delivery.

Cardiac arrest debriefing is a complex intervention and undertaking this work will likely present many challenges. It is hoped that the work in this thesis has laid the foundations for these future studies and will thereby contribute, either directly or indirectly, to improving outcomes for victims of in-hospital cardiac arrest.
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Chapter 12: Appendix

12.1 Systematic review

12.1.1 Systematic review search strategy

Ovid MEDLINE

1. exp Feedback/
2. Feedback.mp.
3. Debrief$.mp.
4. exp Shock/
5. Cardiogenic shock.mp.
8. Septic shock.mp.
10. exp Emergencies/
11. exp Heart Arrest/
12. exp Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation/
13. exp Resuscitation/
15. exp Anesthesiology/
16. exp Airway Obstruction/
17. exp Airway Management/
18. exp Respiratory Therapy/
19. exp Angioplasty, Balloon, Coronary/
20. exp Thrombolytic Therapy/
21. 1 or 2 or 3
22. 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 or 16 or 17 or 18 or 19 or 20
23. 21 and 22
24. Limit 23 to English language

Ovid EMBASE

1. exp feedback system/
2. Feedback.mp.
3. Debrief$.mp.
4. exp shock/
5. Cardiogenic shock.mp.
8. Septic shock.mp.
10. exp emergency/
11. exp heart arrest/
12. exp cardiopulmonary arrest/
13. exp resuscitation/
15. exp Anesthesiology/
16. exp Airway obstruction/
17. exp Respiration control/
18. exp Percutaneous coronary intervention/
19. exp Fibrinolytic therapy/
20. 1 or 2 or 3
21. 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 or 16 or 17 or 18 or 19
22. 20 and 21
23. Limit 22 to English language
24. Limit 23 to conference abstract
25. 23 not 24

CINAHL

1. (MH "Feedback")
2. "Feedback"
3. "Debrief"
4. (MH "Shock+")
5. "Cardiogenic shock"
6. "Hypovolemic shock"
7. "Septic shock"
8. "Anaphylactic shock"
9. (MH "Emergencies+")
10. (MH "Heart Arrest+")
11. (MH "Resuscitation, Cardiopulmonary+")
12. (MH "Resuscitation+")
13. "Resuscitation"
14. (MH "Anesthesiology")
15. (MH "Airway Obstruction+")
16. (MH "Airway Management+")
17. (MH "Respiratory Therapy+")
18. (MH "Angioplasty, Transluminal, Percutaneous Coronary")
19. (MH "Thrombolytic Therapy")
20. (1 OR 2 OR 3)
21. 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 or 16 or 17 or 18 or 19 or 20
22. (1 OR 2 OR 3)
23. 21 and 22

COCHRANE CENTRAL

1. MeSH descriptor Feedback explode all trees
2. Feedback
3. Debrief
4. MeSH descriptor Shock explode all trees
5. Cardiogenic shock
6. Hypovolemic shock
7. Hypovolaemic shock
8. Septic shock
9. Anaphylactic shock
10. MeSH descriptor Emergencies explode all trees
11. MeSH descriptor Heart Arrest explode all trees
12. MeSH descriptor Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation explode all trees
13. MeSH descriptor Resuscitation explode all trees
14. Resuscitation
15. MeSH descriptor Anesthesiology explode all trees
16. MeSH descriptor Airway Obstruction explode all trees
17. MeSH descriptor Airway Management explode all trees
18. MeSH descriptor Respiratory Therapy explode all trees
19. MeSH descriptor Angioplasty, Balloon, Coronary explode all trees
20. MeSH descriptor Thrombolytic Therapy explode all trees
21. (1 OR 2 OR 3)
22. (4 OR 5 OR 6 OR 7 OR 8 OR 9 OR 10 OR 11 OR 12 OR 13 OR 14 OR 15 OR 16 OR 17 OR 18 OR 19 OR 20)
23. (21 AND 22)
ERIC via PROQUEST

1. su.EXACT("Biofeedback" OR "Feedback (Response)")
2. Feedback
3. Debrief*
4. su.EXACT("First Aid")
5. Shock
6. Resuscitation
7. Emergenc*
8. CPR
9. 1 OR 2 OR 3
10. 4 OR 5 OR 6 OR 7
11. 9 AND 10
12. Limit 11 to English language

PSYCHOINFO (1806 to present)

1. feedback.ti,ab
2. exp FEEDBACK/
3. exp "DEBRIEFING (PSYCHOLOGICAL)"/
4. debrief$.ti,ab
5. exp SHOCK/
6. (cardiogenic AND shock).ti,ab
7. (anaphylactic AND shock).ti,ab
8. (septic AND shock).ti,ab
9. (hypovolemic AND shock).ti,ab
10. (hypovolaemic AND shock).ti,ab
11. exp CPR/
12. exp ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION/
13. exp ANESTHESIOLOGY/
14. 1 OR 2 OR 3 OR 4
15. 5 OR 6 OR 7 OR 8 OR 9 OR 10 OR 11 OR 12 OR 13
16. 14 AND 15
17. 14 AND 15 [Limit to: English Language]
12.1.2 List of studies included in systematic review

12.1.2.1 Clinical studies


### 12.1.2.2 Manikin studies


### 12.1.3 GRADE tables

**Effect of debriefing on clinician performance at clinical emergencies**

**Population:** Clinicians that manage clinical emergencies. **Settings:** Pre-hospital and in-hospital. Manikin and Clinical. **Intervention:** Debriefing. **Comparison:** Control

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Illustrative comparative risks* (95% CI)</th>
<th>Relative effect (95% CI)</th>
<th>No of Participants (studies)</th>
<th>Quality of the evidence (GRADE)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assumed risk Control</td>
<td>Relative effect (95% CI)</td>
<td>No of Participants (studies)</td>
<td>Quality of the evidence (GRADE)</td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkpatrick Level I: Reaction. Subjective intervention effect; usefulness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkpatrick Level II: Learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkpatrick Level III: Technical performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkpatrick Level III: Non-technical performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkpatrick Level IV: Patient-focused outcomes. Mortality, Length of Stay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Data from survey studies with no control group.
2. Data from randomised controlled studies and observational studies.
3. Majority of data from manikin studies. Generalisability to clinical setting is unclear.
4. Data from manikin studies. Generalisability to clinical setting is unclear.
5. Two studies used non-validated tools to evaluate performance.
### Effect of debriefing on clinician performance at cardiac arrests

**Population:** Clinicians that manage cardiac arrests.  
**Settings:** Clinical cardiac arrest studies: pre-hospital and in-hospital.  
**Intervention:** Debriefing.  
**Comparison:** Control

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Illustrative comparative risks* (95% CI)</th>
<th>Relative effect (95% CI)</th>
<th>No of Participants (studies)</th>
<th>Quality of the evidence (GRADE)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assumed risk</td>
<td>Corresponding risk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chest compression fraction (%)</strong></td>
<td>The mean chest compression fraction (%) in the intervention groups was 6.8 higher (4.19 to 9.4 higher)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Return of spontaneous circulation</strong></td>
<td>258 per 1000 (260 to 426)</td>
<td>OR 1.46 (1.01 to 2.13)</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>⊕⊕⊕⊕ low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Survival to hospital discharge</strong></td>
<td>100 per 1000 (41 to 157)</td>
<td>OR 0.80 (0.38 to 1.67)</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>⊕⊕⊕⊕ very low1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The basis for the **assumed risk** (e.g. the median control group risk across studies) is provided in footnotes. The **corresponding risk** (and its 95% confidence interval) is based on the assumed risk in the comparison group and the **relative effect** of the intervention (and its 95% CI).  

**CI:** Confidence interval;  
**OR:** Odds ratio;  

1 Downgraded for imprecision- wide confidence intervals.
12.2 Process evaluation

12.2.1 Example debriefing meeting slides
Last week....

Discussed
- Defibrillation and peri-shock pause
  - Reduced peri-shock pause associated with improved outcome
  - Change of defibrillation technique introduced in 2010

This week's focus.....

Flow Time

Flow Time

% of time during a cardiac arrest spent doing chest compressions

Affected by
- Pauses for rhythm checks
- Ventilations (when no advanced airway)
- Defibrillation
- Ineffective team leadership

Physiological effect of chest compression pauses

Blood pressure

Time

- chest compression

Berg et al. 2001

Chest Compression Fraction Determines Survival in Patients With Out-of-Hospital Ventricular Fibrillation

Circulation. 2009;120:1241-1247

Chest Compression Fraction Determines Survival in Patients With Out-of-Hospital Ventricular Fibrillation

Circulation. 2009;120:1241-1247

Chest Compression Fraction Determines Survival in Patients With Out-of-Hospital Ventricular Fibrillation

Circulation. 2009;120:1241-1247

Chest Compression Fraction Determines Survival in Patients With Out-of-Hospital Ventricular Fibrillation

Circulation. 2009;120:1241-1247
Cardiac arrest 1

Situation: Adult emergency - Ward xo- xo/xo at xoxx

Background:
- 90 year old female
- Admitted xo/xo
- Abdo pain, coffee ground vomiting (no change in stool), SOB
- Lives alone - playing bingo previous night
- PMHx: Thrombosis (multiple)
- Imp: LVF, Pneumonia, haematemesis.

Assessment: CA

Initial rhythm
Blood gases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-arrest</th>
<th>Intra-arrest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>7.24</td>
<td>6.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pO2</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCO2</td>
<td>8.94</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hb</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCO3</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>-9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gluc</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K+</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactate</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post-resuscitation rhythm

Cardiac arrest 2

Situation: Adult emergency - Ward xx - xx/xx - xx/xx
Background: 48 year old male
Admitted xx/xx
Right pleural effusion - Right VATS + decortication
PMH: ESRF (dialysis), T1DM, Right arm paralysis
Current issues: ongoing consolidation right lung, ↓ albumin, poor glycaemic control, malnourished, ↑CRP (220)
Cvs: 11.30, MEWS=2
Assessment: CA

Outcome: ROSC achieved
Decision to withdraw care

Summary statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compression rate</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression depth</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow-time</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaving</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CC rate and depth by 30-second segment

Summary statistics

- Compression rate: 136
- Compression depth: 47
- Flow-time: 77%
- Leaking: 42%

Outcome:
Attempt terminated - no reversible cause

Thank you
Any questions?
12.2.2 Questionnaire one

Cardiac Arrest Case-Based Discussion Evaluation
Weekly evaluation

Date____________________

Did you attend any of the cardiac arrests being discussed this week?
Yes ☐ No ☐

Please state your role and grade (e.g. ITU SHO; Staff Nurse)

Please give your views on this week’s cardiac arrest case-based discussion meeting. Please circle the appropriate answer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The meeting was relevant to my practice</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I felt comfortable contributing to discussions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would recommend these meetings to others</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What prompted you to attend today’s meeting?

Is there anything you would change about these meetings?

Any other comments?

Thank you for completing this questionnaire

The University of Warwick

HEART of ENGLAND
NIH Foundation Trust

Post-Event feedback in clinical emergencies

The questionnaire overleaf forms part of a research study looking at ways to improve the delivery of post-event debriefing meetings. You are being asked to complete this questionnaire as you have attended today’s meeting.

Completion of the questionnaire is entirely voluntary. There is no requirement to complete it. You are asked not to write your name on the questionnaire—this is to ensure that it remains anonymous. As the questionnaire is anonymous, it will not be possible for you to withdraw your questionnaire once it has been returned.

Completion of the questionnaire will not directly benefit you or present any risk or detriment, but it may help improve these meetings in the future.

If you require any further information, please contact Keith Couper (Tel 0121 4242366, keith.couper@heartofengland.nhs.uk) or Prof Gavin Perkins.

If you have any complaints about the conduct of this research, please contact Lorain Rawlins, Senior Investigations Manager, Heart of England NHS Foundation Trust, Birmingham, B9 5SS. Tel: 0121 424 0237.

Thank you for completing this questionnaire
12.2.3 Questionnaire two

Cardiac Arrest Case-Based Discussion Evaluation

Date: ______________________

Please state your role and grade (e.g. ITU SHO, Staff Nurse).

How many cardiac arrests have you attended in the last month?  
- 6  
- 10  
- 20  
- 30  
- 40  
- 5 or more

How many cardiac arrest case-based discussion meetings have you attended since April 2012?  
- 1  
- 20  
- 30  
- 40  
- 50  
- 6 or more

Following your attendance at case-based discussion, please identify your agreement with the following statements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Please circle the appropriate answer</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My knowledge of resuscitation guidelines has improved</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My understanding knowledge in relation to cardiac arrest management has improved</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am more confident in participating in cardiac arrests</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am more confident in leading cardiac arrests</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My clinical practice in relation to cardiac arrests has improved</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please provide examples of any change in your knowledge or practice that has resulted from your attendance at case-based discussion meetings.

(Please continue overleaf if necessary)

Thank you for completing this questionnaire.

Vers 1.1 23/9/12  
### 12.2.4 Content analysis coding frame: questionnaire one

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Example of statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What prompted you to attend today’s meeting?</td>
<td>Arrest team member/ Part of job role</td>
<td>“Part of resus team”; “Am on crash team”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Working on acute medical unit</td>
<td>“I was in the department as RMO”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Involved in cardiac arrest event scheduled for discussion</td>
<td>“I was at the arrest and wanted feedback on my role”; “I was team leader at one of the cases for discussion”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Educational benefit</td>
<td>“Recent ALS course- wished to consolidate learning outcomes”; “Learning opportunity”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General interest/ clinical relevance</td>
<td>“Relevance to practice. Interesting cases”; “interesting discussion”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colleague recommendation</td>
<td>“Heard it was interesting”; “Recommended by consultant”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regular attender/ previous good experience</td>
<td>“Came once before and find them quite interesting”; “I’m a regular”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Food</td>
<td>“Pizza!!”; “Lunch break”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>“To work towards perfection”; “Never attended before”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No response                                                           -</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there anything you would change about these meetings?</td>
<td>Nothing/ no change                                                    “No”; “Too good to be changed”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in quantity/type of food</td>
<td>“Food- nice but needs a change”; “Not enough pizza today!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase arrest team attendance</td>
<td>“Need more team members to attend to discuss what went well/ badly”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase attendance generally</td>
<td>“Increase ward staff attendance”; “Protected time so more F1/F2 can attend”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Make less negative                                                    “Sometimes feels negative and blaming”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduce jargon/ make more understandable</td>
<td>“It went over my head a bit, but still learnt a lot.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify clear learning points</td>
<td>“More specific improvement points”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>“?Review ED arrests also”; “Should continue”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No response                                                           -</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any other comments?</td>
<td>Gratitude                                                            “Thanks”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education/learning benefit                                             “Excellent learning experience”; “Constructive environment to discuss cases”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enjoyable/ useful discussion                                           “Good MDT approach and discussion generated”; “Good discussion”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Food (general comments)                                                “Nice pizza”; “Pizza! Yay”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>“Open atmosphere”; “Continue meetings”; “Good to have new presenters”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No response                                                           -</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## 12.2.5 Content analysis coding frame: questionnaire two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Example of statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Please provide examples of any change in your knowledge or practice that has resulted from your attendance at case-based discussion meetings</td>
<td>No effect</td>
<td>“No real change in practice/ knowledge”; “Not much”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect on practice: technical skills</td>
<td></td>
<td>“Attaching pads and assess rhythm immediately”; “how to maximise time on chest”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect on practice: non-technical skills</td>
<td></td>
<td>“Human factors and team knowledge improved”; “team leader dynamics”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect on practice: use of puck</td>
<td></td>
<td>“Reminder to use puck”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect on knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td>“knowledge of factors associated with good survival improved”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td>“Avoid mistakes of others”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
12.3 Qualitative study: Interview schedule

Preamble
Firstly, thank you very much for agreeing to participate in this interview, which forms part of my PhD. The aim of this interview is to investigate your feelings about the provision of feedback following cardiac arrest, and I have asked you to participate because you have attended one or more of the weekly cardiac arrest feedback meetings. I anticipate that it will take less than 20 minutes.

I recognise that you know me through my role at the weekly meetings. However, I am interviewing you in my role as a researcher. I am genuinely interested in your feelings and attitudes about the feedback process, so please be totally honest in your answers.

I appreciate that you have read the information sheet and signed a consent form. I just want to reiterate a couple of things. Firstly, your participation in this process is anonymous. You have consented to allow me to use specific quotes in both my thesis and any publications, but any quotes that I use will only refer to you by role (e.g. junior doctor). Secondly, I will tape record this interview, but the recording will be destroyed as soon as the interview has been transcribed. Are you happy to start?”

Questions
1. Firstly, can you tell me about your experience of the weekly cardiac arrest feedback meetings that you have attended?
   Prompt questions
   I. Anything else?
   II. What do you think works particularly well?
   III. What changes would you make to the meetings?

2. Thinking back to the last cardiac arrest that you attended, in what way do you think the weekly meetings had any impact on the way that you performed at that cardiac arrest?
   Follow-up
   I. What about other members of the team?

3. Can you tell me about any other experiences you have had (other than the weekly meetings) where you have received feedback following your involvement at a cardiac arrest?

4. I think you have attended (xx) arrests over the last (xx) months, and have attended (xx) meetings. (xx) of these arrests were discussed at meetings but you were unable to come. Is that correct?
   a. How do you feel about your arrests being discussed when you were unable to be present?
b. On the flip side of this, how do you feel about discussing other team’s arrests, where they are not present?

5. Finally, I would like to discuss with you some other types of feedback that have been used by others. Can you tell what your thoughts are about each one, in terms of how useful you think it would be and how practical it would be in practice:

   a. An immediate post-arrest discussion between people who attended the cardiac arrest without any objective data on performance
   b. A delayed (1-4 days later) post-arrest discussion between people who attended the cardiac arrest with objective data on performance
   c. Individual/ small group feedback, where a facilitator will follow-up after every cardiac arrest and arrange to discuss a cardiac arrest with individuals or small groups a few days after the cardiac arrest with objective performance data
   d. Written feedback, where you are sent a performance summary with some pointers to help you perform better.

Use card to illustrate these.

Concluding statement
That is the end of my questions. Is there anything else that you would like to say?
Thank you very much for taking part in this interview.
12.4 CODE study

12.4.1 Example of debriefing presentation: hospital Two

**Arrest demographics**

- 45-year old female attended ED with shortness of breath and chest pain
- No PMHx
- Cardiac arrest shortly after ED arrival
  - Decision made to thrombolise early with alteplase
  - Early tracheal intubation

**Initial rhythm**

4 minutes later

**Summary statistics**

- Chest compression depth: 6.2 cm  
  Goal: 5-6cm
- Chest compression rate: 113 Cpm  
  Goal: 100-120 Cpm
- Flow fraction: 95%  
  Goal: ≥ 90%
- Chest compression leaning: 11.41%  
  Goal: ≤ 10%

Green: within target range; Red: area for improvement

Outcome: RIP
12.4.2 Example of written feedback: hospital Three

CODE study: CPR quality report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key CPR quality indicators:</th>
<th>Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chest compression depth (corrected)</td>
<td>5.5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest compression rate (per min)</td>
<td>108 cpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow-fraction</td>
<td>94.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaning (not allowing chest recoil)</td>
<td>8.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-shock pause</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-shock pause</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Green: within target range; Red: area for improvement
For definitions of each indicator, please click here.

Chest compression quality chart
Goal is for all 30-second arrest segments to be between dark purple lines

Comments/areas to focus on
- This patient had an out-of-hospital cardiac arrest witnessed by paramedics. He was initially in PEA, and remained in PEA throughout the arrest. He received 11 minutes of CPR in...
- The quality of CPR that this patient received excellent- all parameters were in the target ranges! Rhythm checks were brief and compressions were consistently delivered at the correct depth and rate.
- Leaning (not allowing the chest to recoil at the end of each compression) was towards the upper end of the range. It mostly occurred at the start of the arrest, but was then addressed. It is indicated by a star at the top of the compression deflection on the defibrillator display. This is a minor point, but may be something that could have been slightly improved on.
- This was an excellent team performance. Please try and reflect on what particular things you think went well, so this performance can be delivered at future arrests.

This feedback report has been produced as part of the CODE study. If you have any questions about this report or the study, please contact Keith Couper or Prof Gavin Perkins (ext 42960). If you have any clinical queries, contact the Trust Resuscitation officers (ext 42478).
### 12.4.3 Process evaluation questionnaires

#### 12.4.3.1 Process evaluation questionnaire- Hospital one

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question number</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Type of response</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>What is your current role?</td>
<td>Select from list</td>
<td>Doctor- Consultant; Doctor- Registrar; Doctor- SHO; Doctor- FY1; Nurse- Band 5; Nurse- Band 6+; Healthcare Assistant; Critical Care Outreach; Critical Care Practitioner; Resuscitation Officer; Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>How long have you been in your current role?</td>
<td>Free-text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>What is your highest level of resuscitation training?</td>
<td>Select from list</td>
<td>Advanced Life Support- instructor; Advanced Life Support- provider; Immediate Life Support; Basic Life Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>How many cardiac arrests have you attended in the last 4 months?</td>
<td>Free-text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>How many debriefing meetings have you attended in the last 4 months?</td>
<td>Select from list</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Survey text: For questions 6-11, please state your agreement with the following statements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question number</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Type of response</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The meeting was interesting</td>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly agree (5); Agree (4); Neutral (3); Disagree (2); Strongly disagree (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>I felt comfortable contributing to discussions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>I would recommend these meetings to others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>After attending the meeting(s), my knowledge of resuscitation guidelines has improved</td>
<td>Likert-type scale list</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>After attending the meeting(s), I am more confident in participating in cardiac arrests</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>After attending the meeting(s), my cardiac arrest clinical practice has improved</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 12.4.3.2 Process evaluation questionnaire - Hospital two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question number</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Type of response</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>What is your current role?</td>
<td>Select from list</td>
<td>Doctor- Consultant; Doctor- Registrar; Doctor- SHO; Doctor- FY1; Nurse-Band 5; Nurse-Band 6+; Healthcare Assistant; Critical Care Outreach; Critical Care Practitioner; Resuscitation Officer; Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>How long have you been in your current role?</td>
<td>Free-text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>What is your highest level of resuscitation training?</td>
<td>Select from list</td>
<td>Advanced Life Support- instructor; Advanced Life Support- provider; Immediate Life Support; Basic Life Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>How many cardiac arrests have you attended in the last 4 months?</td>
<td>Free-text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Of these cardiac arrests, for how many did you receive feedback?</td>
<td>Free-text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Survey text: For questions 6-11, please state your agreement with the following statements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question number</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Type of response</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The feedback was interesting</td>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly agree (5); Agree (4); Neutral (3); Disagree (2); Strongly disagree (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>I would recommend this feedback to others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The feedback prompted me to reflect on the cardiac arrest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>After receiving feedback, my knowledge of resuscitation guidelines has improved</td>
<td>Likert-type scale list</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>After receiving feedback, I am more confident in participating in cardiac arrests</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>After receiving feedback, my cardiac arrest clinical practice has improved</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
12.4.3.3 Process evaluation questionnaire - Hospital three

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question number</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Type of response</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>What is your current role?</td>
<td>Select from list</td>
<td>Doctor- Consultant; Doctor- Registrar; Doctor- SHO; Doctor- FY1; Nurse-Band 5; Nurse-Band 6+; Healthcare Assistant; Critical Care Outreach; Critical Care Practitioner; Resuscitation Officer; Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>How long have you been in your current role?</td>
<td>Free-text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>What is your highest level of resuscitation training?</td>
<td>Select from list</td>
<td>Advanced Life Support- instructor; Advanced Life Support- provider; Immediate Life Support; Basic Life Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>How many cardiac arrests have you attended in the last 4 months?</td>
<td>Free-text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Of these cardiac arrests, for how many did you receive and read the feedback sheet?</td>
<td>Free-text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Survey text: For questions 6-11, please state your agreement with the following statements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question number</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Type of response</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The feedback was interesting</td>
<td>Likert-type scale list</td>
<td>Strongly agree (5); Agree (4); Neutral (3); Disagree (2); Strongly disagree (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>I would recommend this feedback to others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The feedback prompted me to reflect on the cardiac arrest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>After receiving feedback, my knowledge of resuscitation guidelines has improved</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>After receiving feedback, I am more confident in participating in cardiac arrests</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>After receiving feedback, my cardiac arrest clinical practice has improved</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>